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Abstrat
The present thesis onsiders a oupled modelling approah for hydro- and
morphodynamis in the surf zone, whih is based on a solution to the Reynolds
Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations with a Volume of Fluid (VOF)
losure for the surfae traking.
The basis for the numerial approah is the surfae traking method in the
open-soure CFD toolbox OpenFoam
R©, whih is released by OpenCFD R©.
This basi version has been extended with the ability for modelling surfae
water waves and sediment transport in the surf zone. The validation of these
funtionalities are desribed as part of the projet. The inequilibrium in the
sediment transport eld leads to a morphologial hange in the bed level,
whih is inorporated through a movement of the omputational mesh. This
allows for an integrated oupling with the hydrodynamis. The morpholog-
ial module is also developed as part of this work.
The numerial model is applied onto several physial settings. Firstly,
the morphologial response is turned o, and the hydrodynamis and the
sediment transport patterns in the surf zone are desribed. The desription
onsiders these proesses as a funtion of several non-dimensional variables,
namely the surf similarity parameter, ζ0, and Dean's parameter in various
forms, Ω and ΩHK . This investigation has an emphasis on (i) the spatial and
temporal lag-eets in the hydrodynamis, and between the hydrodynamis
and the sediment transport and (ii) the integrated net ross shore suspended
sediment transport ux as a funtion of either of the variables ζ0, Ω, or ΩHK .
Seondly, the bed is allowed to evolve under the inuene of the sediment
transport proesses. The development of breaker bars in both laboratory
sale settings and prototype sale settings is onsidered. The temporal de-
velopment of the ross shore prole is simulated for several ombinations of
wave foring and sediment grain diameters. The variation is desribed with
emphasis on the development of the rest level of the breaker bar, the varia-
tion in the bed shear stress on the rest of the breaker bar, and its migration
speed.
Additionally, a net onshore urrent over a breaker bar is onsidered,
where this urrent mimis the presene of a horizontal irulation ell. The
xvii
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development of the breaker bar is desribed for dierent values of the net
onshore urrent speed. This desription is undertaken with and without a
oupling to the morphology.
Abstrat in Danish
Denne afhandling betragter en integreret løsningsmetode til hydro- og mor-
fodynamikken i brydningszonene. Metoden er baseret på en løsning af de
Reynoldsmidlede Navier-Stokes ligninger, som er koblet med en numerisk
metode til bestemmelse af overadens plaering (Volume of Fluid).
Udgangspunktet for denne model er den implementerede metode til be-
stemmelse af overadens plaering, som er tilgængelig i den frie CFD (Com-
putational Fluid Mehanis) pakke kaldet OpenFoam
R©, der er frigivet af
OpenCFD
R©. Denne grundlæggende version er blevet udvidet med mu-
ligheden for at modellere overadebølger samt sediment transport i bryd-
ningszonen. Valideringen af disse komponenter er beskrevet i afhandlingen.
Uligevægten i sedimenttransportfeltet resulterer i en morfologisk ændring af
bunden, hvilket er medtaget ved at ytte beregningsnettet. Beregningsmod-
ulet, som håndterer disse ytning, er ligeledes en del af nærværende arbejde.
Beregningsmodellen er benyttet på en række fysiske problemstillinger.
Som udgangspunkt er koblingen til det morfologiske respons slået fra, og
hydrodynamikken, samt den af hydrodynamikken induerede sedimenttrans-
porten i brydningszonen, er beskrevet. Disse mekanismer er søgt beskrevet
som en funktion er forskellige dimensionsløse parametre, nemlig ζ0 (kaldet
surf similarity parameter) og to udgaver af Deans parameter, Ω og ΩHK .
Beskrivelsen har hovedfokus på (i) rumlige og tidslige forskydninger imellem
proesser internt i hydrodynamikken og imellem hydrodynamikken og sedi-
menttransporten samt (ii) den integrerede tværtransport hidrørende fra den
suspenderede sedimentransport. Denne er betragtet som en funktion af ζ0,
Ω og ΩHK .
Bunden tillades herefter at udvikle sig under indydelse af gradienter
i sedimenttransporten. Udviklingen af revler i både laboratorie- og proto-
typeskala er undersøgt. Den tidslige udvikling af revlen er simuleret for ere
kombinationer af bølgeparametre og korndiametre. Fokus er på udviklingen
af revlens toppunkt, den tidslige variation af bundforskydsningsspændingen
over revlens toppunkt, samt vandringshastigheden af dette.
Derudover er en indadrettet strøm påtrykt hen over en revle, hvilket
efterligner tilstedeværelsen af en horisontal reirulation. Udviklingen af
xix
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revlen er beskrevet som en funktion af styrken af denne strøm. Beskrivelsen
er givet både med og uden en kobling til det morfologiske modul.
Chapter 1
Introdution
In reent years, oastal threats due to global warming, the resulting aeler-
ation of sea level rise, and hanges in storm and preipitation patterns have
gained a lot of fous. One of the questions arising from suh an aelerated
hange is, whether or not shorelines an keep pae with the inrease in sea
level rise. Is the Bruun rule (Bruun, 1962) appliable or not for this prob-
lem, or will the ross shore sediment delivery be too small, resulting in net
eroding shores?
The inreasing presene of humans in nearshore areas means that the fate
of the shoreline annot be ignored, and measures need to be taken to protet
our shorelines. Suh measures ould be a ombination of hard solutions
suh as groynes, breakwaters (surfae piering or submerged), revetments,
seawalls and soft solutions suh as sand nourishment in the dune system, on
the shore or oshore on the breaker bars (Komar, 1998).
Any of these solutions or the omission of any ation needs evaluation.
This requires an aurate longterm modelling framework for the shoreline
evolution. Irrespetive of the type of predition framework, it is important
to deide on the relevant spatial and temporal sales. Three relevant sales
for the ross shore prole are depited in gure 1.1. When onsidering e.g.
the modelling of deadal behaviour level I and perhaps level II need diret
modelling, whereas it is not possible to diretly inlude the eet of wave
orbital ripples on level III. The residual eets of the ripples on the sediment
transport hene needs to be parameterised in a proper way. The way to
inlude this parameterisation is still unknown.
Examples of deadal models are those of Plant et al. (1999, 2001), whih
are based on a behavioural pattern with a oupling between the breaker
bar position and the instantaneous environmental foring; these models are
disussed in 2.5.1. The breaker bar migrates towards an equilibrium, whih
is desribed based on the instantaneous wave height. The models rely on
emperial formulations of the breaker bar position. As these formulations are
1
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exlusively based on measurements from FRF, Duk, North Carolina, U.S.A.,
it has not been tested, whether or not the tted parameters are universal or
depend on e.g. sediment grain distribution or the prevailing environmental
foring at that spei loation. This makes the models diult to use
as an engineering tool, beause deadal measuring ampaigns are rare and
thus a validation of the model at any loation through a hindasting will
prove impossible. Therefore, more knowledge of the atual physial proesses
taking plae in the oastal zone should be built into suh behavioural models
to inrease the engineering appliability. Suh physial proesses ould be all
residual eets from non-resolved features. Suh an inreased inorporation
of knowledge of the proesses into the behavioural models is also one of the
main onlusions in the review by de Vriend et al. (1993).
Proess oriented morphodynami models inlude prole models being
1DH (H: horizontal) depth integrated ross shore models, whih assume long-
shore uniformity, and area models, whih are either 2DH depth integrated
models or 3D with a hydrostati assumption. These latter models relax the
requirement for longshore uniformity. The range of modelling approahes
are desribed in 2.5.22.5.3.
The vertial variation of the veloity eld in the surf zone annot be
3modelled using depth integrated models, as the veloity eld has on- and
oshore ontributions over the vertial. The oshore direted part of the
veloity prole is termed the undertow. To remedy this lak in modelling
ability, a quasi three dimensional modelling is inluded, where the undertow
is omputed in a parametri fashion (e.g. Deigaard et al., 1991b; Drønen
and Deigaard, 2007). The omputation of the undertow relies on a loal
fullment of the vertial fore balane. This results in a sharp transition in
the sediment transport patterns at the breakpoint (see Drønen and Deigaard,
2007, gure 9). This sharp transition alls for the inlusion of smoothing
and/or lag-eets in the transition between the part of the oastal zone
dominated by shoaling waves and that dominated by wave breaking. These
lag eets have been inorporated in many fashions in previous models, and
the formulations depend on the modelling approah for waves, urrent, and
sediment transport, see e.g. 2.5.2. The variation of these lag-proesses is
typially an unknown funtion of the environmental foring and sediment
properties.
To irumvent the empirial modelling of these spatial and temporal lags,
the present thesis will onsider the modelling of sediment transport under
breaking waves with a 2DV (V: vertial) model, whih in an expliit manner
handles the free surfae elevation using a Volume of Fluid (VOF) method
for surfae traking. The modelling of sediment transport under breaking
waves in 2DV models has to the author's knowledge only been onsidered by
Christensen et al. (2000); Ontowirjo and Mano (2008, 2009). Ontowirjo and
Mano (2009) is also the only work, where the sediment transport modelled
using a Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes model with a VOF losure has been
used as input to a morphologial module. The details in Ontowirjo and Mano
(2009), however, are limited, and the methodology in oupling the hydro-
and morphodynamis is not presented.
The sope of the present thesis is to onsider the ombined hydro- and
morphodynami proesses over the ross prole with an emphasis on the
proesses lose to the breakpoint. This near eld desription of the break-
ing and the resulting mobilisation of the sediment annot be ahieved in
the other modelling frameworks mentioned above. The model will be used
rstly on a onstant sloping bed, and the proesses as a funtion of the surf
similarity parameter (2.3.2) or variants of Dean's parameter (2.2) are on-
sidered. The modelling framework is also applied on a desription of the
morphologial development, where the bed level hanges in a tight oupling
with the instantaneous ow eld and sediment transport proesses.
The goal is to obtain a better understanding of the sediment transport
proesses in the surf zone and their intriate oupling with the hydro- and
morphodynami feedbak mehanisms. This type of model allows for a de-
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tailed desription of all proesses and an therefore be used to map the pa-
rameters governing the phase-lags in the surf zone. This an eventually lead
to an improvement of the less sophistiated proess and behaviour oriented
tools, whih are appliable for engineering purposes.
1.1 Outline of the Thesis
The outline of the present thesis is as follows.
A bakground overview of the hydrodynami and sediment proesses in
the nearshore area is desribed in 2. This desription overs the hydrody-
namis of breaking and non-breaking waves and the orresponding indued
urrents in both the long- and ross shore diretions. Furthermore, the en-
fored sediment transport and resulting morphologial response is disussed.
A detailed desription of the adopted numerial model is given in 3,
where eah of the individual modules are onsidered. The Navier-Stokes
equation, turbulene losure and VOF-handling is briey presented, whereas
the methods for wave generation/absorption, sediment transport and mor-
phologial oupling are onsidered in detail, sine they have been imple-
mented as part of this work.
The validation of the individual piees of the proposed model is onsid-
ered in 4. This validation overs turbulene modelling, wave modelling with
both breaking and non-breaking benhmark test ases, and the modelling of
sediment transport in losed hannels and below breaking waves.
In 5 the hydrodynamis and sediment transport over a bed of onstant
slope are onsidered over a range of surf similarity parameters. A disussion
of the interplay between hydrodynami and sediment transport is given and
phase-lags are desribed. Furthermore, estimates of erosional and aretional
beah types are given.
The full oupling between the hydro- and morphodynami modules is
onsidered in 6. A set of yearly average and storm onditions is investi-
gated for two grain diameters. The morphologial response for only bed
load and both bed and suspended load is onsidered under regular wave
foring. Furtheremore, the eet of a net urrent over a barred ross shore
prole is onsidered.
The thesis is terminated with a disussion (7) and a onlusion (8).
Chapter 2
Bakground
2.1 Terminology
The nearshore area haraterises the boundary between land and sea, and it
is a plae where onsiderable sediment transport proesses take plae. When
looking at the nearshore area it is ommon to onsider, what happens in two
main diretions, namely the ross shore and longshore diretions.
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ross shore vertial plane. Note that the bed is termed rippled over the
outer bar, as it is instantaneously inative, i.e. outside the surf zone.
A sketh of a ross shore prole is shown in gure 2.1. When onsidering
the nearshore area, there is a terminology for the instantaneous piture and
another terminology for the longer term. Over the short term, the ross shore
is divided into a region, where waves are breaking, alled the surf zone, whih
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is shoreward of the breakpoint, see gure 2.1. The waves are shoaling seaward
of the breakpoint. Shoaling is the onservative proess of a hange in wave
height due to a hange in the water depth. Over the long term perspetive,
the near shore area is divided into the upper and lower shorefaes, where the
upper shorefae is predominantly aeted by the surf zone proesses, and
therefore it ontains all of the breaker bars. The lower shorefae is mainly
dominated by hydrodynami and sediment transport proesses related to
shoaling waves.
The breaker bars an be longshore uniform or rhythmi features, see 2.2
and gure 2.2. The longshore features an be interseted by deeper parts,
whih are alled rip hannels. Rhythmi features are also alled resenti
bars, and they are depited in gure 2.2b,. As an be seen from this gure,
they interat and an onnet with the shoreline. The dierent topologial
layouts of the breaker bars have been lassied into several beah states,
whih will be disussed in 2.2.
Near the shoreline the broken waves run up on the shore and form the
swash zone, whih, ontrary to the progressive short waves in the surf zone,
has the harateristis of a (partly) standing wave (see Hughes and Turner,
1999, gure 5.6). A thin sheet of water runs up the beah in this zone and,
depending on the state of saturation of the beah, a fration of the water is
inltrated into the beah. This water is then exltrated as the swash lens
retreats.
In gure 2.1, the two bars are given dierent attributes, namely ative
and inative respetively, whih desribe their instantaneous morphologial
state. When waves are breaking seaward of the bar, wave indued turbulene
and wave indued urrents will result in large sediment transport rates, whih
modify the shape of the breaker bar. The opposite holds for the inative bar,
as the sediment transport rates are orders of magnitude smaller for shoaling
waves, why the morphologial response is equally weak. The inative bar will
beome ative as soon as it is subjet to surf zone dominated proesses, i.e.
the ourrene of a storm with larger waves or a lowering of the mean water
level due to tidal motion. The number of ross shore bars will be disussed
in 2.2.2. The number of bars ranges from none to as many as ve.
The hydrodynami onditions are suiently alm for the generation of
wave orbital ripples under shoaling waves and in the bar troughs, see sketh
in gure 1.1. These are extremely important features, when onsidering the
residual eets of the sediment transport in the near shore area and espeially
important for the longterm ross shore sediment delivery. This is the ase
beause the instantaneous magnitude and diretion of sediment transport
is onsiderably inuened by the presene of ripples relative to the at bed
onditions.
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In the longshore diretion the bars are seldomly straight but are inter-
seted by deeper parts alled rip hannels. These an be found between
otherwise straight bars, resenti bars, or transverse bars, e.g. see gure
2.2 and Dalrymple et al. (2011). This results in a longshore variation in the
width of the surf zone, as waves break farther onshore in the rip hannels
ompared to the position of the breaker bars. The rip hannels mentioned
above are haraterised by a strong seaward urrent, whih is sustained by a
shoreward urrent over the bars. The strength of the urrent in the rip han-
nel osillates at frequenies smaller than that of the inident waves. Field
experiments by MaMahan et al. (2004) showed the osillations to be ou-
pled to long periodi motion in the surf zone. This long periodi motion is
termed infragravity waves, and they will be desribed further in 2.3.3.
2.2 Beah Classiation
In the present setion an introdution to beah lassiation will be given
under the assumption that the beah in question is neither aeted by man-
made strutures nor forms a losed system due to the presene of natu-
rally ourring head-lands or similar hard features (see Short and Masselink,
1999). In addition to this, it will be assumed that the beah is not tidally
dominated; a brief aount of tidal eets on the shorefae morphology is
given in 2.2.3.
2.2.1 Single-Bar Congurations
Wright and Short (1984) have lassied beah topology based on eld studies
of Australian beahes. Generally this lassiation has been supported with
additional observations from Japan (Sunamura and Irie, 1988) and daily
observations using photographi equipment over a period of two years at the
FRF laboratory in Duk, North Carolina (Lippmann and Holman, 1990).
The lassiation sheme diers slightly between the dierent authors. The
one outlined by Wright and Short (1984) (see gure 2.2) is followed here.
Both Wright and Short (1984) and Lippmann and Holman (1990) use
the parameter
Ω =
HB
wsT
(2.1)
to lassify the beah states. This parameter is alled Dean's parameter
following Dean (1973)
∗
. HB is the breaking height, ws is the sediment fall
∗
This parameterisation is aording to Short (1999) rst suggested by Gourlay (1968).
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Figure 2.2: The layout of the beah states for a single bar onguration. From
Dalrymple et al. (2011)
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veloity, and T is the wave period. Sunamura and Irie (1988) use
K∗ =
H¯2B
gT¯ 2d
(2.2)
where over-bar means daily averages, g is the modulus of the gravitational
vetor, g, and d is the median grain diameter. Both of these parameters
express a relation between the inident waves and the sediment properties.
The lassiation sheme as suggested by Wright and Short (1984) on-
sists of 6 beah states, see gure 2.2. Lippmann and Holman (1990) suggest
8 beah states, whih is merely a subdivision of the two states Longshore
Bar-Trough (LBT) and Transverse Bar and Rip (TBR). The two addi-
tional states originate from a proess based onsideration, where those in
Wright and Short (1984) are based on eld observations.
The sequene of states is shown in in gure 2.2, where the two extremes
are the reetive beah state (Ω < 1) and the dissipative beah state (Ω > 6).
These are longshore uniform, and they are seen on swell and storm dominated
oasts respetively. On the dissipative beah state, the sediment is typially
ner than that on the reetive beahes. In the fully reetive beah state,
there are no breaker bar present. Instead the beah prole has a sudden
depth inrease alled a step (gure 2.2f). The dissipative state is erosive and
the reetive beah state is aretive.
The lassiation works with a set of aretional and erosional sequenes,
where the beah state is aretional as long as Ω (K∗) is dereasing and
erosional for inreasing Ω (K∗). Here the terms aretional and erosional
states reet the overall ross shore sediment transport diretion, i.e. on-
and oshore respetively.
Is the Proess Reversible?
The sequene from fully dissipative to reetive beah state goes through
four intermediate states, where the bar progressively moves onshore (Ω de-
reases, hene aretion) and the bar is eventually onneted to the beah
fae. Aording to Wright and Short (1984) this proess is reversible, whereas
Lippmann and Holman (1990) do not address this, beause the erosional se-
quene is on a too short time sale relative to their measuring tehnique.
Sunamura and Irie (1988) nd that the resenti beah state only develops
under dereasing Ω (K∗), and their erosion/aretion proess is yli with 3
intermediate aretional states and 3 intermediate erosional states. This dif-
ferene might arise from the time sales, where the aretional sequene (fair
weather) has time sales that are typially of the order weeks and month,
whereas the erosional sequene (storm) our over hours and days. An ex-
ample of the latter is given in Holman et al. (2006), where the storm event
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is desribed as system resets, where all rhythmi behaviour is erased and
replaed by longshore straight bars. This an our within the sale of hours.
Lippmann and Holman (1990) nd that the fully dissipative state is gen-
erally unstable, where rip hannels are immediately formed with a lowering
in storm intensity (lowering Ω). The instability of suh straight bars has
been addressed using linear stability analysis, e.g. Deigaard et al. (1999a).
Rate of Change
The rate of hange of the beah state was addressed by Wright and Short
(1984), and their hypothesis was ompiled into gure 2.3. Following intu-
ition it is seen that the rate of hange is small for a low energy event and
large for a high energy events, whih is intuitively orret. Furthermore, they
propose that the rate of hange also goes asymptotially toward an equilib-
rium state. This hypothesis explains, why the beah seems to jump several
states during storm events after long periods of alm weather as the initial
prole is far from the dissipative one. The hypothesis an only be used qual-
itatively, whereas quantitative modelling using the beah states and their
modulation toward an equilibrium seem out of reah. An example where
suh a model would break down an be disussed based on the eld obser-
vations by Holman et al. (2006). Here a large sale resenti feature (O(1)
km) is untouhed by a onsiderable storm, and only the smaller resenti
features, superimposed along the larger one, are straightend. These smaller
resenti features reappear following the storm event. Here the same type of
beah state is superimposed on eah other with dierent length sales, how-
ever, only the smaller sales are subjet to signiant morphologial hange
during the storm event.
2.2.2 Eet of Multiple Bars
Multiple ross shore bars are found on many beahes around the world.
The lassiation of these is addressed by Short and Aagaard (1993) in a
ompilation of their own work ombined with a review of previous works.
Additional omplexity is introdued, sine the inner bar(s) an be ative in
a given instane, in whih the outer bar(s) an remain inative and only
subjet to shoaling waves. The outer bar(s) an then beome ative under
more severe hydrodynami foring. This means that the inner bar(s) an
for instane go through an aretional sequene, whereas the outer bar(s)
remain xed. Hene, a lassiation using Ω or K∗ loses its meaning for
all of the bars simultaneously. The shape of the individual bars, however,
still reets those in the lassiation sheme for single bars as given by
Wright and Short (1984) (see gure 2.2). Greenwood and Davidson-Arnott
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(1975) similarly report that the outer bar system at Kouhibougua Bay,
New Brunswik, Canada, hange over onsiderably larger time sales than
the inner bar system. The inner bar system an onsist of as muh as 3 ross
shore bars over a wide range of beah states.
The ross shore bar spaing is addressed by Short and Aagaard (1993)
based on theoretial onsiderations of standing edge or leaky waves (see
2.3.3) during storm events. Based on these onsiderations, a bar parameter
B∗ =
ξs
gβT 2p
(2.3)
is introdued. Here ξs is the distane from the shoreline to where the slope
of the prole tends to zero (see also gure 2.6), β is the gradient of a linear
approximation to the nearshore prole, and Tp a representative wave period
during storm events. Based on this, no bars are found for B∗ < 20, one bar
for B∗ ≃ 20− 50, two bars for B∗ ≃ 50− 100, three bars for B∗ ≃ 100− 400
and four bars for B∗ > 400. E.g. steep and swell dominated oasts have no
bars, and gently sloping and storm dominated oasts will exhibit multiple
longshore bars.
Sine Short and Aagaard (1993) use the inident wave period in eq. (2.3),
it an be questioned whether this expression reets an infragravity perspe-
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tive on the nearshore bar formation proess. The form of eq. (2.3) originates
from the solution of edge waves (see 2.3.3), whih are strongly reasonant
in the ross shore diretion, hene the use of Tp instead of a representative
wave period for the edge waves is merely a saling onsideration.
Besides the fat that a formation proess governed by infragravity type
waves is questionable, see disussion in 2.4.2, the proposed expression does
t the observed number of bars remarkably well.
2.2.3 Eet of Tides
The eet of tides on the development of the nearshore beah morphology
introdues two additional mehanisms. The rst is the translation of the
instantaneous shoreline aross the beah prole due to the tidal motion,
whih introdues a ross shore variation in the loation of surf and swash
zone sediment transport proesses. Thus part of a prole an be subjet
to these two types of transport mehanisms in addition to shoaling waves
and aeolian sediment transport over a single tidal yle, see Masselink and
Turner (1999).
Additionally, the tidal motion results in an osillating water level inside
the beah. The swash zone then ats on both saturated and unsaturated
beds, whih favours o- and onshore sediment transport, respetively.
In addition to Ω, another dimensionless parameter is introdued. Namely
the relative tide range
RTR =
TR
HB
, (2.4)
where TR is the tidal range. For RTR > 15, the beah is lassied as a tidal
at irrespetively of the magnitude of Ω. RTR is more meaningfull than the
lassiation sheme using an absolute tidal range, suh as miro, meso and
maro tidal-ranges.
2.3 Nearshore Hydrodynamis
This setion onsiders the range of nearshore hydrodynami phenomena from
the intra-wave orbital motion through wave breaking, indued mean surfae
elevations to the resulting wave indued urrents. A desription of the pro-
dution of turbulene and its advetion and diusion is given. Measurements
of bed shear stresses below breaking waves in the surf zone are presented.
2.3.1 Intra-Wave Hydrodynamis
The basi water partile motion below non-breaking waves is elliptial, where
the ellipses beome irular in deep water and straight lines in shallow wa-
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ter, see gure 2.4A-C. Inluding higher order eets into this desription, the
elliptial motion is distorted and there is a slight forward drift in the move-
ment, whih is alled the Stokes drift (Mei, 1999). This drift is of seond
order in wave height, and its vertial distribution depends on whether it is
evaluated using an Eulerian or a Lagrangian approah, see 2.4D. In the for-
mer ase, it is loated between the trough and rest, and it is loated between
the bottom and the mean water level in the latter ase. The forward drift
is ompensated by a return urrent for losed systems suh as wave umes
and the ross shore prole; for example see Sumer and Fredsøe (2001) for an
experimental evidene. In addition to the elongation of the orbital traje-
tories, the surfae elevation beome less and less sinusoidal with dereasing
water depth. This is seen as inreasingly shorter and steeper rests and wider
troughs, see gure 2.4A-C. In shallow water the Stokes perturbation theory
breaks down, see e.g. Fenton (1990) gure 2.
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Figure 2.4: Sketh of the orbital veloities in deep water (A), over intermediate wa-
ter depths (B), and in shallow water (C). The thin line shows the orre-
sponding Airy wave. D: Sket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Near Bottom Flow
The potential theory breaks down at the bottom boundary, beause it allows
for a nite slip veloity. However, visous fores are to obtain a zero veloity
at the boundary.
Transition from laminar to turbulent wave boundary layers ours at
Rew = uma/ν ≃ 105, where um is the maximum orbital veloity, a is the
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orbital amplitude, and ν the moleular visosity. For Reynolds numbers
slightly larger than the ritial, turbulene only overs a small fration of
the wave period, a fration whih inreases with inreasing Reynolds number
(Jensen et al., 1989).
The osillating pressure gradient in the boundary layer is out of phase
with the free stream veloity, explaining why the veloity within the bound-
ary reverses prior to the free stream veloity. This an be measured as a
phase-lag between the freestream veloity and the bed shear stress. This
phase-lag is 45◦ for laminar boundary layers, whereas it dereases to O(10◦)
in turbulent wave boundary layers due to the inreased momentum exhange
over the vertial (e.g. Jensen et al., 1989, gure 11). Exess turbulene an
result in an even smaller phase-lag (Fredsøe et al., 2003), who found values
as small as 5◦.
Current and Waves
The superposition of waves and urrent has a signiant eet on the mag-
nitude and the vertial distribution of the urrent, as the eddy visosity in
the turbulent wave boundary layer is larger than the orresponding for pure
urrent. This results in a smaller veloity gradient and hene a smaller depth
integrated ux over the water depth due to the urrent. This urrent is im-
portant for the net sediment ux, as the period averaged sediment ux is zero
under pure sinusoidal motion. As disussed in Fuhrman et al. (2009), a net
sediment transport an be found by adding either a urrent or seond order
terms to the free stream veloity. The numerial simulations by de Vriend
et al. (1993) showed that the ombination of wave and urrents relative to
pure tidal indued urrent results in an inrease in the sediment transport
rates by an order of magnitude.
2.3.2 Wave Propagation and Breaking
Waves propagating from deep to shallow water in the nearshore area are
subjet to shoaling, refration, and wave breaking. These proesses are (i)
hange in wave height due to a hange in water depth and/or the presene of
a urrent, (ii) urving of wave fronts due to oblique wave inidene relative
to bottom ontours and or the presene of a urrent, and (iii) dissipation of
organised wave energy into turbulene and heat.
The presene of surfae water waves give rise to an exess momentum
ux, whih an be expressed in terms of the radiation stress tensor (Longuet-
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Higgins and Stewart, 1964)
SR =
[
Sxx Sxy
Syx Syy
]
=
1
2
E
[
(1 +G) cos2 α+G (1 +G) sinα cosα
(1 +G) sinα cosα (1 +G) sin2 α+G
] (2.5)
where the last equality is evaluated using linear wave theory (Longuet-
Higgins, 1970a). Here E is the wave energy
E =
1
8
ρgH2 (2.6)
and α is the propagation diretion relative to a global x − y oordinate
system. G = 2kh/ sinh 2kh, where k is the modulus of the wave number
vetor and h is the loal water depth.
The two rst proesses (i) and (ii) are energy ux onserving, whereas
the wave breaking, (iii), is strongly dissipative. The preservation or lak
of energy ux onservation has an important eet on nearshore urrent
patterns, see 2.3.4.
The wave front inreases in steepness up to the point of breaking, beause
the wave rest travels faster than the wave trough (see Lamb, 1945, 187).
This steepening is aompanied by an inrease of wave energy on the higher
bound harmonis leading to a gradual derease in the auray of the Stokes
perburbation theory. This is onsidered in more detail in 4.1.6.
Wave Breaking
Wave breaking has been lassied in 3 types of breaking being (i) spilling,
(ii) plunging, and (iii) surging breakers. These breaker types follow eah
other for inreasing steepness of the beah prole under xed wave foring.
This has been lassied using the surf similarity parameter dened as
ζ0 =
tan β√
H0/L0
, (2.7)
where tan β is the beah slope and the index 0 stand for deep water proper-
ties. The breaker type as a funtion of the surf similarity parameter is given
in table 2.1.
Spilling breakers our as the wave rest beomes unstable, and a zone in
front of the wave rest is generated, whih is haraterised by large rotation
and prodution of turbulene. This volume of water is termed the surfae
roller, and it is passively adveted as the wave propagates. Turbulene is
spread from this region downward (Nadaoka et al., 1989). The plunging
breaking ours as an overturning of the wave rest, when its speed exeeds
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Table 2.1: Breaker type as a funtion of the surf similarity parameter, ζ0 (Fredsøe
and Deigaard, 1992).
Type: Range:
Spilling breakers ζ0 < 0.5
Plunging breakers 0.5 < ζ0 < 3.3
Surging breakers 3.3 < ζ0
the propagation speed of the wave (Peregrine, 1983). When the forward pro-
jeted water hits the water surfae in front of the wave rest, it an either
reet on the surfae, ontinue through the water surfae, or a ombination
hereof. The seond option ombined with intense vortial motion is hypoth-
esised to ause the formation of a breaker bar, see 2.4.2. The dierent
possibilities are skethed in gure 2.5. The violent impat auses the gen-
eration of vorties in the water olumn. Pedersen et al. (1995) onsidered
theoretially the generation of these and their subsequent interation with
the bed. They found that they an indue large bed shear stresses. After the
initial breaking both of these breaking types propagate toward the shoreline
as broken waves, whih are haraterised by a surfae roller and ontinuous
dissipation of wave energy. The surging breaking type is an instability at
the toe of the steep wave front.
PSfrag replaements
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Figure 2.5: The dierent possible types of motion of the water during impat of the
water jet in a plunging breaker. After Peregrine (1983)
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Reetion from the Shoreline
The reetion of wave energy, R2N , from a beah inreases with inreasing
surf similarity parameter. Elgar et al. (1994) experimentally veried that
the Mihe parameter
M =
16g2
(2π)2
tan5 β
H20f
4
(2.8)
desribes the amount of reetion reasonably well. They veried that R2N =
M forM < 1.0 and otherwise R2N = 1.0. Here f is the wave frequeny. Elgar
et al. (1994) found for large oshore wave energy that R2N < 0.03, whih
is the detetable limit, i.e. reetion is negligible for small surf similarity
parameters.
Oblique Desending Eddies
In the breaking proess, what is termed oblique desending eddies are gener-
ated. These are found to have a onsiderable eet on sediment suspension in
a laboratory experiments by Nadaoka et al. (1988b), and they are indiretly
identied in the eld by Nadaoka et al. (1988a)
†
. The obliquely desending
eddies are inherently 3-dimensional vortial strutures, whih rotate around
an axis from the water surfae direted seaward and downward. The numer-
ial modelling of these has been undertaken by Christensen and Deigaard
(2001).
2.3.3 Infragravity Motion
Long periodi motion in the near shore area is termed infragravity motion.
This motion is typially dened as having a period in exess of 20 s (Aagaard
and Masselink, 1999). Its presene has been suggested as the ause for the
generation, loation and shape of morphologial features in the nearshore
zone, see 2.2.2 and 2.4.2. Suh infragravity motion is aused by several
mehanisms. One of these are the release of bound long waves in wave trains
due to breaking. The bound long waves are desribed by Longuet-Higgins
and Stewart (1964) in terms of variations in the radiation stress tensor over
a group length. Another foring mehanism is related to the ross shore
variation in the breakpoint (Symonds et al., 1982).
The long waves reet on the shore and return seaward for normal wave
inidene. A superposition of the inoming and reeted long waves reates
a standing wave pattern with no longshore variation. These waves are alled
†
They are also easily identied in BBC (2009) from 03:11 to 04:00, where they have
been reorded in the eld using high speed ameras.
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Figure 2.6: Sketh of the onept of infragravity wave beoming trapped in the
nearshore region due to refration. I: Infragravity wave, whih does
not beome trapped. II: Infragravity wave, whih does beome trapped
(edge wave).
leaky waves. For obliquely inident wave trains, the long waves an beome
trapped on the sloping part of the prole, beause the waves refrat 180
◦
, see
gure 2.6. This type is alled edge waves, and they an be either propagating
or standing in the longshore diretion. In the latter ase, the standing pattern
is indued by limitations in the extend of the beah by e.g. head lands or
theoretially by the inidene of two idential wave trains from opposite
diretions. The shape of these standing wave patterns depends strongly on
the beah prole (Dally, 1987; Reniers et al., 2004), thus the pattern will vary
over long time sales, e.g. the morphologial time sales of bathymetrial
variations.
The two mehanisms desribed above are diretly related to the wave
breaking and the irregularity of the wave eld. An instability mehanism
in the longshore urrent forms a long period osillation with even lower
frequeny (O(1−10) min). This instability is alled shear waves (see Aagaard
and Masselink, 1999, p. 86).
2.3.4 Mean Quantities
When onsidering the radiation stress tensor, SR, from eq. (2.5) under either
shoaling, refration or wave breaking, it is seen that
∇h· SR 6= 0 , (2.9)
where ∇h is the gradient operator in the horizontal plane. The expression de-
viates from 0, beause the wave height hanges under any of those proesses.
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This means that the gradient in the momentum ux must be balaned by a
pressure gradient, and it leads to the onept of set-down of the mean water
level outside the surf zone and a set-up of the mean water level inside the
surf zone, see gure 2.1 and e.g. Svendsen (2006). Note that there exist
a spatial phase-lag between the point of breaking and the loation of the
beginning of the setup for plunging breaker, as the organised motion of the
wave is rstly transformed into an organised vortial struture that has a
non-zero ontribution to the momentum ux (Battjes, 1988). It is similarly
disussed in Roelvink and Stive (1989), who state that energy deay models
used to model the surfae elevation may be a good preditor of the wave
height deay as observed from the wave surfae variane (a manifestation
of primarily the potential energy), but this is not neessarily so for the total
energy. Roelvink and Stive (1989) introdued a spatial lag between the pro-
dution and dissipation of turbulent kineti energy and found improvements
on undertow estimates.
Vertial Shear Stress Distribution
Outside the surf zone Deigaard and Fredsøe (1989) showed in 2 dimensions
there is a zero shear stress distribution over the vertial outside the boundary
layer. This an intuitively be extended to both shoaling and refration in 3
dimensions following their onservative nature. Sine no energy dissipation
takes plae outside the boundary layer, no rotation an be introdued in
the water olumn, thus wave generated urrents annot be fored. This has
also been proved by Dingemans et al. (1987) for arbitrary bathymetrial lay-
outs. Furthermore, they found that the driving fore an be desribed by
wave energy dissipation, whih is termed the rotational part of SR.
When inluding wave breaking this radially hanges. Dyhr-Nielsen and
Sørensen (1970) qualitatively disuss the distribution of radiation stresses
over the vertial in the surf zone, and they ompared it to the distribution
of the pressure gradient from the wave set-up. This requires a non-zero bed
shear stress in the ross shore diretion to yield equilibrium in the moment.
The shear stress distribution over the vertial in the ross shore diretion
has been onsidered by Dally and Dean (1984); Svendsen (1984); Deigaard
and Fredsøe (1989). Deigaard and Fredsøe (1989) inluded a horizontal stress
term at the bottom of a ontrol volume extending from above the surfae
to some arbitrary level. This stress term, whih is due to organised wave
motion, is non-zero due to wave energy dissipation in the diretion of prop-
agation. This term is important for the vertial shear stress distribution.
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Cross Shore Current
A irulation urrent is present in the surf zone, and the seaward direted
urrent near the bed is alled the undertow. It balanes a shoreward volume
ux around the mean water level with ontributions from the Stokes drift,
the ux due to the advetion of the surfae roller, and the shear driven ow
originating from the shear under the surfae roller. Outside the surf zone
the only shoreward mass ux is due to the Stokes drift, hene to distinguish
between the two zones, the balaning of the Stokes drift is in the following
termed the return ow. This produes a mean ow eld as the one measured
experimentally by Nadaoka and Kondoh (1982), see gure 2.7. The depited
ow eld reveals that the undertow is onned to near the bed, whereas the
return ow is largest near trough level. This has important onsequenes
for the sediment transport rate. Furthermore, note that due to ontinuity
onservation, there is a vertial ux over water immediately shoreward of
the breakpoint.
Figure 2.7: The mean reirulation in the ross shore diretion measured in a labo-
ratory ume (Nadaoka and Kondoh, 1982, their gure 16). The arrows
inside the surf zone are dashed as no measurements ould be performed
in the aerated region.
Deigaard et al. (1991b) use the shear stress distribution to model the
undertow prole under spilling wave breaking in a loalised manner. This
means that there is a loal fullment of fore equilibrium, where the eet
of ross shore aeleration of the undertow is not inluded. Compared to
experimental results they obtain good results.
Streaming
Longuet-Higgins (1953) onsidered the boundary layers below linear water
waves and found that a net urrent in the propagation diretion is generated
due to the spatial non-uniformity in the wave boundary layer. This meh-
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anism is alled streaming, and it has been veried experimentally outside
the surf zone. The proess related to streaming is also present in the surf
zone, however, it is of seondary importane in terms of the amount of ex-
trated energy. This also means that the shoreward steady streaming near
the bed is overtaken by the undertow, and the streaming ngerprint an-
not be reognised in period averaged veloity proles, see e.g. Huang et al.
(2010) gure 8. Several authors have performed veloity measurements in-
side the surf zone (Nadaoka and Kondoh, 1982; Ting and Kirby, 1994; Cox,
1995), however it is not lear from their measurements, whether the lak of
the streaming ngerprint is due to a too oarse vertial resolution near the
bed or the fat that the streaming omponent is not present at all.
Longshore Current
Only the ross shore urrent has been onsidered until now. In the longshore
diretion, the gradient in the shear omponent of SR an only be balaned
by a bed shear stress in the longshore diretion, hene arrying evidene
of a longshore urrent. This was addressed theoretially by Bowen (1969);
Longuet-Higgins (1970a,b); Thornton (1970). Their work mainly diers in
the denition of the bed shear stress, with either linear or quadrati de-
pendeny on the veloity and onstant or spatially varying frition fator.
A numerial solution is required in the ase of a spatially varying frition
fator. Furthermore, Thornton (1970) models the fousing of the longshore
urrent on breaker bars.
It was previously mentioned that no wave indued urrent is present
outside the surf zone due to the onservative nature of the wave proesses
ourring here. This is not entirely orret as a urrent is indued by the
longshore urrent due to momentum exhange in the ross diretion and thus
beyond the breakpoint (Longuet-Higgins, 1970b), see gure 2.8.
The Combined Piture
The ombination of the ross shore irulation and longshore urrent gives
rise to a orksrew motion as identied from the shear stress distribution in
3-dimensions derived by Deigaard (1993) for breaking waves over a horizontal
bed. This motion is also disussed qualitatively by Longuet-Higgins (1970a),
and it is depited in gure 2.8.
The hydrodynami desription hanges, if rip hannels are inluded, be-
ause the undertow is weakened and the shoreward ux of water over the bar
returns seaward through the rip hannels. This further hanges the hara-
teristis of the longshore urrent, whih attains a meandering form due to the
periodi strong seaward urrents. The seaward ux through the rip hannels
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Figure 2.8: A sketh of the longshore urrent prole on a ross shore prole of on-
stant slope depited with and without ross shore momentum exhange.
The orksrew motion in the surf zone is also depited.
is also present for normal inident waves and no longshore urrent ompo-
nent. The urrent pattern then forms irulation ells in the horizontal plane
(see e.g. gure 2.2 or Wright and Short, 1984, gure 5).
A disussion of the inlusion of irregular and diretional spread waves
into the modelling of the longshore urrent an be found in Fredsøe and
Deigaard (1992) pp. 137142.
2.3.5 Turbulene Charateristis and Bed Shear Stresses
The turbulene in the surf zone is mainly generated in the surfae region as
learly seen from partile image veloimetry (PIV) measurements by Kim-
moun and Branger (2007). They also onlude that the proper way of making
the turbulent kineti energy non-dimensional is by using gh, whih is based
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on an interomparison with their own results and previous measurements of
the turbulent kineti energy under breaking waves. While Kimmoun and
Branger (2007) onsider a ombined spilling-plunging sequene, Ting and
Kirby (1994) onsider the ases of either spilling or plunging breakers and
their measurements are in line with the more reent results.
The two experiments disussed above are onduted on a onstant sloping
bed. Sott et al. (2005) onduted measurements of the turbulent quantities
over a frozen barred prole in a large sale wave ume. Both regular and
irregular waves were tested. The waves broke seaward of the bar rest, whih
is also seen in experiments with loose sediment beds. This resulted in the
largest value for the turbulent kineti energy at the rest of the breaker
bar, whereas the turbulene was generally lower in the bar trough. Over
the breaker bar the turbulene level is high over the entire water olumn,
whereas there is a non-uniform distribution in the trough with the largest
values near the water surfae. Furthermore, Sott et al. (2005) found that
the turbulent kineti energy was generally smaller in the ase of irregular
waves.
The turbulene properties under breaking waves have been measured ex-
tensively in both laboratory and eld settings, whereas the measurements of
bed shear stresses are less frequently onsidered. Measurement of bed shear
stresses on smooth beds an be obtained using hot lms suh as has been
done in Deigaard et al. (1991a), using laser measurements over rough bound-
aries Cox (1995); Cox et al. (1996), or using PIV (Kimmoun and Branger,
2007). Exept in the work by Kimmoun and Branger (2007), all measured
the bed shear stresses are under spilling breakers, and they nd that the bed
shear stress is largest around the breakpoint, and it dereases shoreward.
Shoreward of the breakpoint the amount of turbulene is onsiderably larger
than oshore, whih will aet the sediment transport proesses. The large
amount of turbulene is due to turbulent kineti energy from the breaking
proess, whih extends the entire water olumn. Both experiments nd that
the periodiity of the waves is reeted in the bed shear stress shoreward of
the breakpoint.
Kimmoun and Branger (2007) measured the bed shear stress under a
ombined spilling-plunging event, and they found a orrelation between a
surfae piering vortial struture and a onsiderable oshore direted bed
shear stress. There is a large gradient in the bed shear stress just seaward of
the breakpoint, whih suggest a onvergene point for sediment transport.
This is a potential breaker bar forming mehanism, whih will be disussed
in 2.4.2.
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2.3.6 Other Hydrodynami Features
Other hydrodynami features having an impat on sediment transport pat-
terns, whih will not be onsidered in detail, are that of wind generated
urrents, storm surges, and the presene of shelf urrents. Furthermore,
the detailed eet of air-water mixture on both turbulene dissipation due
to bubble deformation by turbulent stresses, and the eet of bubbles on
suspended sediment transport is omitted. The two latter proesses are hy-
pothesised to have opposite eets. Inreased turbulent dissipation lowers
the eddy visosity, and hene the ability of sustaining sediment grains at a
given level is weakened, whereas the rising of bubbles an arry sediment
grains to higher levels in the water olumn. Neither of these proesses are
inluded in the present thesis.
2.4 Sediment Transport and Resulting Morphology
2.4.1 Sediment Transport in the Nearshore Area
Under purely sinusoidal movement the net sediment transport is vanishing,
however, there is an intriate interation between wave and urrent, the
presene of wave non-linearity, and wave irregularity. Outside the surf zone
the presene of bound waves in wave groups are found to limit the suspended
sediment ux in the propagation diretion, as the veloity eld from the
long bound wave is against the propagation diretion under the larger of
the waves in the wave group (Deigaard et al., 1999b). They also note that
higher harmonis are not treated in their model, and these ould potentially
ounterat the eet of bound long waves, as they result in an inreased net
forward sediment ux, whih has been addressed by e.g. Fuhrman et al.
(2009).
The eet of turbulene from breaking waves inside the surf zone is im-
portant for sustaining sediment in suspension as seen in e.g. Deigaard et al.
(1986). Furthermore, the ombination of wave breaking and the presene of
a urrent in the surf zone inreases the transport apaity onsiderably. The
eet of undertow in terms of breaker bar formation is disussed in 2.4.2.
Eet of Wave Irregularity on the Sediment Transport
The omplex sediment transport patterns under non-regular waves were on-
sidered by Dally (1987) with an emphasis on the morphologial response (see
2.4.2). The integrated ross shore ux was the fous in the experiments by
Baldok et al. (2010, 2011), where the former is arried out in small sale and
the latter in large sale laboratory wave umes. It should be mentioned that
they fous on wave onditions, whih are in the reetive and intermediate
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range with respet to the beah state, i.e. Ω ≃ 1.0− 6.0. They nd that the
superposition of long free waves onto a short wave favours shoreward sedi-
ment transport, whereas an irregularity in the wave eld introdued through
either bihromati or irregular wave elds favours oshore transport. When
the orresponding regular wave is net erosive, the irregularity results in an
inreased oshore direted sediment transport. They onlude that the in-
trodution of wave irregularity is the same as an inrease in Ω.
This onlusion might, however, be related to the fat that Ω is in the
intermediate range, in whih the hange from shoreward to seaward sedi-
ment transport uxes must take plae. At least the numerial simulations
by Rakha et al. (1997) suggest that their numerial model to a reasonable
degree an predit the sediment uxes under irregular waves, when ompared
to measurements (Ω ≃ 14). When replaing the irregular waves with a rep-
resentative regular waves, Rakha et al. (1997) found a large inrease in the
sediment transport uxes and a onsiderable inrease in the gradient of the
transport eld. The author does not know of experiments, whih an reveal
the eet of irregular waves versus regular waves for learly dissipative beah
states, i.e Ω ≃ 10− 20.
2.4.2 Hypotheses for Formation of Breaker Bars
In the ontext of lassiation, as desribed in 2.2, the formation hypothesis
is typially based on the infragravity wave theory. Here, the ross shore
loation of the bars is related to the nodes/antinodes of the standing wave
depending of whether bed load or suspended sediment transport is dominant.
This is hypothesised to be due to the two period averaged irulation ells,
whih are found on top of eah other, see gure 2.9A. These irulation ells
are indued by a weak variation in the mean water level. This mean variation
is similar to that of standing waves on a horizontal bed, see e.g. Gislason
et al. (2009). The dierene between horizontal and sloping beds is that,
while the wave length and the height of the standing wave are onstant in
spae for horizontal beds, the wave height inreases and the wave length
dereases with dereasing water depth over sloping beds.
The rhythmiity of resenti bars is similarly related to the longshore
wave length of standing edge waves. The formation proess is thus entirely
desribed by an infragravity foring without any feedbak as shown in gure
2.10(a).
The simpliity of this formation proess is striking, and its popularity
is summarised niely as: The notion of a foring template is attrative be-
ause the harateristis of the morphologial pattern, in partiular the spa-
tial sales, an be predited deterministially based solely on properties of the
template (Coo and Murray, 2007, p. 272).
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Figure 2.9: Formation hypotheses. A: Convergene of sediment transport under
standing infragravity waves. B: The plunging breaker hypothesis follow-
ing Miller (1976). C: Onshore transport due to streaming and shoaling
outside the surf zone and oshore transport due to undertow in the surf
zone (Modied after Fredsøe and Deigaard, 1992, gure 11.2).
Questioning the Infragravity Formation Hypothesis
As attrative as it might be, the infragravity hypothesis has been ontra-
dited by a ombination of theoretial, experimental and numerial work.
These works instead support the muh more omplex feedbak driven hy-
pothesis (see gure 2.10(b)). As pointed out by Dally (1987) the shape of
the beah prole signiantly inuenes the analytial solution of the lo-
ation of the nodal points for the ross shore standing infragravity wave,
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however this modiation of the foring template to hanges in beah prole
is not onsidered in the formation hypothesis, i.e. no feedbak mehanism.
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Figure 2.10: Coneptual presentation of formation hypotheses with and without
feedbak mehanisms.
Dally (1987) onduted laboratory experiments of bar formation under
bihromati wave foring, whih favours strong infragravity wave foring.
Nevertheless, his results learly favoured the undertow as the dominant pro-
ess for breaker bar development. Furthermore, eld experiments regarding
the spaing and dynamis of resenti bars (van Enkevort et al., 2004; Hol-
man et al., 2006) onludes that the irregularity and the non-linear proesses
suh as merging and splitting of resenti bars an hardly be explained by
the presene of standing edge waves nor linear stability theory for that mat-
ter, beause both of these theories would have resulted in muh more regular
spaings. Similarly for beah usps, Masselink et al. (2004) found no exper-
imental evidene of a foring template in their eld study.
Linear stability theories, as the name suggests, annot desribe non-linear
phenomena suh as merging and splitting. These proesses require e.g. a
omplex depth integrated area model as the one by by Reniers et al. (2004).
They used it to desribe the development of the beah prole under irregular
diretional spread wave elds. They found that infragravity motion is linked
to the longshore spaing between the irregularly plaed rip hannels. By
removing the inuene of infragravity motion on the sediment transport
in an otherwise idential simulation, Reniers et al. (2004) showed that the
resulting morphology was qualitatively unhanged. The only onsiderable
dierene being a less smooth bathymetry in the ase of no infragravity
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omponent in the sediment transport. This supports that oupling between
morphologial features and infragravity waves, whih has been measured in
the eld, is the eet rather than the ause. This oupling is disussed by
Masselink et al. (2004) in the ase of beah usps, where triad interation
‡
between the inoming waves and the stationary beah usp an ause a
growth in edge wave energy; this was also pointed out by Bowen (1997).
In the latter, however, it is disussed in the ontext of the possibility of
infragravity waves generating bedforms, i.e. inident waves together with
edge waves were hypothesised to ause the emergene of beah usps.
The presene of infragravity waves is seen to merely distribute sediment
more smoothly and might be responsible for the initial perturbations needed
by instability theories "(...) but suh an assumption would signiantly re-
due the role of edge waves to just one of the many possible soures of mor-
phodynami instability" (van Enkevort et al., 2004).
Feedbak Driven Hypothesis
As mentioned above, the experiments by Dally (1987) favoured the under-
tow for the development of breaker bars. It was disussed in 2.3.4 that the
undertow is strongest near the bottom, whereas the return ow is strongest
farther away from the bed. As suspended sediment is mainly onned to
the lower part of the water olumn, the oshore transport mehanism dis-
appears as the undertow separates from the bed and beomes the return
ow. Together with an onshore sediment transport due to streaming eets
and non-linear waves oshore the breakpoint (e.g. Fuhrman et al., 2009),
sediment onverges and a breaker bar develops (see gure 2.9C).
This proess desribes a dierent kind of foring template hypothesis,
whih is quite opposite that of the infragravity hypothesis. The hypothesis
is summarised in gure 2.10(b). It onsists of a set of environmental forings
suh as wind, waves and urrents and an initial beah prole. The indued
hydrodynami and sediment transport patterns aet the morphology, whih
in its turn hange the transport patterns. This feedbak proess ontinues
until an equilibrium is ahieved or the environmental foring hanges. Ex-
perimental evidene on the dependene of the initial prole an be found by
omparing tests 2 and 3 in Eagleson et al. (1963). Here the equilibrium pro-
les are ompared under the same foring but for 2 dierent initial proles
(dierent plane slope), and they are seen to dier. The feedbak proess
is well desribed by Greenwood and Davidson-Arnott (1975) pp. 143146
(without using the term), where a omplex plan view with inner and outer
‡
Triad interation is the exhange of energy between three waves with frequenies
fullling speial requirements. One of these frequenies an be 0, e.g. a xed bed feature
suh as beah usps.
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resenti bars is desribed. Greenwood and Davidson-Arnott (1975) suggest
that the formation of bars is an aumulative proess rather than a soured
one, where shoreward sediment transport apaities are subjet to a rapid
derease due to breaking. They do not address the existene of the under-
tow and assume that the total shoreward ux of water to exit through rip
hannels.
Plunging Breaker Hypothesis
Miller (1976) suggested based on laboratory experiments that the vorties
generated by plunging breakers is the key mehanism for reating the bar-
trough feature, see gure 2.9B. This suggestion is based on two test ases
with plunging and spilling breakers, and he noted that the spilling break-
ers transported sediment shoreward without reating any prominent features
(exept wave orbital ripples). The plunging breakers on the other hand led
to a bar-trough morphology. The large sale vorties are undoubtedly rele-
vant in the ase of plunging breakers, where they penetrate to the bottom.
However, the onlusion that spilling breakers annot reate bar-trough mor-
phology is inorret as seen in e.g. the laboratory experiments by Baldok
et al. (2010). An explanation on his results an be found by estimating
Ω ≃ 1.5, whih based on the lassiation desribed in 2.2 is an aretive
beah state and almost fully reetive. This means that no morphologi-
al features are supposed to appear and the sediment transport should be
direted shoreward.
2.4.3 On- or Oshore Bar Migration
Is Cross-Shore Migration a Cross-Shore Eet?
Typially, waves have an oblique angle of inidene relative to the shoreline.
As disussed in 2.3.4 this results in a longshore urrent. Additionally, the
morphologial feature prior to a storm is likely to be in one of the inter-
mediate beah states with longshore rhythmi morphologial features. Suh
a rhythmi feature has been reported to be migrating in the longshore di-
retion with a rate of 20 m/day and 150 m/day respetively (Mason et al.,
1984; Ruessink et al., 2000).
The ross shore migration pattern has been extensively studied in the
eld over a single ross shore survey line. In interpreting the results a
longshore uniformity is impliitly or expliitly assumed, whih yields values
for the ross shore migration rates of the breaker bar. However, Ruessink
et al. (2000) applied the ARGUS-tehnique and identied the position of the
breaker bars indiretly. Based on these results a 2D horizontal piture of the
breaker bar loations were obtained. The analysis showed that on a short
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time sale, 85% of the ross shore migration of the breaker bar during that
partiular experiment was aused by the longshore migration of a longshore
rhythmi feature. In the study by Mason et al. (1984) 15 ross shore lines
were surveyed. Due to a longshore migration of a resenti bar of 20 m/-
day, there was an apparent onshore migration of 18 m/day along one prole
line and an apparent oshore migration of 9 m/day along another line. This
means that an Eulerian perspetive on beah morphology an result in wrong
onlusions as oneptually skethed in gure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Coneptual sketh of the onlusions drawn in an Eulerian perspe-
tive, when the bars are migrating with onstant form, while not being
longshore uniform and parallel. I: Oshore migration. II: Onshore
migration. III: New bar appear.
On longer time sales, it is shown from similar experiments at FRF, Duk
(Lippmann and Holman, 1990) that the ross shore exhange of sediment is
governed by ross shore sediment transport, sine 74% of the ross shore
movement of the breaker bar ourred as an oshore migration of a long-
shore uniform feature. Lippmann and Holman (1990) showed that there is
a signiant orrelation between inident wave height and ross shore mi-
gration of the breaker bar. An inrease in wave height preeded an oshore
migration and a derease in wave height favoured onshore migration.
A similar long term analysis is presented by Clarke and Eliot (1988), who
found that over a 10 year period the two most important eigenfuntions from
an EOF analysis (empirial orthogonal funtion) explain 7080% and 514%
of the variability respetively. The two modes are ross shore transport and
horizontal irulation modes, respetively. It is not surprising that the ross
shore transport is so important, sine the beah is enlosed, however, the
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importane of the seond eigenmode reveals the 3-dimensionality of the bar
migration pattern.
This means that on shorter time sales an Eulerian observation of a
ross shore beah prole hange ould be due to a longshore migration of an
otherwise unhanged rhythmi feature. On the longer time sale, however,
where the aumulated eet of multiple wave lengths and/or variations in
the longshore urrent diretion reveals itself as an atual ross shore exhange
of sediment.
It should be pointed out that the ross shore migration of straight long-
shore bars is also experiened in nature, where ross shore migration of the
breaker bar reets an atual migration, see e.g. Birkemeier (1984); Aagaard
et al. (2004). In these two eld surveys the trend is oshore and onshore
bar migration respetively. In the eld study by Aagaard et al. (2004) the
breaker bar weld onto the beahfae and supply sediment to the beah on
an otherwise eroding shoreline.
Diretion and Rate of Migration
Birkemeier (1984) (his gure 8) onsiders the oshore migration of longshore
uniform features at FRF, Duk during large storms. Here oshore migration
rates of up to 30 m/day is found. This storm indued oshore migration
annot have any longshore non-uniformity, as the wave foring by far exeed
the one neessary to obtain straight 2D breaker bars (see lassiation system
by Lippmann and Holman, 1990). The oshore migration rate ontrasts the
slow onshore migration during fair weather onditions. During a six month
period of alm weather the outer bar at FRF, Duk, merely migrated 85 m
onshore (0.5 m/day).
Birkemeier (1984) used empirial orthogonal funtion (EOF) on an inter-
annual data set, where the EOF is a deomposition method into unknown
basis funtions, whih are a part of the solution to an eigenvalue problem.
Birkemeier (1984) shows that at FRF, the most prominent variability in the
beah prole is ontrolled by large storms, whereas the eet of seasonal
variations are of relative minor importane in reshaping the beah prole.
The onshore migration ours when the waves are breaking shoreward of
the bar under onsideration. Oppositely, oshore bar migration our when
the surf zone extend farther shoreward than the breaker bar position.
Onshore migration rates are tabulated by Sunamura and Irie (1988) to
O(1 − 5) m/day and single migration rates as large as 30 m/day. One of
these is reported by Sallenger et al. (1985) and is the onshore migration of
parts of a resenti bar.
The oneptual model by Plant et al. (2001) reveals that the onshore
migration of breaker bars subjet to small waves an result in an aelerated
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deay in breaker bar height. This happens, beause the parameter H/hc,
where hc is the water depth over the bar rest, dereases resulting in further
deay in breaker bar height.
Does an Equilibrium Bar Position Exist?
The dynami equilibrium was investigated by Eagleson et al. (1963), who
found that under some onditions, the beah prole reahed an equilibrium
position, and in other experiments the beah prole reahed a quasi-steady
state equilibrium. The quasi-steady state exhibits a slow variation due to be
interation between hydro- and morphodynamis. The proess is as follows:
Spilling breakers auses slight hanges to a quasi-steady bathymetry, hene
induing a hange from spilling to plunging breakers. The plunging breakers
subsequently reverse the hanges to the bathymetry and the wave breaking
hanges to spilling breakers. The bathymetry in the deeper parts of the
ume is invariant to these subtle hanges near the breakpoint.
The experiments by Eagleson et al. (1963) were all for Ω between 1.0
and 2.0, and the experiments all lasted more than 100 hours using labora-
tory waves. This suggests that it might be possible to ahieve a dynami
equilibrium under fair weather onditions, however, the experiments does
not answer the question with respet to storm onditions, i.e. Ω ≥ 6.0.
2.5 Modelling of the Complete System
2.5.1 Equilibrium / Behavioural Modelling
The hypothesis on beah stage hanges by Wright and Short (1984) (see
2.2) is adopted by Plant et al. (1999) in a model, whih adjusts the position
of the bar rest based on the environmental foring. The rate of hange in
the bar rest position is modelled to behave in an exponential manner with
respet to the equilibrium position. The equilibrium position is based on the
urrent hydrodynami foring. The model takes the form
dxc
dt
= −αc(t) [xc(H(t), t)− xc,eq(H(t), t)] (2.10)
where xc is the bar rest position and xc,eq is the orresponding (time de-
pendent) equilibrium bar rest position. αc is a time dependent response o-
eient, whih is assumed to depend on the sediment transport rate, hene
αc(t) ∝ H(t)j , where j ≃ 3. Furthermore, they model xc,eq as proportional
to H. This simple model (when tted) ompares well with eld measure-
ments of bar rest position over a deade.
The adoption of an equilibrium modelling approah is also suggested by
Hansen et al. (2004). Hansen et al. (2004) use an area modelling onept
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based on the MIKE21 framework (see 2.5.3) to ompute the wave eld,
the depth averaged hydrodynamis and the resulting sediment transport.
An equilibrium prole is parameterised and its shape parameters are t-
ted every morphologial time step obeying the following onstraints: (i) the
volumetri hange of a ross shore prole ts that of the gradients in the
longshore sediment transport and (ii) the bar rest moves toward an equilib-
rium position in an exponential manner, i.e. oshore movement if the waves
break oshore of the bar rest and onshore if the waves pass the bar rest
without breaking. They simulate the rip spaing under onstant hydrody-
nami foring and ahieve realisti rip spaings, whih are in the order of
510 times the width of the surf zone.
2.5.2 Prole Modelling
Many dierent approahes have been taken over the last 3 deades attempt-
ing to model the evolution of a breaker bar prole in the vertial plane. One
of the rst, if not the rst, to inlude the eet of undertow in the beah
prole development is the work by Dally and Dean (1984). They use an
analytial expression for the undertow prole and ombine it with an ex-
ponential deay for the distribution of the sediment onentration. Their
model does qualitatively predit both aretive and erosional proles, how-
ever, their preditions ompare poorly with laboratory measurements.
Roelvink and Stive (1989) model the wave height distribution using an
energy deay model, and the sediment transport is modelled using the ener-
geti formulation by Bailard (1981) extended to inlude the eet of turbu-
lent stirring. Roelvink and Stive (1989) ompare the results with measure-
ment and nd that the lag between prodution and dissipation of turbulent
kineti energy has a onsiderable eet on the undertow and the resulting
morphologial response. They also nd that removing wave asymmetry in
the sediment transport formulation results in a more seaward loated bar
rest and the exlusion of long waves yields a less smooth ross shore prole
with hardly any hange in the loation of the rest of the breaker bar. The
former results from a dereased shoreward sediment transport in shoaling
waves with the removal of wave asymmetry (e.g. Fuhrman et al., 2009)
In Roelvink and Brøker (1993), 5 dierent prole models for nearshore
hydro- and morphodynamis are ompared. All the models exept one rely
on energy onsiderations in modelling the wave height distribution in the surf
zone. The exeption solves the mild-slope equations. None of the models
are apable of prediting the wave height variation due to plunging breakers,
thus the models an only be expeted to be used under erosive onditions.
Qualitatively, the models perform reasonably well, however, it is apparent
from the results for espeially regular waves that the transition from shoaling
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to breaking waves is found as a near disontinuity in the ross shore sediment
transport distribution. This near-disontinuity has been addressed by several
authors, and has been handled in dierent way.
Handling the Near-Disontinuity in Sediment Flux
In the formulation by Dally and Dean (1984) the undertow is determined
uniquely by the wave breaking, thus the undertow dissolves immediately
at the breakpoint. This results in an abrupt hange in the transport apa-
ities. To remedy this, the omputed transport distribution is multiplied by
a redistribution funtion, whih is termed transport spreading. Similarly, in
Drønen and Deigaard (2007), the sediment uxes are smoothed using a dif-
fusion term, whih are inluded to represent that suh eets an be due to
the gradual development in the breaking proess, hysteresis in the onditions
for the onset and essation of wave breaking, the gradual adaptation of the
undertow to shear stress from surfae rollers, the inertia in the undertow and
lag eets in the development of suspended sediment onentration proles.
They nd (with their hoie of oeients) that this smoothing by far is
more important in modelling a bar shaped feature relative to the inlusion
of a lag eet in the development of the surfae roller ross setional area.
Prole Modelling using Boussinesq Waves
Another approximation to the intra-wave desription is obtained using the
Boussinesq approximation for the modelling of the waves (e.g. Madsen and
Shäer, 1998, for a review). The Boussinesq approximation is based on
potential theory, hene the dissipation of wave energy is ommonly desribed
by inluding an additional term in the momentum equation (Deigaard, 1989;
Shäer et al., 1993). The latter losure is applied in a range of models
e.g. Rakha et al. (1997); Karambas and Koutitas (2002); Wenneker et al.
(2011). They are all similar in terms of the wave modelling, however, the
determination of the bed shear stress and the modelling of the sediment
transport reveal a wide range of approahes. In Rakha et al. (1997) the intra-
wave determination of the bed shear stress is based on Fredsøe (1984), from
whih the suspended sediment prole is determined deterministially having
assumed an eddy visosity distribution. The opposite model approah is that
of Karambas and Koutitas (2002), where the bed shear stress and sediment
transport formulations are based on omplex empirial formulations, whih
are developed to enompass a wide range of wave-urrent ases.
An improvement on this method is found in Wenneker et al. (2011), where
the exess momentum ux due to waves is omputed using a Boussinesq ap-
proximation and transferred to a 3D hydrostati model (Delft3D), whih is
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used to ompute the hydrodynamis. This model has been validated against
prototype laboratory experiments and eld measurements. Generally, rea-
sonable results are found.
Regularisation of the Irregular Foring
An important result from Rakha et al. (1997) is that while the ross shore
variation in wave height is well aptured using a regular wave as a repre-
sentative for irregular wave foring, the sediment transport, and hene the
resulting morphology, is poorly modelled using suh an regularisation. This
is simply a onsequene of having wave breaking to our at the same lo-
ation. The regularisation results in a onsiderable inrease in sediment
transport rates (see Rakha et al., 1997, their gure 15). On the other hand,
the details in how the irregular waves are generated, e.g. using JONSWAP
or Pierson-Moskiwitz spetra, is less important.
Prole Modelling using Solution to Navier-Stokes Equations
The modelling of the wave propagation and breaking in the surf zone was
ompared with eld experiments by Torres-Freyermuth et al. (2007). They
used a VOF method for traking the free surfae elevation with a solution to
the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations for the hydrodynamis, and
a k − ǫ turbulene model (see e.g. 3.1.1) for representing the turbulene
prodution and dissipation. They found that it is possible to predit the
wave spetrum aross the surf zone aurately. The eld site is subjet to
near-normal inident waves, hene the assumption of two-dimensionality is
reasonable.
Reently, Ontowirjo and Mano (2009) published results, where a full
solution to the Navier-Stokes equations with surfae traking and sediment
transport modelling was used to simulate the development of a breaker bar.
The information on the methodology is sare and the onlusions are not
supported by the reported results, however, one gure showing a omparison
with experiments is reasonable. Besides the present thesis and Jaobsen and
Fredsøe (2011), the work of Ontowirjo and Mano (2009) appear to be the
only of the kind published to date.
2.5.3 Area Modelling
Numerial modelling of the development of oastal morphology, whih is not
limited by an assumption of longshore uniformity, is arried out using area
models. These are either depth integrated shallow water equations or 3D-
hydrostati models. Both of these are oupled with a spetral wave model.
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In the depth integrated version, the undertow is represented using a quasi-3D
approximation, whih is the approah used in the MIKE21 framework.
Another ommonly used framework is Delft3D; a validation of the hydro-
dynamis and sediment transport modelling is found in Lesser et al. (2004).
Reniers et al. (2004) used the depth integrated version of Delft3D for the
morphologial modelling of rip hannel spaing.
The modelling of waves in both models is a spetral wave modelling
approah of whih a third generation approah is desribed in Booij et al.
(1999). The numerial approah is implemented in the freely available soft-
ware SWAN
§
.
One of the more prominent dierenes between MIKE21 and Delft3D
is the following: While MIKE21 relies on a loalised approximation of the
suspended sediment transport, an advetion equation is solved in Delft3D.
The advetion equation inludes a soure term, whih adapts the solution
to a loal equilibrium onentration. This dierene will result in a dierent
morphologial response, when using either of the models in regions with
large gradients in the bathymetry, e.g. when onsidering a urrent aross
a deep hannel, the inlling will be faster when using MIKE21 due to the
loalisation of sediment transport omputations.
2.5.4 This Thesis
In the present thesis, the solution to the ombined ontinuity and momentum
equations for free surfae ows are used as a driver for sediment transport
simulations. Based on the divergene in the sediment transport eld, the
morphologial response feeds bak to the hydrodynamis. The model is fully
desribed in 3.
Suh an approah has to the author's knowledge only (to some extent)
been attempted one by Ontowirjo and Mano (2009) as already disussed in
2.5.2.
This thesis is onsidered by the author as an important step toward the
apability of modelling nearshore morphodynamis with a signiant redu-
tion in assumptions ompared to previous modelling frameworks. Further-
more, the model an be used to desribe temporal and spatial lag eets
in the nearshore region and espeially in the region lose to the breakpoint,
whih an be inorporated in less sophistiated deterministi models. These
lag eets are hardly measured in neither laboratory nor eld experiments.
§
www.swan.tudelft.nl
Chapter 3
Model Desription
This study is based on the numerial modelling of the physial proesses
taking plae in the surf zone, where the key elements to apture are:
 An aurate modelling of the wave propagation, wave breaking, and
the related proesses suh as wave setup, streaming and undertow.
 The dissipation of organised uid motion into turbulent kineti energy,
k, and the dissipation of the latter into heat.
 The ombination of organised motion and turbulene might result in
both bed load sediment transport and sediment transport arried in
suspension, hene these proesses needs to be modelled as well.
 Finally the resulting sediment transport indues a bed level hange,
whih needs to be modelled through the inorporation of a morpholog-
ial module.
The basis of this model is the freely available open-soure omputational
uid dynamis toolbox OpenFoam
R©, whih is distributed by OpenCFD R©.
Neither wave modelling, sediment transport nor the morphologial updating
of the bed level are inluded as a standard in the distribution. Therefore,
a part of the present study has been to implement the neessary parts. A
desription of the methodology will be given in the following. In addition to
the oial release, the work has also gained signiantly from the implemen-
tations made available through the OpenFoam-Extend ommunity.
∗
Version
1.5-dev is used throughout this thesis.
OpenFoam is disretised using a nite volume method on unstrutured
meshes, where the omputational ell an have any arbitrary onvex polyhe-
dral shape, see Jasak (1996) for a thorough desription of the nite volume
∗
See www.extend-projet.de and http://soureforge.net/projets/openfoam-extend
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disretisation and time integration shemes. In the present study it is su-
ient to note that an impliit Euler time integration sheme has been used
(Ferziger and Peri, 2002) unless otherwise stated, and numerial shemes
being seond order in spae are used.
3.1 Numerial Modelling of Two-Phase Flows
The approah for solving the uid problem is to onsider the two phases
simultaneously using a traking method for the interfae. The ow eld
satises the inompressible ontinuity equation
∇· u = 0 (3.1)
and the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations
∂ρu
∂t
+∇· ρuuT = −∇p+ ρg +∇· [µ∇u+ ρτ ] + σTκγ∇γ , (3.2)
where u = (u, v, w) is the veloity eld in Cartesian oordinates, ρ is
the density, p the total pressure, g the aeleration due to gravity, µ is the
dynami moleular visosity, and τ = −u′u′T is the spei Reynolds stress
tensor. Supersript T means transpose of a vetor. The turbulene losure
is disussed in 3.1.1. ∇ is the gradient operator given as
∇ =
(
∂
∂x
,
∂
∂y
,
∂
∂z
)T
. (3.3)
The last term on the right hand side in eq. (3.2) is the eet of surfae
tension, where κγ is the urvature of the interfae, σT is the surfae tension
onstant (0.074 kg/s
2
between air and water at 20
◦C), see e.g. Ubbink and
Issa (1999) for a desription of its handling.
The formulation in eq. (3.2) is given in terms of total pressure, thus the
introdution of the exess pressure (see Rushe, 2002, hap 4 for details)
p∗ = p− ρg·x , (3.4)
where x = (x, y, z) is the oordinate vetor, eases the boundary ondition
formulation for the pressure. Inserting into eq. (3.2) yields
∂ρu
∂t
+∇· ρuuT = −∇p∗ − g·x∇ρ+∇· [µ∇u+ ρτ ] + σTκγ∇γ (3.5)
The wave problem is inherently transient, so the PISO approah is adopted
to solve the veloity-pressure oupling (Issa, 1986). The atual approah in
OpenFoam is desribed in Jasak (1996).
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The two phases of the ow are distinguished with a salar quantity, γ,
whih represents water, when γ = 1, and air when γ = 0. This is the basis
for the volume of uid approah (VOF) rst introdued by Hirt and Nihols
(1981). Their approah onsiders the passive advetion of γ under a veloity
eld u
∂γ
∂t
+∇· uγ = 0 , (3.6)
whih is identied as a hyperboli type equation. Considering the number
of approahes for solving this dierential equations, there are two funda-
mentally dierent approahes: (i) solving the partial dierential equations
in some form using ways to stabilise it and avoid diusion of the interfae or
(ii) avoiding the dierential equation and onsider methods using geometrial
approahes of various kinds.
Solving the equations in the dierential forms oer some onsiderable
advantages over the geometrial approah, as it an be solved easily on
arbitrary mesh ongurations. However, hyperboli problems are notoriously
hard to solve with issues suh as boundedness of the solution and smearing
of the interfae over several ells adjaent to the real interfae loation.
The former is typially handled using higher order bounded shemes, e.g.
van Leer, Minmod or Superbee (see Leveque, 2007, p. 115). The latter is
handled using several dierent kinds of interfae ompression suh as those
desribed by Ubbink and Issa (1999) with the use of ompressive numerial
shemes or the one by Rushe (2002), where eq. (3.6) is modied to
∂γ
∂t
+∇· uγ +∇· ur,V γ(1− γ) = 0 . (3.7)
Here ur,V is a relative veloity and the additional soure term yields low
interfae smearing. A similar method is used for the implementation in
OpenFoam, whih is adopted in the present study. The derivation of the
used methodology is desribed in Berberovi¢ et al. (2009).
The methods using geometrial onsiderations for solving eq. (3.6) omit
the partial dierential equation. One of the methods applied is donating
regions, where a region is dened, whih is the soure of uid over a om-
putational fae. Dierent denitions exist, e.g. those in gure 3.1(a), where
the gray area in all ases equals the fae ux times ∆t. The distribution
of γ inside the ell an be onstruted in several fashions, where the one
depited in gure 3.1(b) is based on the surfae normal gradient, ns = ∇γ.
The vertially hathed area represents γ = 1 and the ross hathed area is
the amount of γ, whih is eventually adveted over the right hand fae. One
drawbak of many of these methods, however, is that they too an result in
unbounded solutions, and the theoretial desriptions are mainly restrited
to Cartesian orthogonal ells in two dimensions.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Dierent lay-outs of the donating region as disussed in Harvie and
Flether (2000) (After Harvie and Flether, 2000, their gure 17) (b)
An example of the omputation of the amount of γ adveted over the
right fae. Based on the DDR-sheme by Harvie and Flether (2001).
One method not having these limitations is the formulation by Zhang
and Liu (2008). It takes arbitrary omputational ell shapes, however, still
only formulated for two dimensions. The method seems to have a large po-
tential for aurate interfae representation, and it is based on a bakward
translation in time of the omputational ells in a Lagrangian manner fol-
lowed by a forward translation in time of the matter in interest, i.e. γ = 1.
This results in a net advetion of γ. The method heavily depends on au-
rate interpolation shemes for the veloity eld and methods for omputing
intersetion between onvex and onave polygons. Expanding this to 3-
dimensions merely inrease the level of omplexity, and it has been found
unsuitable for the present projet.
Having obtained the distribution of γ, the uid properties an be found
as
Φ = γΦ1 + (1− γ)Φ0 (3.8)
where Φ0 and Φ1 are quantities in the air and water respetively; these
quantities an e.g. be ρ and ν.
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3.1.1 Turbulene Closure
The proess of wave breaking is also the transformation of organised motion
into turbulene and subsequent heat. This means that the generation, ad-
vetion and dissipation of turbulene must be modelled. Several turbulene
losures has been applied in the ase of wave breaking, namely k− ǫ models
(Lemos, 1992; Lin and Liu, 1998; Bradford, 2000; Hieu et al., 2004), a mod-
ied k − ω model (Mayer and Madsen, 2000), and large eddy simulations
(LES) (Christensen and Deigaard, 2001; Christensen, 2006).
Firstly, LES was under onsideration as the turbulene losure, beause
a onsiderable part of the mixing is resolved by the model. However, LES
is stritly limited to 3-dimensional domains (Deardor, 1970), and in the
ontext of morphologial development the ow problem must be solved over
and over again even though onvergene has been ahieved in the ow prob-
lem. This would require as small as possible omputational domains, thus
3-dimensions should be avoided. Furthermore, the stohasti nature of the
ow, when using LES (see Sagaut, 2006, gure 1.1 and 1.3) reets non-
linearly onto the sediment transport and results in large spatial gradients,
hene the allowable morphologial time step will be lowered onsiderably.
Therefore, the k − ω formulation has been hosen for this work, as it is
known to handle adverse pressure gradients better ompared to the k − ǫ
turbulene losure (Wilox, 2006, 2008). The k − ω formulation is easily
adjusted to rough wall ases through the boundary ondition for ω, and
Patel and Yoon (1995) show that the predition of wall shear stresses over
rough boundaries is onsistent with the Moody-diagram for a wider range of
hydrauli roughnesses in the ase of k − ω turbulene losure. Additionally,
resolving the boundary layer through the visous sublayer is inonsistent with
the formulation for k − ǫ models, as the transport equation for ǫ beomes
singular at the wall. The formulation of the k−ω model avoid this singularity,
see Menter and Esh (2001).
The turbulene losure onsists of two advetion-diusion equations with
the relevant dissipation and prodution terms for the two variables k and ω.
k
(
= 12(u
′)Tu′
)
is the turbulent kineti energy, where u′ is the turbulent
utuating veloity omponents. ω is interpreted in several ways, suh as
a harateristi frequeny for the large sale turbulene (Menter and Esh,
2001), or simply the ratio between the turbulent kineti energy, k, and the
dissipation rate, ǫ (Speziale et al., 1990).
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The advetion-diusion equation for k† is given as
∂ρk
∂t
+∇· ρuk = Pk − β∗kω +∇· [(µ+ σ∗ρνt)∇k] (3.9)
and the one for ω takes the form
∂ρω
∂t
+∇· ρuω =Pω − βω2
+
σd
ω
∇k·(∇ω)T +∇·
[(
µ+ σω
k
ω
)
∇ω
]
(3.10)
where the losure oeients in the expressions take the following values
α = 13/25, β = β0fβ, β
∗ = 9/100, σω = 1/2, σ
∗ = 3/5, σdo = 1/8 and
σd =
{
0 , ∇k·(∇ω)T ≤ 0
σdo , ∇k·(∇ω)T > 0 . (3.11)
β0 = 0.0708 and
fβ =
1 + 85χω
1 + 100χω
, (3.12)
where
χω ≡
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
n
(
eTnΩ
)
Ω (Sen)
(β∗ω)3
∣∣∣∣∣ for n = x, y, z . (3.13)
Here, en is the unit vetor along the axes in artesian oordinates and the
strain rate, S, and rotation, Ω, tensors read
S =
1
2
(∇u+ (∇u)T ) , Ω = 1
2
(∇u− (∇u)T ) . (3.14)
The orretion through fβ has an eet in the ase of 3D ows, e.g. jets.
Following the isotropi assumption in the RANS formulation, it follows
that
τ = 2νtS− 2
3
kI , (3.15)
where I is the identity matrix and νt is the eddy visosity, whih in the k−ω
framework is determined as
νt =
k
ω˜
, ω˜ = max
{
ω,Clim
√
2S:S
β∗
}
(3.16)
†
N.B. The standard implementation in OpenFoam even for 2-phase (inompressible)
ows is without ρ, whih results in an exessive diusion of turbulene over the interfae
and a resulting dampening of the wave, as νt,0 ≫ νt,1.
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where : is the double inner produt operator and Clim takes the value 0.875.
The prodution term, Pk, in eq. (3.9) is based on S in the standard for-
mulation. It was shown by Mayer and Madsen (2000) using linear stability
analysis that this formulation generates turbulent kineti energy in a poten-
tial ow solution. This resulted in an inrease in k, and hene νt, during
the simulation, thus in the end the waves dissipated due to the presene of
unphysial non-zero shear in the potential part of the water olumn outside
the breakpoint. Mayer and Madsen (2000) suggested that the prodution
based on url of the veloity eld ould be modelled in the following way
Pk = ρνt(∇× u)·(∇× u)T (3.17)
This eliminated the problem with spurious generation of turbulent kineti
energy. Similarly, Pω is given as
Pω = αω
k
Pk . (3.18)
Two kinds of turbulene losures have been onsidered in the present
work. The rst is a low Reynolds number version, whih means that the
boundary layer is that well resolved that the moleular visosity has an eet
(for smooth boundaries), and the other is a high Reynolds number version,
i.e. the near wall behaviour is presribed analytially.
Boundary Conditions for Low-Re Turbulene Closure
It was suggested by Roulund et al. (2005) that the boundary onditions for
k near a rough boundary should not be set to 0 m2/s2, as experimental data
ontradits this hoie (e.g. Sumer et al., 2003; Nezu and Nakagawa, 1993).
Instead a zero ux boundary ondition should be applied, i.e.
ns ·∇k = 0 (3.19)
where ns is the unit normal vetor to the boundary. This boundary on-
dition has been investigated in detail by Fuhrman et al. (2010), and it was
found to yield good results and makes the near bed resolution dependent
on the roughness height rather than the moleular visosity. This is physi-
ally onsistent, as the latter should not inuene the near bed ow for large
roughnesses due to Reynolds number independene.
The boundary ondition for ω follows Wilox (2006), however as he de-
veloped the rough boundary ondition for k = 0, a re-alibration of the
onstants was performed by Fuhrman et al. (2010). Inluding their reom-
mendations the boundary ondition beomes
ω =
u2fSR
ν
(3.20)
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where
SR =

(
KS
k+
N
)2
for k+N ≤ 5
KR
k+
N
+
[(
KS
k+
N
)2
− KR
k+
N
]
e5.0−k
+
N
for k+N > 5
(3.21)
with KS = 200 and KR = 180 being alibration onstants. The value
of KR = 180 diers from Wilox (2006) due to the hange in boundary
ondition for k. k+N = kNuf/ν is the wall roughness in wall oordinates,
where kN is the Nikuradse' roughness height and uf is the magnitude of the
frition veloity vetor.
Boundary Conditions for High-Re Turbulene Closure
Using a low Reynolds number turbulene losure in the ase of surfae wa-
ter waves auses problems, beause the ell dimension perpendiular to the
boundary must obey ∆y ≪ kN . As will be disussed in 3.3, the movement
of the mesh is restrited to less than the ell disretisation for eah time
step, hene the limitation ∆y ≪ kN results in a huge number of mesh move-
ments eah wave period, eah of whih takes approximately the same time as
a hydrodynami time step. Therefore, a high Reynolds number turbulene
losure is also tested.
The high Reynolds number implementation is inspired by the work of
Nihols and Nelson (2004). In the present implementation, however, it has
not been onsidered to derive a formulation that is transitional in terms of
a generi low-to-high Reynolds number turbulene losure implementation.
In this work ∆y/kN = O(1) has been used and the validity adjaent to this
value is onsidered.
In the rst ell next to the wall, ω is presribed by (see e.g. Wilox, 2006,
p. 160)
ωnw =
uf√
β∗κ∆y
(3.22)
and similar
knw =
u2f√
β∗
. (3.23)
Using a large ell size has the drawbak that the numerial evaluation of
the veloity gradient is erroneous and the near wall momentum diusion is
wrong, if no measures are taken. The method is to full
u2f = (ν + νt)
δ‖uτ ‖2
δn
(3.24)
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by setting an artiially large eddy visosity. Here δ indiates numerial
dierentiation and uτ is the veloity omponent tangential to the wall. The
magnitude of the frition veloity, uf , is found by
‖uτ‖2
uf
=
1
κ
ln
1
2∆y
z0
(3.25)
where z0 is the roughness being put to kN/30 and κ the von Karman' on-
stant set to 0.40.
It was onsidered to use the integrated momentum formulation in the
boundary layer (see Fredsøe, 1984) to evaluate the bed shear stress. The near
wall disretisation in the present projet, however, is muh smaller than the
boundary layer thikness, so a momentum formulation would require global"
information, whih does not onform with the loalness in the remaining part
of the model formulation.
Cox et al. (1996) found experimentally that a logarithmi layer is present
over rough boundaries for almost the entire period both sea- and shoreward
of the breakpoint. Their onlusions are based on one single set of wave
parameters, roughness height, and bed slope.
Other Boundary Conditions
At the wave inlet and at the upper atmosphere boundary both k and ω are
set to small onstant values, however with values suh that
νt ≃ k
ω
≪ ν (3.26)
A Neumann ondition is used at the outlet boundary.
3.1.2 Wave Generation and Absorption
Wave generation and absorption onsist of two omponents, namely that at
the boundary and that in the interior. These are desribed independently in
the following.
Wave Boundary Conditions
Methods for wave generation are not distributed along with the standard
distribution of OpenFoam, thus its implementation is part of the present
study.
Several wave theories are applied in the present study, namely 1st and
2nd order Stokes theories (Dean and Dalrymple, 1991), 1st order noidal
waves (Svendsen, 2006), and stream funtion theory (Rieneker and Fenton,
1981) for the ase of monohromati waves. The required information is
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the potential ow solution of the hosen wave theory. The wave theory is
enfored by speifying up, ηp and ∂pp/∂n, where ηp is the surfae elevation
and the index 'p' refers to the potential ow solution.
Firstly, the boundary ondition was implemented using the intuitive ap-
proah, where it was evaluated whether or not the boundary fae was wet or
dry based on the loation of ηp relative to the entre of the boundary fae,
see gure 3.2 for an example of a boundary fae. This gave rise to a binary
behaviour in the value of γ on the boundary. Consequently, spurious osilla-
tions were generated at the inlet, and these propagated into the domain and
ontaminated both the veloity and pressure distributions.
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Figure 3.2: Sketh of a boundary fae interseted by the surfae, ηp, giving rise to
a subdivision into a wet and a dry part. The orresponding wet entre,
cf,w, is of partiular interest. Note that the boundary fae an be an
arbitrarily shaped onvex polygon.
It was needed to adopt a dierent approah. The hosen approah is
skethed in gure 3.2. If the boundary fae is interseted by ηp, there will be
exatly two intersetion points, as the length sale of the surfae elevation is
assumed muh larger than the length sale of the boundary fae. These two
intersetion points are omputed, and a wet and a dry part of the boundary
fae is dened. Eah of these has an area and a entre. At this interseted
boundary fae, up and ∂pp/∂n are evaluated at the wet entre, cf,w and
assigned to the entre for the entire boundary fae, cf . Furthermore, the
boundary value for γ is the ratio between the wet area, Af,w, and the total
area, Af , of the boundary fae.
The introdution of this intersetion tehnique resolved the problem with
the spurious osillations previously disussed.
Relaxation Zones
In Ohyama and Nadaoka (1991) the issue of outlet boundaries are onsidered
for the modelling of water waves. Their approah relies on a boundary
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element methods for surfae water waves in terms of the veloity potential,
φ. Firstly, they disuss the possibility of applying the Sommerfeldt boundary
ondition for the potential in the form
∂φ
∂t
± C∂φ
∂x
= 0 (3.27)
where C is the long wave approximation to the wave elerity,
√
gh with h
being the water depth. This approah, however, is shown to give onsiderable
reetion, when the assumption of long waves is not valid (Ohyama and
Nadaoka, 1991). Therefore, they turn to the onept of sponge layers and
apply a damping funtion in their formulation for φ. This yields reasonable
results, however they show through mathematial analysis that the method
has a omplex behaviour based on the magnitude of the damping and the
width of the sponge layer. This omplex behaviour needs alibration for
individual model setups.
Another method has been adopted in this work, namely the use of blend-
ing funtions, whih an modify an inoming wave eld to any desired target
funtion. This also extends the appliability of the sponge layer to inlet
boundaries, as the target funtion ould be that of the generated wave train.
In the following the term sponge layers will be replaed by relaxation zones,
as it is a more general term. The method is similar to the one used in Mayer
et al. (1998) and the blending funtion is taken from Fuhrman et al. (2006).
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Figure 3.3: A sketh of the variation of the blending funtion, αR, in both inlet and
outlet relaxation zones.
The relaxation zone works as a blend between a target solution, e.g. up,
and the omputed solution. The blend is applied expliitly eah time step
onto u and γ in the following way
u = (1− αR)utarget + αRumodel
γ = (1− αR)γtarget + αRγmodel
(3.28)
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where the blending funtion, αR is given as
αR = 1− exp(χ
3.5
R )− 1
exp(1) − 1 (3.29)
χR ∈ [0; 1] is a distane funtion dened linearly aross the relaxation zone
in suh a way, that αR = 0 at the boundaries and hene yield an exat math
between the boundary ondition and the value in the relaxation zone, see
gure 3.3.
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Figure 3.4: A sketh of a omputational ell interseted by a given surfae (ηp). In
the implementation the omputational ell an have any onvex polyhe-
dral shape.
Engsig-Karup (2006) disusses the funtional form of the relaxation fun-
tion, αR. In the ontext of Disontinuous Galerkin methods it needs to full
the requirements αR(0) = 1 and α
(n)
R (0) = 0 for n = 1, . . .. This is in the
present ase fullled up to α
(3)
R (0) and it seems to be suient. The de-
gree to whih the requirement is fullled an be ontrolled by modifying the
exponent in eq. (3.29).
The general idea is similar to the one applied for the wave boundary
ondition, see 3.1.2, where boundary faes interseted by the surfae are
ut into two. For the relaxation zone, the intersetion plane through a
omputational ell is found, see gure 3.4. The orresponding wet entre,
cV,w is found together with the wet volume, Vw. From these it follows that
utarget = up(cV,w, t) and γtarget = Vw/V , where V is the volume of the entire
omputational volume.
The implementation into OpenFoam is made independent of the atual
wave theory, let it be regular or irregular waves. This means that the fun-
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tionalities with respet to intersetions between ηp and faes or omputa-
tional volumes is made generi. Extensions to other wave theories is easily
arried out, and it only requires knowledge of up, ηp, and ∇pp.
The desription and validation of the boundary onditions and relaxation
zone tehnique in addition to a general validation of the use of OpenFoam
for wave simulation is also given in Jaobsen et al. (In print).
The boundary ondition at the shoreline is a no-slip ondition.
3.2 Sediment Transport Modelling
The sediment transport is handled in the standard way using a splitting into
bed load and suspended sediment transport. The approah for the two types
of sediment transport is detailed below. The sediment transport formulation
is limited to uniform sand.
3.2.1 Bed Load Transport
Bed load transport is the part of the sediment transport taking plae in on-
juntion with the bed, hene the omputational mesh is the bottom bound-
ary. A separate mesh for omputing the bed load is onstruted, see gure
3.5; a mesh that is also used as part of the morphologial updating routine.
This mesh is using the nite volume methodology implemented for general
urved surfaes in 3-dimensional spae. The method is alled the nite area
method (FAM). Besides the soure ode it is only doumented in Tukovi¢
(2005), hap. 5
‡
. The FAM makes it possible to solve partial dierential
equations, whih are only formulated on urve planes in the 3 dimensional
spae, whih is the ase for the Exner equation, see 3.3.
The hosen bed load formulation is the one detailed in Roulund et al.
(2005), whih is an extension of Engelund and Fredsøe (1976) to 3-dimensional
spae on arbitrary sloping beds, see gure 3.6
§
. The bed load is undertaken
with a mean transport diretion, ub whih diers in diretion from the near
wall tangential veloity, unw,τ , due to the ation of gravity
¶
. unw,τ may be
taken as auf following Engelund and Fredsøe (1976), where a is a onstant
O(10) and
uf = uf
unw,τ
‖unw,τ‖2 (3.30)
‡
In Croatian.
§
The formulation is kept in vetorial form, whih bear resemblane to the formulation
by Kovas and Parker (1994), and as will be seen, this hoie redues the problem from 4
to 3 non-linear oupled algebrai equations.
¶
Note that ub ·N = uτ ·N = 0, where N is the bed normal vetor, see e.g. gure 3.6
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Figure 3.5: A sketh of the oupling of the three meshes for the (i) Navier-Stokes
equations, (ii) bed load and morphologial omputations and (iii) the
suspended sediment transport. Variables dened throughout 3.1-3.3
is the frition veloity vetor of magnitude uf . unw,τ is found as follows
based on the near wall veloity, unw, and the bed normal vetor, N,
unw,τ =
1
‖N‖22
[N× (unw ×N)] . (3.31)
(The same method will be used throughout for the projetion of some vetor,
φnw, onto the bed to yield φnw,τ ).
The rate of bed load is given as
qb =
1
6
πd pEFub (3.32)
where pEF is the probability of moving partiles near the bed. This is given
by
pEF =
1 +( 16πµd
θ′ − θ′c
)4−1/4 . (3.33)
d is the median grain diameter, θ′ is the Shields parameter due to skin frition
dened as
θ′ =
u2f
(s − 1)gd (3.34)
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where g = ‖g‖2, s is the density of the sediment relative to the density
of water, and θ′c is the ritial Shields parameter above whih sediment is
brought into motion. µd(= 0.60) is the dynami frition oeient. Follow-
ing Roulund et al. (2005) θ′c is omputed as
θ′c = θ
′
c0
cos β√1− sin2 α tan2 β
µ2s
− cosα sin β
µs
 , (3.35)
and the expression inludes inludes the eet of the bed slope onto the
magnitude of the bed load transport. The angles, α and β are dened in
gure 3.6, θ′c0 = 0.05, and µs is the stati frition oeient taken as 0.65,
whih equals an angle of repose of φr = 33
◦
.
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Figure 3.6: Agitating and stabilising fores on a sand grain on a sloping bed. Only
the gravity fore on the sand grain, w, is non-perpendiular to the bed
normal, N. (Modied from Roulund et al., 2005)
The gravity fore, w, ating on the sand grain is given as
w =
π
6
ρ(s− 1)d3g . (3.36)
Due to the sloping bed, it is deomposed into a destabilising fore in the
diretion of the steepest slope, namely
wτ =
1
‖N‖22
[N× (w ×N)] (3.37)
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and a frition fore, whih is working in the opposite diretion of sand grain
motion
ff = − 1‖N‖2 |w·N|µd
ub
‖ub‖2 . (3.38)
The sand grain is further agitated by a ombination of lift and drag due
to its motion relative to the surrounding water. The fore is given as
fD =
1
2
ρcs
π
4
d2‖ur‖2ur (3.39)
where the relative veloity is given as
ur = uτ − ub . (3.40)
Here cs is a onstant, whih aounts for the drag and the redution in the
submerged weight due to lift on the partile. Following the experiments by
Fernandez Luque (1974), cs is written as
cs =
4µd
3a2 12θ
′
c0
(3.41)
(Based on disussion in Engelund and Fredsøe, 1976, p. 298).
Assuming that the sand grain undertakes steady motion, the transport
veloity, ub, an be found by solving
0 = fD +wτ + ff (3.42)
Substitution of eqs. (3.37), (3.38), (3.39) and (3.40) into (3.42) yields 3 non-
linear equations, whih an be solved for the three omponents in ub and the
bed load transport (eq. (3.32)) is readily evaluated. In the formulation by
Roulund et al. (2005), 4 non-linear oupled equations needed to be solved in
the general ase.
Eq. (3.42) is solved in every omputational ell in the FAM-mesh, hene
the method takes the presene of ripples into aount, if they are resolved in
the model.
3.2.2 Suspended Sediment Transport
The onservation equation for suspended sediment is modelled using an
advetion-diusion type equation
∂c
∂t
+∇· [(γu+ws(x))c] = ∇· [γ(ν + ν˜t)∇c] (3.43)
where c is the volumetri suspended sediment onentration and ws is the
sediment fall veloity vetor. The latter points toward the bed for s > 1.
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ν˜t is the sediment diusivity oeient given as νt/σc with σc being in the
order of 1. In the rest of this work σc = 1. The modelling of the spatial
variation in ws is disussed below.
Please note that the rate of hange and the term inluding ws in eq.
(3.43) are not multiplied by γ. This ensures that sediment, whih aiden-
tially is left in the air phase, drops out immediately after entering it.
Eq. (3.43) is solved fully impliit using the impliit Euler time integra-
tion. As the fall veloity signiantly inreases the vertial veloity eld near
the bed, the Courant number will exeed 1 if the time step from the solution
to the Navier-Stokes equation is used. Instead of using smaller time steps
throughout, eq. (3.43) is solved using a sub-time stepping method; e.g. eq.
3.43 adopts ∆t/10 and it is solved ten times per global time step.
The bed boundary onditions for suspended sediment transport is spe-
ied at some distane from the bed, irrespetively of the approah, i.e. cb-
onepts as desribed by Engelund and Fredsøe (1976); Zyserman and Fred-
søe (1994); van Rijn (1984) or entrainment/pikup funtion suh as desribed
by Nielsen (2009).
To handle this an additional mesh is introdued on whih the suspended
sediment transport is omputed, see gure 3.5. This additional mesh is
onformal to the mesh on whih the Navier-Stokes equations are solved,
however, the ells within a distane δb from the bottom are omitted. The
neessary variables are mapped from the uid mesh and the FAM mesh.
The erosion and deposition due to suspended sediment transport are easily
omputed on this trunated mesh, as the bed boundary is well dened.
Spatial Variation of the Fall Veloity
Firstly it was onsidered to adopt the lassial weighting in VOF-methods
(eq. (3.8)) between the fall veloity in the air, ws,0, and that in the water,
ws,1, to obtain the spatial variation, i.e.
ws = γws,1 + (1− γ)ws,0 (3.44)
However, as an be seen in gure 3.7, this linear dependeny auses large
hanges in ws in the water even for small hanges in γ, e.g. ws = 2ws,1 for
γ = 0.99. Hene, instead it is deided to ompute ws as
ws(x) = ws(ρ(γ(x)), ν1) . (3.45)
Note, that the kinemati moleular visosity in water is used throughout, as
the variation in ν(x) auses an unwanted spatial variation in ws (Dashed
line in gure 3.7). ws is determined using a drag oeient for natural sand,
see Fredsøe and Deigaard (1992), pp. 198199.
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Figure 3.7: The variation of ws as a funtion of γ (ρ). Full: Eq. (3.45). Dashed:
Eq. (3.45) but with varying ν following eq. (3.8). Dotted: Eq. (3.44).
Boundary Condition using cb-Conept
Several formulations are given for the variation of cb with the skin frition
θ′. The formulations by Einstein (1950) and Engelund and Fredsøe (1976)
are based on theoretial onsiderations, whereas the formulation by Zyser-
man and Fredsøe (1994) make a t to experimental values of the suspended
sediment transport thereby estimating cb(θ
′). The formulation by Engelund
and Fredsøe (1976) has been adopted in the present work.
It is given as
cb =
c0
(1 + 1/λb)3
(3.46)
where
λ2b =
κ2α21
0.013sθ′
(
θ′ − θc − π
6
µdpEF
)
(3.47)
where λb is the so-alled linear onentration and c0 the maximum attainable
volumetri onentration, see Fredsøe and Deigaard (1992). Further, pEF is
the propability given in eq. (3.33) and α1(= 2) is the multiple of d above the
bed, where the veloity gradient in this deterministi approah is evaluated.
For a full desription, please refer to the original paper Engelund and Fredsøe
(1976) or the summary given in Fredsøe and Deigaard (1992) pp 217219.
This formulation, however, ontains issues related to a sudden derease in
cb. The extreme of this ase is a settling tank, where the water is onsidered
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still (negleting the vertial ux of water due to the settling partiles) with a
non-zero onentration prole in the water olumn. As θ′ = 0, it follows that
cb = 0, and in the numerial model there will be a build-up of sediment in
the lowermost omputational ell. The solution to this problem is suggested
by Justesen et al. (1986), where
cb = max
[
cb(θ
′), c(δb + ws∆t, t−∆t)
]
. (3.48)
Hene, if the onentration lose to the bed exeeds cb, cb takes the value of
c in the water olumn. Due to a time step limited by a Courant number less
than 1, the value is, in pratie, taken from the ell adjaent to the boundary.
Boundary Condition at the Free Surfae
For ows using a rigid lid approximation, the vertial balane between up-
ward diusion and downward settling must be enfored, whih is formulated
as
((ν + νt)∇c+wsc)· ns = 0 (3.49)
where ns is the surfae normal vetor.
In the ase of multiphase ows, however, this approah annot be ap-
plied, as no well dened boundary exists at the surfae. The ondition is
nearly satised through the large dierene in ws(x) over the interfae. Sus-
pended sediment are allowed to leave the omputational domain through the
atmospheri boundary, whereas inux of sediment ours with c = 0.
3.2.3 Inlusion of Exess Turbulene in Sediment Transport
Modelling
It has been onsidered whether or not it is feasible to inlude the eet of
exess turbulene on the modelling of sediment transport. It was shown ex-
perimentally by Sumer et al. (2003) that the eet is onsiderable, however
their experiments are limited to pure urrent and small θ′. The latter limi-
tation requires exessive extrapolation to allow to inorporate the results in
the present study, where θ′ beome as large as 3.0.
More knowledge is needed on the eet of exess turbulene, however,
the urrent experimental evidene does not allow for an inorporation into
this numerial model.
3.3 Morphologial Updating Routine
Morphologial hanges to a given bathymetry our, when there is an inequi-
librium between deposited and eroded material in that region. If the amount
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of deposited material exeeds the amount of eroded material, it leads to an
inrease in bed level and vie versa. This mehanism is desribed by the
ontinuity equation for sediment (see e.g. Fredsøe and Deigaard, 1992, p.
265)
∂h
∂t
= − 1
1− ed [∇· qb + E +D] (3.50)
The morphologial hange is split into ontributions from the bed load trans-
port (qb) and suspended sediment transport (E and D), where E and D are
erosion and deposition respetively. Inorporating the porosity, ed, in the
ontributing terms yield the Exners equation.
In eq. (3.50) E and D has been used to determine the net hange due to
suspended sediment transport. This is idential to the lassial formulation
(obtained by onsidering a ontrol volume in 2D)
∇·
∫ h
2d
qs · exdy +
∂
∂t
∫ h
2d
cdy (3.51)
where qs(= cu) is the suspended sediment ux, y a vertial oordinate and
x a horizontal one. The evaluation of eq. (3.51) is problemati on general
unstrutured meshes, hene the near bed treatment is preferable.
Eq. 3.50 is the instantaneous response to an instantaneous sediment
transport rate. In the present work a time averaged bed level hange, h¯, is
adopted instead, namely
1
Tm
∫ t+Tm
t
∂h
∂t
dt =
∂h¯
∂t
= − 1
1− ed
1
Tm
∫ t+Tm
t
[∇· qb + E +D]dt
= − 1
1− ed
[∇· q¯b + E¯ + D¯] . (3.52)
Here
{h¯, q¯b, E¯, D¯} = 1
Tm
∫ t+Tm
t
{h,qb, E,D}dt . (3.53)
It is assumed that the interhange of the operators on the left hand side in
eq. 3.52 is allowed. Here Tm is some harateristi morphologial time sale,
whih for regular waves is naturally taken as the wave period, T .
3.3.1 Evaluation of Contributing Terms
The ontributions from eah of the terms in eq. (3.50) are desribed below.
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Contribution Due to Bed Load
The bed load, qb, is omputed in the entre of the omputational fae on the
FAM-mesh. The evaluation of ∇·qb is arried out through an adoption of the
Gauss theorem, i.e interpolating qb to the edges of the fae and integrating
along the boundary of the fae, see also 3.3.3. The evaluation of this within
the FAM framework yields a hange in the normal diretion to the fae,
however, the morphologial updating is along the vertial axis, eg, hene a
projetion is needed.
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Figure 3.8: Evaluation of the bed level hange due to bed load transport. Subsript
e is for edge interpolated transport rate.
Considering gure 3.8, it is seen that the gray and empty trapezes have
idential area but diers in orientation. From this, it is found that
∆hb = − 1
1− ed
∇· qb
|n·eg|∆t (3.54)
where n is the fae unit normal. The area of the fae is ‖N‖2, where n‖N.
Erosion/Deposition using cb-Conept
In gure 3.9(a) the balane between erosion and deposition over an arbitrarily
oriented boundary fae is skethed. The erosion, Ev, is given as
‖
Ev = (ν + νt)
∂c
∂n
‖N‖2 = (ν + νt)N·∇c with ∂c
∂n
≤ 0 (3.55)
where n is a loal oordinate normal to the boundary fae. The ontribution
to the deposition, Dv, only omes from the projetion of ws + u onto the
fae normal vetor, i.e.
Dv = cb|(ws + u)·N| , (3.56)
‖
Note that ∂c/∂n annot beome positive due to eq. (3.48)
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whereas the tangential projetion, ws,τ (= ‖n× ((ws + u)× n)‖2), does not
ontribute. Here Ev and Dv are the erosion and deposition rates in terms of
m
3
/s.
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Figure 3.9: (a) Diretion of diusion and settling of suspended sediment over a
boundary fae. (b) Resulting bed level hange, ∆hs, due to ombined
erosion/deposition. ‖N‖2 equals the area of the boundary fa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The veloity over the boundary must be taken into onsideration, as
the omputational mesh for suspended sediment transport does not oinide
with the boundary for the omputational mesh, whih is used for solving the
Navier-Stokes equations (see gure 3.5).
Bed Level Change Due to Erosion/Deposition
The bed level hange due to erosion and deposition, ∆hs, is skethed in
gure 3.9(b). The volume of the empty retangle equals the net deposition,
i.e.
V
empty
=
1
1− ed
(Dv − Ev)∆t = |eg ·N|∆hs (3.57)
where the last equality is the volume of the gray trapeze in the same gure.
From this, the bed level hange is easily evaluated.
Sand Slide Mehanism
It has been found neessary to inlude a sand slide mehanism to limit the
bed slope to below the angle of repose, see an example in C.2. The method
desribed in Niemann et al. (2011) (a method similar to that of Marieu et al.
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(2008)) is used in this work. It should be noted that another method was
derived, whih has better numerial performane in terms of omputational
time, however, the implementation was not entirely robust, thus the robust-
ness of the method by Niemann et al. (2011) was preferred. The derived
method is desribed in C.1. Neither approah is easily appliable to 3 di-
mensions.
3.3.2 Numerial Approah
Time Integration
The new bed level, h¯i+1, as suh is not of interest, but rather the hange,
∆h¯i+1. This is omputed using the third order Adam-Bashforth expliit time
integration sheme (see Ferziger and Peri, 2002, p. 139), whih reads
∆h¯i+1
∆Tm
=
1
12
[
23F¯ i − 16F¯ i−1 + 5F¯ i−2] (3.58)
where
F¯ = − 1
1− ed
[∇· q¯b + E¯ + D¯] = ∆h¯b +∆h¯s
∆Tm
. (3.59)
and i is the index of the present disrete time step.
This time integration sheme has been hosen based on its suessful
adoption in the simulation of river dunes in Niemann et al. (2011). An
expliit time integration sheme is needed, as no way of solving eq. (3.50)
impliitly over Tm is omputational feasible, if at all possible.
Stability of the Exner Equation
The evaluation of eq. (3.50) has the same properties of a hyperboli equation,
as the bed level hange due to suspension is evaluated independently of the
bed load, i.e. rstly
∂h
∂t
= − 1
1− ed
∇· qb(x, h, t)
|n·eg| (3.60)
is omputed. The stability of this type of partial dierential equations
has attrated signiant attention, and speially in the framework of the
Exner equation, it has been disussed by e.g. Johnson and Zyserman (2002);
Callaghan et al. (2006); Long et al. (2008).
Two dierent approahes illustrate the stability issues, namely by on-
sidering non-linear sediment transport as a funtion of h (Johnson and Zy-
serman, 2002) and by onsidering the trunated version of eq. (3.60) to
numerial auray (Callaghan et al., 2006). Both approahes prove that
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measures need to be taken to avoid numerial instabilities, however, in the
latter ase only for divergene shemes of order higher than 1. The measures
onsidered an be put into two ategories:
 Numerial ltering as a post-proessing step
 Adoption of numerial shemes, whih suppress spurious osillations
These two approahes will be disussed separately.
Numerially ltering has been widely used to ensure stability in works
suh as Jensen et al. (1999); Niemann et al. (2011) where the lter is applied
onto h or in Andersen and Fredsøe (1999), where the sediment transport is
ltered. Both of these approahes are used in Roelvink and Brøker (1993).
The lter must be hosen arefully, as it might either lter a too large wave
length or not be eient enough. The preditor-orretor lter proposed by
Jensen et al. (1999) is an example of a lter, whih an be tuned to lter
shorter and shorter wave lengths based on the number of orretions. An
analysis of the lter performane is given by Johnson and Zyserman (2002).
Methods to avoid the numerial lter have also been onsidered on the
grounds that the eet of the numerial lter might not be easy to on-
trol. This has lead to the adoption of modied numerial sheme, whih
should avoid the introdution of spurious osillations. One suh sheme is
WENO (Weighted Essentially Non-Osillatory, originally suggested by Liu
et al., 1994), whih in the work by Long et al. (2008) is seen to have good
shok apturing properties in test ases for non-linear advetion equations
using expliit Euler time integration. They apply the method for phase-
resolved morphologial development, and the method is seen to be stable.
The method needs large stenils, whih is inappropriate for unstrutured
omputational meshes. The method, however, is not applied suessfully
for all types of morphology, as Marieu (2007) experiened stability problems
near the rest of wave generated ripples in a simulation of phase-resolved
morphologial development.
Another method, whih is onsidered by both Callaghan et al. (2006)
and Marieu et al. (2008) in various forms, is the NOCS (Non-Osillatory
Centred Sheme). These methods use ux limiters to prevent over-shooting.
Callaghan et al. (2006) uses the version by Jiang et al. (1998), where the
morphologial hange is solved on a staggered grid arrangement and subse-
quently mapped bak onto the original grid. The method is somewhat more
diusive than on a true staggered grid version, however, it avoids the use of
a harateristi veloity in the evaluation, whih is problemati as disussed
below. The method by Marieu et al. (2008) on the other hand uses the
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harateristi veloity of the bed form loally estimated as
∂qb
∂h
(3.61)
in one dimension. This is notoriously hard to evaluate robustly around min-
ima, maxima or horizontal strethes of the bathymetry. At these loations
Marieu et al. (2008) used a polynomial t based on neighbouring values,
whih are easily evaluated. In the present work with long strethes of at
bed this method will not be robust, and further Marieu (2009) omment
that for small sediment ux gradients, the numerial diusion is so large
that morphologially unstable perturbations are diminished in size after a
morphologial time step.
Until now, only the inlusion of the bed load transport has been onsid-
ered. Adding the soure terms E and D hanges the situation somewhat as
E +D ontains osillations with wave lengths of 2 omputational ells (i.e.
the Nyquist frequeny), thus in the present work the ltering approah has
been hosen for both bed load and suspended load under one. The approah
by Jensen et al. (1999) is adopted.
The lter onsists of a preditor step yielding h¯∗,i+1. It is obtained by
an interpolation of h¯i+1 to the edges of the omputational faes and an
additional interpolation bak to the fae entres. For equidistant meshes
this reads for the j'th fae
h¯∗,i+1j = 0.25
(
h¯i+1j−1 + h¯
i+1
j+1
)
+ 0.5h¯i+1j (3.62)
The orretor steps are applied onto δh¯i+1 = h¯∗,i+1 − h¯i+1 with the same
double interpolation routine yielding δh¯∗,i+1. The orreted bed level hange
then reads
h¯∗∗,i+1 = h¯∗,i+1 + δh¯∗,i+1 (3.63)
The preditor step is performed Nouter times and per eah outer loop, the
orretor step is performed Ninner times. As Ninner inreases, the ltering
eet approahes zero, see the analysis by Johnson and Zyserman (2002).
The lter is found to be mass onserving.
Soforth ripples are present in the model, but only resolved by 510 om-
putational ells, the outlined smoothing algorithm will aet the ripple for-
mation.
Morphologial Time Step
The morphologial time step needs to be hosen as a onstant in this model
formulation. This is a onsequene of the period averaging of the resulting
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bed level hange. Hene, hoosing a varying time step results in a non-
onservative formulation. This an e.g. be realized by onsidering a ase
with bihromati waves. The smaller waves in the wave group breaks lose to
the shoreline and leads to rapid erosion (and suspension) and afterwards the
suspended sediment settles more slowly (while the large wave break farther
oshore). If the time step had been based on a Courant riterion, where
the harateristi veloity is either the erosion- or deposition rates, then this
example would result in a net deposition.
The morphologial time step is multiplied by a fator, fm, to speed up
the morphologial development. The aeleration fator leads to an apparent
lak of sediment onservation, as net-erosion from the bed is not balaned
by an equal inrease in suspended sediment.
Coupling Between Hydrodynami and Morphologial Modules
The transient nature of the wave breaking requires a omplete oupling be-
tween the hydrodynamis and the morphologial response. This is ahieved
by both updating the morphology and omputing the hydrodynamis eah
and every time step. The omputational mesh for the uid part (see gure
3.5) is moved aording to
∇· [γm∇um] = 0 , (3.64)
where um is the veloity of the mesh verties and γm is a mesh diusion
parameter. γm an be interpreted as a loal stiness of the omputational
mesh. At the bed, where the height of the ell is small, a large stiness
is needed to maintain the boundary layer resolution and avoid poor mesh
quality, whereas the larger ells away from the bed an be allowed to move
more freely. In the present ase
γm ∝ 1
λ2m
(3.65)
with λm being the shortest distane from the bottom boundary to the om-
putational ell. The method adopted here is desribed in Jasak and Tukovi¢
(2006).
The inter-oupling means that an additional stability riterion must be
introdued, namely that the spatial movement of the mesh should loally be
less than the dimensions of the omputational ell. As the bed level hange
eah wave period exeeds the near bed resolution, the bed response is applied
over several time steps for a period not exeeding ∆Tup < Tm.
∗∗
∗∗
If the morphologial updating requires smaller time steps than that based on the
veloity eld, the former is hosen, and the morphologial hange takes ∆Tup. On the
other hand, if the veloity eld dominates the Courant riterion, the morphologial hange
an be ompleted over a time interval smaller than ∆Tup.
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The boundary ondition for um is a slip ondition on the vertial walls
and the atmosphere is kept xed, i.e. um = 0. At the bottom, the boundary
ondition is given as
um =
̟∆h¯∗∗,i+1
∆t
eg (3.66)
where ̟ is hosen suh that the mesh Courant number is less than 1 and
suh that the aumulated movement equals ∆h¯∗∗,i+1.
The movement of the mesh verties is mapped to the other omputational
meshes, see gure 3.5, thus onformity is ensured at eah time step. Further
the additional ux due to the mesh movement is omputed as in Jasak and
Tukovi¢ (2006).
3.3.3 Limitations of the Morphologial Module
A number of limitations are present in the implementation of the morpholog-
ial module. These will be disussed here. Furthermore, the list of limitation
an also be onsidered as a suggestion to future improvements on the mor-
phologial module.
Curvature Eets
The FAM performs all of the omputations on a urved grid, hene some
issues related to the urvature eets are addressed in the following. In
gure 3.10 a ouple of faes on the nite area mesh are depited. The linear
interpolation of the bed load vetor onto the edge, e, is given as
qb,e =
1
∆N +∆P
(qb,N∆P + qb,P∆N) (3.67)
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Furthermore, the evaluation of the divergene ∇· qb is given as
∇· qb ≃
∑
e
qb,e ·Ne , (3.68)
where Ne is the normal vetor to the edge, tangential to the bed, and having
a magnitude equal to the length of the edge.
As qb,e and Ne are not neessarily parallel, an error is ommitted due to
the urvature eets.
A simple estimate is arried out in 2D (whih allows the use of the ˆ
operator). It is assumed that qb,P = 0 and
Ne = −1
2
(nˆN + nˆP ) (3.69)
Sine qb,P = 0, qb,e ∝ −nˆN . So without any urvature eet, the ux over
the edge should be proportional to ‖Ne‖2 = 1. However, the true ux is
Ne · qb,e ∝ 1
2
(nˆN + nˆP )· nˆN =
1
2
(1 + nˆN · nˆP ) (3.70)
and the resulting error is thus
ǫC =
1
2
− 1
2
nˆN · nˆP (3.71)
From this, it is seen that the error due to urvature eets is only impliitly
ontrolled by the spatial disretisation. The impliit ontrol omes as ner
disretisation typially yields smoother beds and more parallel normal ve-
tors. However, for two faes both at the angle of repose, but with opposite
slope, the normal vetors are
nˆN =
1√
1 + tan2 φr
(
1
tanφr
)
nˆP =
1√
1 + tan2 φr
(
1
− tanφr
) (3.72)
and the error is large (ǫC = 0.265), thus under these assumptions there is
an error of 26.5% of the bed load transport over the edge. Note that the
urvature eet is only present in the bed load formulation. Thus loally,
the error an be large but under the assumption of qb,P = 0 it is only of the
same order of magnitude as the redution due to the interpolation sheme.
Math between Morphologial Module and Wave Relaxation
The ombination of wave generation in relaxation zones, sediment transport
and morphologial hange needs speial handling. The relaxation zone re-
quires that the bed is kept plane, otherwise the generated waves are not
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stritly valid, and the veloity eld imposed below bed level, in ase of ero-
sion, ause pressure utuations in the solution. Thus, no morphologial
hange is allowed for in the relaxation zone, however, large gradients are
present as there is a signiant spatial variation in the bed shear stress in
the relaxation zone. This spatial variation is present as the boundary layer
at the inlet is of zero thikness, and it beome inreasingly thiker through
the relaxation zone. This results in a derease in the bed shear stress through
the relaxation zone away from the inlet.
The way to handle this is to apply a weight of 0 to the morphologial
hange in the relaxation zone and let it inrease smoothly to 1 outside the
omputational domain. The transition funtion is given as a sine.
This brute fore method an be improved upon, if a starving bed meh-
anism is implemented, as it will avoid the below-bed-level issue and redued
or remove the gradients in the sediment transport.
Parallelisation of the Morphologial Module
Due to a bug in the mesh motion routine in OpenFoam-1.5-dev, it is not
possible to run the morphologial updating routine in parallel. As a onse-
quene, the morphologial alulations will be limited in size ompared to
omputations of sediment transport over xed beds, i.e. stati meshes.
This an be solved by a migration of the omputational framework to
OpenFoam 1.6-ext.
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Chapter 4
Model Validation
In the present hapter a validation of the model desribed in 3 will be un-
dertaken. The appliability of OpenFoam in modelling non-breaking waves
is onsidered in 4.1. In this setion the implemented method for wave
generation and relaxation is also addressed. The validation of the applied
turbulene models for wave boundary layers in single phase ows are ad-
dressed in 4.2. The ability of modelling breaking waves is desribed in 4.3.
The hapter is ompleted by validating the modelling of suspended sediment
transport in both losed hannels and below breaking and broken waves.
The numerial parameters for the disretisation in both spae and time
an be found in table 4.1.
4.1 Validation of Non-Breaking Wave Modelling
The present setion onsiders 5 dierent test ases with non-breaking wave in
both 2 and 3 dimensions. All test ases have laminar wave boundary layers,
as the Reynolds number is less than 105 (Jensen et al., 1989). Furthermore,
due to the fat that the omputational domains are short relative to the wave
length, the energy dissipation is assumed negligible and a slip ondition
is applied at the bed (see Fredsøe and Deigaard, 1992, pp. 5051 for a
disussion).
The test ases over the physial proesses of fully reeting walls, wave
shoaling, triad wave-wave interation, release of higher bound harmonis and
diration around a surfae piering obstale.
4.1.1 Determination of the Loation of the Surfae
The loation of the interfae has to be determined in a onsistent manner.
The interfae is between two points, if γ = 1 and γ = 0 in these two points
respetively. The obvious hoie is to dene the interfae at γ = 0.5, however,
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Case Setion ∆x / ∆z ∆y at y = 0 Co. No. AR No. of ells
[m℄ [m℄ [ - ℄ [ - ℄ ·103
Reetion oeient 4.1.3 0.030 0.0033 0.25 9.0 126-168
Triad interation 4.1.4 0.030 0.0033 0.25 9.0 117
Standing wave 4.1.5 0.0092 0.0001 0.25 92.0 132
Shoaling over bar 4.1.6 0.01 0.0027 0.20 3.8 221
Linear diration 4.1.7 0.015 0.00047 0.20 32.0 2290
Wave breaking 4.3 Varying 0.25 1.0 / 2.0 107.2 / 53.6
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the interfae in the VOF-method an beome smeared leading to several
neighbouring ells having γ ∈ ]0, 1[. It is hosen to dene the loation of the
surfae, η, suh that
η =
∫ yγ=0
yγ=1
γdy − yγ=1 (4.1)
Here, the integration limits are vertial oordinates being above and below
the interfae. This approah yields a onsistent value of the loation of the
interfae, given as the height of the water olumn above the level yγ=1.
4.1.2 Harmoni Analysis
In the validation ases, the amplitude of the higher harmonis is used for
omparison. One approah is to evaluate the amplitude based on a power
spetrum omputed using a Fourier Transform. This approah is inappro-
priate for monohromati waves, as the energy is limited to disrete frequen-
ies, however omputing the Fourier Transform will yield a broadening of
the spetrum.
For a monohromati input, the frequenies in the domain an only be
an integer times the rst order frequeny, σ, hene the expression
ηi ≃ a0 +
N∑
j=1
aj cos(jσti) + bj sin(jσti) (4.2)
for
ti = t0, t0 +∆t, . . . , t0 + (M − 1)∆t (4.3)
desribes the surfae elevation in a given loation based on a set of oeients
aj and bj up to a given order N . While 2N + 1 < M , the system is over-
determined and the system of equation is solved in a least-square sense,
where
∑
i(ηi − η˜i)2 is minimised. Here η˜i is the omputed surfae elevation
based on the trunated series in eq. (4.2) and ηi is the modelled surfae
elevation. Note that the hoie of N is limited by
2 ≤ 2π
σ∆t
1
2N
(4.4)
stating that the highest frequeny must be resolved with at least 2 points to
avoid aliasing.
This approah is suitable for monohromati, unidiretional propagating
waves, however evaluating the frequenies in e.g. standing wave patterns
does not yield the orret amplitude. Therefore, an extension of (4.2) is
needed. The present extension is limited to bound harmonis of non-linear
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reeted waves, where kj = jk with k being the wave number for the rst
order harmoni wave. Under these assumptions (4.2) is extended to
ηi,1 = a0 +
N∑
j=1
aIj cos(jθ
−
1 ) + b
I
j sin(jθ
−
1 ) + a
R
j cos(jθ
+
1 ) + b
R
j sin(jθ
+
1 )
ηi,2 = a0 +
N∑
j=1
aIj cos(jθ
−
2 ) + b
I
j sin(jθ
−
2 ) + a
R
j cos(jθ
+
2 ) + b
R
j sin(jθ
+
2 )
(4.5)
for (4.3), where θ±l = σti ± kxl. Furthermore, the distane |x2 − x1| is
so small that it is assumed that the amplitudes are not aeted by energy
exhange between the harmonis, see 4.1.4 for a disussion. In this manner,
the diretion of wave energy propagation an be quantied. The method
in eq. (4.5) bears resemblane to that desribed by Liu and Yue (1998).
The main dierene is that they lter the surfae elevation signal to leading
order before omputing the leading order harmoni oeients, whereas the
present method ts the oeient to the unltered signal.
4.1.3 Reetion from an Outlet Relaxation Zone
In the present work, the relaxation zone is an important feature, hene the
eieny of the relaxation zone to absorb wave energy is analysed in this
setion. The setup is skethed in gure 4.1. The waves are allowed to
propagate over a distane of 21 m followed by a relaxation zone of varying
width, λ. It is analysed how the magnitude of the reetion oeient
R =
∥∥(aR1 ; bR1 )∥∥2 /∥∥(aI1; bI1)∥∥2 (4.6)
varies with λ. The oeients in eq. (4.6) are found using eq. (4.5) with
x1 = 20.0 m and x2 = 20.1 m.
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Figure 4.1: Sketh of the setup of the numerial system for testing numerial ree-
tion from outlet relaxation zone.
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The tests are arried out for 6 dierent widths of the relaxation zone,
namely kλ/(2π) = 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 2.00, where T = 3.5 s. In addi-
tion to this, a set of height-to-depth ratios has been onsidered. The waves
are generated based on stream funtion theory of order 32, whih will avoid
the generation of spurious waves (see 4.1.4). The wave numbers for the
harmonis are given as kj = jk assuming that no bound waves are released
due to reetion.
R is depited in gure 4.2 both as a funtion of λ/L (L is the wave
length (= 2π/k)) and λh/(LH). The latter approah is found to ombine
the urves onto one ommon trend with dereasing R for inreasing length of
the relaxation zone. As a rule of thumb O(R) < 1% is ahieved for λ/L > 1.
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Figure 4.2: The reetion oeient as a funtion of the length of the outlet relax-
ation zone for T = 3.5 s and 4 dierent values of H/h.
Simulations without relaxation on γ has been arried out, however, this
leads to signiant reetion and must be avoided. The reason is that the
momentum is relaxed, but the elevation is kept unhanged and only modied
due to the missing momentum, thus a pressure gradient is present, whih re-
aelerates the water and a signiant amount of momentum is reeted bak
to the omputational domain.
From the present test, it is expeted that the adopted relaxation teh-
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nique is appliable in or near the shallow water limit. Experiments similar to
those by Clément (1996) for a wide range of frequenies from deep to shallow
water would be useful to unover the full range of appliability.
4.1.4 Triad Wave-Wave Interations on a Flat Bed
In the previous setion the waves were generated using stream funtion the-
ory yielding a wave propagation with onstant form. In this setion the
experimental study by Chapalain et al. (1992) is used to validate the ability
of the numerial model to predit triad wave-wave interations. When for-
ing any given boundary with linear wave theory, wave-wave interation will
result in the generation of a bound seond order harmoni at the bound-
ary. This is diretly realised by taking the linear signal and evaluating
the response from the onvetive terms in the Navier-Stokes equations, i.e.
cos σt→ 1/2(cos 2σt + 1).
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Figure 4.3: Comparison between the experimental results from Chapalain et al.
(1992) and the orresponding results obtained with the present numeri-
al model. Results using stream funtion theory are inluded.
At the boundary, however, the boundary ondition still needs to be ful-
lled, hene a free wave with a seond order frequeny is reated with the
same amplitude as the bound harmoni but with opposite phase. Sine it
is a free wave it has its own wave number k
free
6= k
bound
. Non-linear inter-
ations between these modes reate an energy transfer between the dierent
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harmonis. This interation an be identied as beat lengths in the harmoni
amplitudes, see e.g. Madsen and Sørensen (1993).
In the experiment by Chapalain et al. (1992), the water depth is 0.4 m,
the wave period is 3.5 s and the wave height is 0.084 m. The numerial ume
is idential to the one used for the reetion analysis in the previous setion,
see gure 4.1, with the only dierene that the relaxation zone is plaed 26
m from the inlet. In gure 4.3 a omparison between the experimentally
obtained spatial variation of the amplitude of the harmonis is ompared to
those obtained numerially. It is seen that the omparison is lose to perfet.
Further the numerial results obtained using stream funtion waves are
shown in gure 4.3. It is seen that the rst four harmonis are onstant
in spae, hene the model orretly aptures the propagation with onstant
form (over O(4) wave lengths).
4.1.5 Standing Waves in Front of a Fully Reeting Sea-Wall
In 4.1.3 the relaxation zone tehnique was shown to be useful for absorbing
waves at the outlet. In the numerial simulations of breaking waves, see
among others 4.3, 5, and 6, reetion our from the beah and the pres-
ene of an undertow will interat with the inlet boundary, as disussed by
Bradford (2000). This will pollute the nal results, thus the appliability of
the relaxation zone to remove reeted waves in front of the inlet is tested
through the ability to model standing waves. Without a relaxation zone
at the inlet boundary, the standing wave pattern will extend to the inlet
boundary and a disontinuity will develop in γ, whih eventually leads to a
break-down of the numerial model.
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Figure 4.4: Sketh of the setup of the numerial system for testing numerial ree-
tion from the inlet relaxation zone.
The standing wave is modelled as skethed in gure 4.4. A linear wave
(H = 0.001 m, T = 2 s, h = 0.4 m) is generated at the inlet and in the relax-
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ation zone. A fully reeting wall is modelled at the right hand side of the
omputational domain using a slip ondition. The reeted wave is weighted
in the relaxation zone and in this fashion removed at the inlet boundary.
In gure 4.5 a omparison is shown between the analytial standing wave
(e.g. see Dean and Dalrymple, 1991, p. 57) and the orresponding numer-
ial simulation. From the omparison it is found that the relaxation zone
is able to absorb most of the energy and simulate a standing wave pattern
in the non-relaxed part of the omputational domain. The amplitude of the
standing wave is slightly larger in the omputational domain relative to the
analytial expression. This is attributed to the fat that the relaxation zone
is slightly reetive (see 4.1.3). Further the transition from a propagating
to a standing wave is easily identied.
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al solution to the standing
wave problem. The relaxation zone is also shown. Both solutions are
plotted at intervals of T/20.
4.1.6 Wave Transformation over a Submerged Bar
The experimental study by Luth et al. (1994) has beome a standard benh-
mark test for surfae wave problems. It is used to validate Boussinesq models
(e.g. Engsig-Karup et al., 2006) and VOF-solvers (e.g. Morgan et al., 2010).
The test ase onsists of 2nd order Stokes waves generated at the inlet, see
gure 4.6. The wave eld propagates along a hannel with a submerged bar
6 m from the inlet. The wave period is 2.02 s, the wave height is 0.02 m,
and the water depth at the inlet is 0.4 m.
As the waves reah the bar they begin to shoal, a proess whih inreases
the non-linearity of the waves, i.e. all the harmonis onstituting the waves
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Figure 4.6: Sketh of the experimental setup for wave transformation over a sub-
merged bar.
inrease in amplitude. On the far side of the submerged bar, the water depth
inreases and the amplitude of the higher harmonis is too large to remain
bound to the rst order harmonis, thus free higher order harmoni waves
are released. The bound and free waves are then allowed to interat on the
far side of the bar and an exhange of energy takes plae, similar to the
proess desribed in 4.1.4.
In gure 4.7, the time variation in the surfae elevation is depited at
4 dierent loations along the wave ume. It an be seen that the surfae
elevation is well desribed from the inlet up to the top of the bar, however as
the water depth inreases and the free harmonis are released, the preditions
of the model beome less aurate. Based on an amplitude analysis (gure
4.8) it is found that the Crank-Niholson sheme is the most aurate of
the two. This is espeially found as the energy inrease of the seond order
harmoni is onsiderably better aptured.
The disrepanies on the bak of the bar an be explained by a om-
bination of numerial errors arising from time disretisation, and the fat
that the spatial sheme is of seond order. As disussed by Engsig-Karup
et al. (2009) the propagation speed is muh better predited using higher
order spatial shemes. The exhange of energy is a funtion of the propa-
gation speed (Madsen and Sørensen, 1993), hene if it is not modelled with
suient auray, the energy exhange will dier. Nevertheless, the results
are satisfatory, and omparable in auray to the results by Morgan et al.
(2010), who also use a VOF method.
A similar release of higher order harmonis is seen in the experimental
study by MNair Jr. and Sorensen (1970) where the reforming of broken
waves onshore of the longshore bar is onsidered. In their experiments, waves
with double the frequeny attained slightly larger spetral densities than the
orresponding at the generated frequeny. This release of higher harmonis
is a dissipative version of the one onsidered in the present setion.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between the experimental results and numerial simulation
using either impliit Euler or Crank-Niholson for time integration of
the momentum equation.
4.1.7 Wave Diration Through a Breakwater Gap
The theoretial linear solution to the diration problem through a gap of
nite width in an otherwise innite breakwater is presented by Penney and
Prie (1952) for onstant water depth and normal inident waves. The nu-
merial setup for validation is shown by the plan view layout as seen in gure
4.9. The water depth is 0.125 m. The waves are generated using 1st order
Stokes theory with a wave height of 0.005 and a wave period of 0.67 s; 25
wave periods have been simulated. The symmetry around the mid point
of the gap has been utilised and a symmetry boundary ondition has been
applied along the axis of wave propagation through this point. Relaxation
zones have been used for the inlet and outlet boundaries.
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Figure 4.8: Variation in the harmoni omponents. Full line: Crank-Niholson time
integration. Dashed line: Impliit Euler time integration.
The width of the inlet is 2L, as it was pointed out by Pos and Kilner
(1987) that even though the theory by Penney and Prie (1952) is valid for
widths larger than or equal to L, a larger width is needed to ahieve suient
auray.
The omparison between the analytial and numerial results are shown
in gure 4.10, and they are generally seen to be favourable. Along the line
z/L = x/L the wave height is diminished faster than along either x = onst
or z = onst. This is probably due to the fat that the omputational domain
is laid out in a Cartesian grid, hene the resolution of the wave length is worse
along the diagonal.
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4.2 Validation of the Turbulene Models
The omputation of wave boundary layers is part of the validation of the
turbulene model. A omparison with test 13 by Jensen et al. (1989) is
depited in gure 4.11, where results using low Reynolds number losures
are inluded. It is seen that the turbulene losure aptures the magnitude
and the phaselag of the variation in the frition veloity, uf . For a more
thorough disussion see A.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of the frition veloity in a rough turbulent osillatory
boundary layer. (Dots) Experimental data from Jensen et al. (1989),
test 13 (Full line) Simulation using the low Reynolds number turbu-
lene model.
4.3 Validation of the Modelling of Breaking Waves
The appliability of OpenFoam for simulating wave breaking has been tested
against the laboratory experiment by Ting and Kirby (1994) in the ase of
spilling breakers. Waves are generated on a horizontal bed, where the still
water depth is 0.4 m, see gure 4.12. The waves are 0.125 m high and have a
period of 2 s; stream funtion waves have been used. At the inlet a relaxation
zone 4 m in length is used to allow for long simulation time (Bradford, 2000).
As seen in gure 4.12 a ut-o is applied, where the swash zone was supposed
to be. This is neessary, as the oupling between the VOF-method and the
momentum equation is not robust at the surfae/wall intersetion, when the
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omputational ells have a large aspet ratio. This is needed at the wall
boundary in order to resolve the boundary layer. h′ = 0.01 m.
It is found that the turbulene losure oeient α (see eq. (3.18)) should
take the value 0.4. The deviation from standard turbulene losure is due to
the hange in prodution term.
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Figure 4.12: Layout of the omputational domain for omputing spilling breaking
waves. The dashed gray line is the layout of the original physial ex-
periment. The horizontal distane from origo to the toe is 0.7 m.
This test ase has been onsidered by several other authors suh as (Lin
and Liu, 1998; Bradford, 2000; Mayer and Madsen, 2000; Hieu et al., 2004;
Christensen, 2006) to name a few with varying suess. The results by Hieu
et al. (2004) are generally highly enouraging, however, their simulation time
is limited to 25 s warm-up (i.e. t/T = 12.5) and the subsequent averaging
was limited to 5 wave periods. This limited simulation time is ommon for
the ited papers and the reported results are at best quasi-steady. Contrary
to the other ited papers, Hieu et al. (2004) applies the Dened Donating
Region method (DDR by Harvie and Flether (2001)) for the interfae trak-
ing, whih is thought to have some interesting properties with respet to the
breaking desription. It must be noted, however, that they perform a mesh
sensitivity analysis (see Hieu et al., 2004, gure 16), and despite onsider-
able hanges with inreasing resolution, no better resolved simulation are
presented than that, whih mathes the experimental data niely.
The roughness is not expliitly stated in Ting and Kirby (1994), however
it is assumed smooth and kN = 0.1 mm is used together with the high
Reynolds number turbulene losure. The omputational ells outside the
boundary layer do all have the same aspet ratio and aspet ratios (AR) of
1 and 2 are onsidered. The averaging of the hydrodynami properties is
performed over 50 wave periods from t/T = 80 to t/T = 130. This hoie is
based on gure 4.13, whih depits the volume of water in the omputational
domain (Vγ =
∑
domain V γ) as a funtion of time. Vγ exhibits a transient
behaviour whih indiretly desribes the build up of the set-up. The results
are at least aeted by this transient behaviour up to t/T = 40. A problem
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Figure 4.13: Relative variation in the total amount of water (Vγ) in the omputa-
tional domain.
in extrating data too early is the lak of mass onservation, whih was noted
by Christensen et al. (2002) in the simulation by Lin and Liu (1998).
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Figure 4.14: Measured (Dots: Ting and Kirby, 1994) and simulated surfae eleva-
tion in the surf zone in the ase of spilling breakers. AR = 1.
The surfae elevation through the surf zone an be seen in gures 4.14
(AR = 1) and 4.15 (AR = 2). There is a notieable dierene between
the two simulations, as the breaking ours muh earlier ompared to the
measurements for AR = 2, whereas the omparison is good for AR = 1.
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Figure 4.15: Measured (Dots: Ting and Kirby, 1994) and simulated surfae eleva-
tion in the surf zone in the ase of spilling breakers. AR = 2.
This premature breaking is thought to be explained by the nature of the
VOF-method. If the γ-ontent is larger than 0, there will be a ux of γ over
the ell faes irrespetively of the atual loation of the water. Consider a
omputational ell with large (> 1) aspet ratio, then as soon as water enters
from the left there will be a ux of γ aross the right fae. This will lead to
a premature steepening of the surfae elevation and hene lead to premature
wave breaking. This should not happen in the DDR method, as it onsiders
a reonstrution of the γ-distribution.
The resulting undertow prole is depited in gure 4.16 and the ompari-
son is generally favourable for AR = 1. The onsiderable disrepany for the
measuring positions F, G and H is explained by the too rapid surfae eleva-
tion deay in the inner surf zone, whih auses a steeper wave setup. In the
ase of AR = 2, it is seen that the undertow proles dier from those with
AR = 1 and the signature of the undertow with large ow veloities at the
bed is found farther oshore. This is a diret onsequene of the premature
wave breaking. The two solutions are nevertheless still omparable.
Ting and Kirby (1994) also measured the turbulene in the surf zone. In
gure 4.17 a omparison with the modelled results in shown. Two quantities
are shown, namely k¯k, whih is the average value of the turbulene based
solely on k omputed from eq. 3.9 and k¯k + k¯u (see below). As onsiderable
stohasti motion is identied in the surf zone, the terms u˜′2 and v˜′2 are
evaluated. These terms are the period average of the ensemble averaged
turbulent quantities relative to the ombine wave orbital and mean ow.
The ontribution to the turbulene is dened similarly to Ting and Kirby
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Figure 4.16: Measured (Dots: Ting and Kirby, 1994) and simulated undertow prole
at A) x = −1.265 m, B) x = 5.945 m, C) x = 6.665 m, D) x = 7.275
m, E) x = 7.885 m, F) x = 8.495 m, G) x = 9.110 m, H) x = 9.725
m. ( ·) Experiment. (−) AR = 1. (−−) AR = 2.
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Figure 4.17: Measured (Dots: Ting and Kirby, 1994) and simulated turbulene for
AR = 1. Positions are the same as in gure 4.16
(1994) with
k¯u =
1.33
2.0
(
u˜′2 + v˜′2
)
. (4.7)
This formulation is used, beause the transverse veloity omponent is not
modelled.
The omparison shows that similar to other authors (Bradford, 2000;
Christensen, 2006), the turbulene is overestimated within the inner part of
the surf zone, hene more researh in adequate turbulene models for this
kind of ows is needed.
The modelling of breaking waves has been onduted on ner meshes, on
whih the same dependeny of AR is also found. Furthermore, it has been
evaluated with noidal wave theory, but no onsiderable dierene is found
between this and stream funtion waves.
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4.4 Validation of Suspended Sediment Transport
Model
4.4.1 Equilibrium Conentration Prole
The lassial equilibrium solution to the suspended sediment onentration
prole in a pure urrent is alled the Vanoni distribution (see Fredsøe and
Deigaard, 1992, pp. 227229), and it is given as
c = cb
(
D − y
y
δb
D − δb
) ws
κuf
, (4.8)
where δb is the distane from the bed to the bed level at whih the referene
onentration, cb, is valid (see gure 3.5); D is the water depth. The param-
eter ws/(κuf ) is alled the Rouse parameter, in short Z. The onentration
prole in eq. (4.8) is based on the assumption that the eddy visosity follows
the paraboli distribution
νt = κufy (1− y/D) . (4.9)
Eq. 4.9, however, is not desriptive for the true distribution, as νt remain
nite at y = D. van Rijn (1984) suggests an alternative distribution for νt
given as
νt =
{
κufy (1− y/D) for y ≤ D2
1
4κufD
2
for y > D2
. (4.10)
This orretion leads to a distribution of the suspended sediment, whih for
the lower half equals that of the Vanoni distribution, whih also provides the
boundary ondition at y = D/2 for the upper distribution. The orreted
distribution is
c =
 cb
(
D−y
y
δb
D−δb
) ws
κuf
for y ≤ D2
cb
(
δb
D−δb
) ws
κuf exp
[
−4
D2
ws
κuf
(
y − D2
)]
for y > D2
. (4.11)
This distribution diers from that in van Rijn (1984), as the latter inludes
the eet of hindered settling and suppression of turbulene due to the sus-
pension of sediment. Both of these eets are disregarded in the Vanoni
distribution (eq. 4.8) and in the urrent numerial model.
The omparison between the two theoretial distributions and a simu-
lated one is depited in gure 4.18 for Z = 0.25 and Z = 2.0. It is seen that
the simulated results t well with both theoretial distributions. The results
also support the onlusion by van Rijn (1984), namely that the orreted
distribution is important for the net sediment transport for small values of
Z, as the onstant value of νt for y > D/2 an sustain onsiderably larger
volume onentrations.
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Figure 4.18: Comparison between the two theoretial distributions of suspended sed-
iment (eqs. (4.8) and (4.11)) and the results obtained by simulation.
(top) Z = 2.0. (bottom) Z = 0.25.
4.4.2 Spatial Development of Conentration Prole
The alongstream development of the suspended sediment onentration has
been onsidered theoretially by Hjelmfelt and Lenau (1970), where lear
water enters over a loose sediment bed. The eet of sour at the inlet
is initially disregarded in their analysis. Hjelmfelt and Lenau (1970) also
assume a paraboli eddy visosity distribution. For a value of Z = 0.5 their
analytial expressions takes a simple form.
As disussed in 4.4.1, the distribution of c(x) diers between the solu-
tions for a paraboli distribution of νt and the numerial solution to the same
quantity. This is espeially true for small values of Z, where non-negligible
volume onentrations must be antiipated above y = D/2. Therefore, the
present setion will onsider the preditive ability of the numerial sheme
rather than disussing the outome of dierent distributions of νt.
The solution of the spatial distribution of c is simulated using eq. (4.9)
and a uniform veloity prole. For uf = 0.055 m/s, ‖ws‖2 = 0.011 m/s
and a water depth of D = 1 m, the numerial and analytial solutions are
plotted in gure 4.19(a) using upwind sheme and in gure 4.19(b) using
entral dierene. Not surprisingly, the predited distribution is best for a
linear sheme, however, the numerial solution is reasonable for the upwind
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Figure 4.19: Analytial (Hjelmfelt and Lenau, 1970) and numerial solution to the
spatial distribution of relative suspended sediment onentration (c/cb)
for lear water entering over loose bed.
sheme as well.
The small deviation between the linear and upwind shemes support
that upwind an be used throughout. This is also needed in the ontext of
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resolved wave boundary layers, sine the eddy visosity is so small during
part of the wave period that the loal Pélet number beomes larger than
2 at the boundary, whih, ombined with large gradients in c, results in
numerial instabilities (e.g. Ferziger and Peri, 2002).
4.4.3 Suspension of Sediment under Breaking Waves
Suspended sediment onentrations have been measured under breaking reg-
ular waves in the CRIEPI wave ume, Japan (Shimizu and Ikeno, 1996). The
measurements are onduted over a loose sediment bed after 8 hours of wave
exposure by waves of T = 5 s and H = 1 m (test L1). The initial bed prole
is a plane slope of 1:20. The developed beah prole is plotted in gure
4.20 together with the prole used in the numerial simulation, whih has a
ut-o above y = −0.10 m. The bed onsists of sand with a median grain
diameter of 1.0 mm and a grain size distribution ranging from 0.2 mm to
1.3 mm (d16 = 0.4 mm, d84 = 1.2 mm, and σg =
√
d84/d16 = 1.73, where
the latter is the geometri standard deviation). The median value is used
initially.
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Figure 4.20: Initial and nal prole (after 8 hours) under regular wave foring
(Shimizu and Ikeno, 1996) test L1. The prole used in the numer-
ial simulation is also inluded.
The measured undertow prole is ompared with the omputed one in
gure 4.21 and the omparison is good. Espeially onsidering the temporal
evolution of the free surfae inside the surf zone, see gure 4.22. From
this gure it is quite lear that the numerial model has a problem with
dissipating the wave energy, as the instantaneous surfae is in some sense
boiling. Suh a behaviour has not been seen in the ase of spilling breakers.
The breaking is learly plunging (gure 4.22()). The behaviour is explained
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Figure 4.21: A omparison between the omputed and measured undertow prole,
u¯, from test L1 in the CRIEPI experiment (Shimizu and Ikeno, 1996).
Dashed lines are the ensemble averaged maximum and minimum sur-
fae elevation in the numerial model.
by the generation of large sale vortial motion in the initial breaking proess,
whih, due to the two dimensionality of the simulation, annot properly
deay into sales, where the turbulene model an dissipate the remaining
energy. The presene of this organised and violent motion will onsiderably
eet the eddy visosity and hene all diusion proesses.
A omparison between measured and modelled suspended sediment on-
entrations are shown in gure 4.23. Using the median diameter, the om-
parison is quite poor at the three measuring loations. One explanation is
the behaviour of the water motion in the surf zone, whih denitely an
ause too large suspended sediment onentrations, i.e. for x = 68 m and
x = 78 m. Outside the surf zone (x = 88 m) the predited onentrations
are orders of magnitude smaller than the measured, however, no informa-
tion on the grain distribution at the spei levels are given in Shimizu and
Ikeno (1996). Therefore, the sediment grains in suspension might be onsid-
erably smaller than the median diameter. As seen in 4.4.1 a small hange
in Z ause an order of magnitude hange in c. Suh a hange in Z is not
unrealisti beause of the wide range of sediment diameters.
The measurements are onduted after 8 hours of wave foring, thus a
ertain degree of ross shore sorting of the sediment must be antiipated,
however, this is not addressed by Shimizu and Ikeno (1996). This sorting
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Figure 4.22: Five snapshots of the surfae traking during breaking. Dark is water
and light is air.
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Figure 4.23: A omparison between the omputed and measured (dots) average on-
entration proles, c¯, from test L1 in the CRIEPI experiment (Shimizu
and Ikeno, 1996). (Full): d = 1.0 mm. (Dashed): d = 1.3 mm. The
measured data is also reported on a linear sale.
would lead to a oarsening in the surf zone and a ning outside the surf zone
due to the longer settling time of the ner sediment grain and the net under-
tow/return ow. Suh a sorting in the eld is reported by e.g. Greenwood
and Davidson-Arnott (1975) and Komar (1998), gure 3.8. The sorting has
been inorporated by setting the grain diameter in the numerial model to
d = 1.3 mm. The result is plotted in gure 4.23 and they ompare well with
the measured onentrations. Atual simulations with graded sediment is
urrently not possible with this numerial model.
The larger sediment diameter does improve on the preditions, however, a
omparison with an experimental study, where the waves are spilling and the
sediment is nearly uniform would be important for the further validation of
the model. The former requirement is to avoid the behaviour as seen in gure
4.22, and the latter to have fewer unertainties with respet to the degree
of sorting and the eet of a gradation of the sediment over the vertial.
The results presented in this setion, however, are enouraging with respet
to the validity of the suspended sediment transport model under breaking
waves.
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Chapter 5
Bed of Constant Slope
The hydrodynamis and sediment transport patterns over a bed of onstant
slope are onsidered in this hapter. In all, 9 test ases are simulated, where
two planar bed slopes of 1:50 and 1:35 are used. The 9 test ases vary in
the Irribaren number, ζ0, from spilling to plunging breakers. The test ase
parameters are summarised in table 5.1. There is an overlap of two Irribaren
number between the two slopes in order to quantify the signiane of the
latter.
Table 5.1: Wave parameters for simulations on a onstant sloping bed. Naming:
(A): Slope (= tanβ) is 1:50. (B): Slope is 1:35. (S) is spilling and (P)
is plunging breakers based on table 2.1. H0 is based on linear shoaling
(Dean and Dalrymple, 1991). ζ0 = tanβ
√
H0/L0, see 2.3.2, Ω =
HB/(wsT ), see 2.2, and ΩHK = H0/(wsT ) tanβ, see 5.2
Test tan β Hh H0 T h ζ0 Ω ΩHK Type
[-℄ [m℄ [m℄ [s℄ [m℄ [-℄ [-℄ [-℄
FA1 1:50 3.000 3.234 6.0 6.0 0.083 27.7 0.52 (S)
FA2 1:50 2.000 2.156 6.0 6.0 0.102 19.7 0.35 (S)
FA3 1:50 1.500 1.482 8.5 6.0 0.174 13.0 0.17 (S)
FA4 1:50 0.800 0.682 12.5 6.0 0.378 6.9 0.05 (S)
FB1 1:35 1.000 1.074 5.0 4.0 0.172 12.6 0.30 (S)
FB2 1:35 1.000 0.860 10.0 4.0 0.385 8.4 0.12 (S)
FB3 1:35 1.000 0.718 15.0 4.0 0.632 5.9 0.07 (P)
FB4 1:35 0.750 0.501 17.5 4.0 0.882 3.8 0.04 (P)
FB5 1:35 0.650 0.408 20.0 4.0 1.118 3.1 0.03 (P)
The grain diameter is kept onstant at d = 0.2 mm, whih orresponds
to a bed roughness of kN = 0.5 mm. The omputational mesh has an aspet
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ratio of 1 in the upper part of the omputational domain. The lowermost
ell has a height of d, and a vertial strething is applied to math the outer
vertial mesh disretisation, see the desription in B. An example of the
omputational mesh is shown in gure 5.1. Similarly to the argumentation
in 4.3, a ut-o at y = −0.1 m is applied, where the swash zone should have
been.
−50 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450−6
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2
4
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Figure 5.1: Example of the omputational mesh for the simulations with a bed of
onstant slope. Note that only every 30th vertial mesh line are pre-
served in the plot.
The results presented in the following are disussed using dierent sta-
tistial quantities. The quantities are the period averaged value dened as
φ¯ =
1
mT
∫ t0+mT
t0
φ(t′)dt′ , (5.1)
the ensemble averaged value dened as
φ˜
(
t− t0
T
)
=
1
m
m∑
i=1
φ(t+ iT ) , t ∈ [t0, t0 + T [ , (5.2)
and the r.m.s. values dened as
φ
rms
=
√
1
mT
∫ t0+mT
t0
(
φ(t′)− φ¯)2 dt′ . (5.3)
Here t0 is some oset ensuring steady state onditions, m is an integer, and
φ any quantity. Furthermore, the ross shore integrated suspended sediment
ux is onsidered, whih reads
Q¯s =
∫ h tan β
0
q¯s(x)dx (5.4)
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where
qs =
∫ η
−h
sign(ns · ex)ns · [(u+ws)c− (ν + νt)∇c] dy . (5.5)
qs is the ux of suspended sediment transport over vertial mesh lines, where
the ux is due to both advetion and diusion proesses. The term sign(ns·
ex) is inluded to aount for hanging diretions of ns. qs is positive in
the oshore diretion. In the following qb ≡ qb · ex.
5.1 Instantaneous Veloity Field
The veloity eld indued by the breaking proess is depited as a series
of snap shots in the gures 5.25.3 for test ase FB5. This test ase is
learly breaking as a plunging breaker. Eah frame is separated by 0.2 s
(0.01T ), and it is seen that in the beginning of the breaking proess, the
overturning part of the breaker initially bounes o the water surfae and
reate a set of suessive vortial strutures. These vortial strutures are not
propagating, but are being adveted by the veloity eld, e.g. onsider the
struture generated for t/T = 49.84 at x = 35.5 m. It moves shoreward muh
slower than the propagation speed of the broken wave. The third tongue
of water penetrates through the water surfae and reates a large vortial
struture, whih reahes the bottom (t/T = 49.89 − 49.93). As in 4.4.3,
however, important 3-dimensional eets might have been omitted in the
ow desription, as it is likely that this vortial struture and the water/air
interation would disperse dierently in 3D. It should, however, be mentioned
that bottom penetrating plunging breakers are found in experiments (e.g. see
photographs in Peregrine, 1983).
The interation between vortial strutures and the bed is reeted in
the bed shear stress distribution also depited in the gures
∗
. The bed shear
stress is learly due to that of the propagating wave in the beginning. The
nal vortial struture (see gure 5.3, t/T = 49.90), on the other hand, in-
uenes the bed to suh an extent that the bed shear stress beomes direted
in the seaward diretion. This ow piture resembles that reported by Miller
(1976), on whih he suggests his bar forming hypothesis, see 2.4.2.
In D similar snapshots are depited for the two test ases FA1 and FB2.
FB2 also exhibits some plunging breaking type properties, thus the above
desription also apply to FB2. FA1 on the other hand is more a spilling
breaker type and the interation between the top and bottom of the water
olumn is muh less pronouned.
∗
Reall that a negative bed shear stress is direted onshore.
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Figure 5.2: Snapshots of veloity eld from FB5 (ζ0 = 1.118, T = 20 s). Full line
is 50uf |uf | depited relative to the bed. Vetors plotted for γ > 0.9.
uf |uf | > 0.0 when direted oshore.
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Figure 5.3: As in gure 5.2
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5.2 Period Averaged Results
Wave Height, Breaking, and Setup
The simulated distribution of the wave height aross the surf zone is depited
in gure 5.4 for the FA runs. It is seen that the break point moves shoreward
with an inrease in ζ0. This is governed by the neessary derease in Hh with
inreasing ζ0
†
. The variation is similar in the FB runs. The setup, η¯, is also
depited in gure 5.4, and it is learly seen that there exists a spatial lag
between the maximum wave height and the onset of setup. This mehanism
is already disussed in 2.3.4, and it is due to a rotational momentum ux,
whih annot be estimated based on potential theory.
The ratio of wave height to water depth at breaking, (H/h)B , varies
for the results depited in gure 5.4. (H/h)B deviates from the typially
saturation values for random wave of 0.60.8 as reported by Battjes and Stive
(1985) or as low as 0.3 (Aagaard and Masselink, 1999, p. 77). As a validation,
the numerial results are ompared with those from the laboratory studies
for regular waves on slopes of 1:50 (Iversen, 1952) and 1:35 (Svendsen and
Hansen, 1976). The omparison is shown in gure 5.5, where the wave length
at breaking is estimated using Stokes theory. The omparison is good and
the large values for (H/h)B in the ase of plunging type breakers are well
aptured.
Sediment Transport
q¯s and q¯b are plotted aross the surf zone for 4 dierent values of ζ0 in gure
5.6. First of all, it is seen that the suspended sediment transport load is
dominating in this ase. Furthermore, it is seen that the maximum trans-
port uxes derease with a derease in the breaker height, H¯B . Again, the
same pattern is found for the FB series, however, with less drasti hanges,
whih merely reet the smaller interval of Hh in the latter test series. The
dominane of suspended sediment transport load over bed load is learly a
onsequene of the hoie of d = 0.2 mm. The variation in the dominat-
ing transport type with the grain diameter under onstant environmental
foring has not been onsidered over beds of onstant slope. The eet of
grain diameter is onsidered in terms of the morphologial response, see 6,
and it is seen that the importane of bed load relative to that of suspended
sediment load inreases, when the grain diameter beome larger.
The loation of the maximum wave height is indiated in gure 5.6. It is
seen that
†
The derease in Hh is needed, as the range in ζ0 would otherwise be more narrow for
reasonable value of T . Reasonable values are needed to allow for feasible simulation times.
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Figure 5.4: The wave height distribution in the surf zone as a funtion of ζ0.
tanβ = 1 : 50.
 the maximum sediment uxes are found shoreward of this point as
expeted due to exess turbulene and the eet of the undertow, whih
depends on gradients in η¯,
 the shape of the sediment transport ux resembles those from labora-
tory measurements (e.g. Baldok et al., 2010),
 there is a onsiderable spatial lag between the maximum ux and the
point of maximum H¯,
 and the transport uxes are shoreward oshore of the breakpoint (even
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between laboratory data for wave height at breaking and
simulated results in a prototype sale numerial model. Iversen (1952):
tanβ = 1 : 50. Svendsen and Hansen (1976): tanβ = 1 : 35.
though it annot be seen from the gure, as the quantities are quite
small).
The spatial lag will be disussed in more detail below. The rest of the
breaker bar in an initial state of development would be shoreward of the
breakpoint, as also seen in laboratory experiments (e.g. Nadaoka and Kon-
doh, 1982; Dally, 1987; Baldok et al., 2010).
Integrated Cross Shore Sediment Flux
The integrated ross shore ux of suspended sediment, Q¯s, is depited in
gure 5.7A as a funtion of ζ0 for both test series. For omparison, Q¯s has
been non-dimensionalised by H¯2B
√
ghB , a hoie following from the similar
dependeny for the longshore sediment ux in the CERC formulae. It is
seen that Q¯s onsistently dereases with inreasing ζ0, however, with no
universal urve for the two data sets. The derease in Q¯s is onsistent with
the notion of storm and mild weather onditions, where the beah prole
is aretive in the latter ase. There seems to be a better overlay for the
two bed slopes, when Q¯s is plotted against Dean's parameter, Ω, as in gure
5.7B.
Hattori and Kawamata (1980) suggested another saling parameter, na-
mely ΩHK = H0/(wsT ) tan β, i.e. taking the width of the surf zone into
onsideration. They suggested a limit for ΩHK of C/(2π) below whih, the
sediment transport is shoreward. Based on ombined laboratory and eld
experiments they gave C = 0.5 ± 0.2. The integrated ross shore sediment
ux is plotted against this parameter in gure 5.7C, and it is seen to give a
a better luttering of the simulated results around Q¯s = 0.0. Furthermore,
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ale for the two transport mehanisms.
the zero rossing is found for ΩHK ≃ 0.05, i.e. C ≃ 0.31, whih is the lower
limit speied by Hattori and Kawamata (1980). This an be explained by
the use of regular waves in the numerial model.
As only one grain diameter is used, it ould be interesting to make sim-
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Figure 5.7: The non-dimensionalised ross shore ux of suspended sediment, Q¯s.
A: A fun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ulations with varying values d and furthermore inlude experimental results
in the omparison. Based on the present omparison, it seems that the
use of ΩHK yield the means of distinguishing between erosive and aretive
onditions.
Spatial Lag Eets
The spatial lag between the loation of max H¯ and max q¯s is alled λBs,
see denition in gure 5.6. Its variation for the two test series as a fun-
tion of ζ0 is depited in gure 5.8A, and as a funtion of Ω in gure 5.8B.
λBs is made non-dimensional with an estimate of the wave length at break-
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ing, i.e. T
√
ghB . The data oinide on a ommon line and show that the
non-dimensional spatial lag generally dereases with inreasing ζ0 and de-
reasing Ω. Thus, the more the plunging breaking type the smaller the non-
dimensional distane between the breakpoint and the orresponding max-
imum oshore sediment transport ux. For the simulated range in ζ0, it
seems that the spatial lag levels o around 0.25 for large ζ0. For large Ω,
λBs/(T
√
ghB) levels o around 1.25, thus [0.25, 1.25] is a good estimate of
the range for regular waves. It has been investigated, whether sensible results
are found by making λBs non-dimensional with hB or HB, however, it only
produed sattered results. No visual improvement is found by replaing Ω
with ΩHK .
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Figure 5.8: The spatial lag, λBs, between the loation of max H¯ and max q¯s as a
funtion of ζ0 (A) and Ω (B). λBs is made non-dimensional with an
estimate of the wave length at breaking, T
√
ghB.
The spatial lag is of ourse related to both the magnitude of the bed
shear stress and the strength of the undertow, all of whih are disussed in
5.3 and 5.4. Another feature in ausing this phase lag ould be found in
the detailed desription of the advetion and diusion of k. As desribed
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in Lin and Liu (1998) for spilling breakers, the downward diusion of k is
to some extend ounterated by the vertial upward advetion of the same
quantity. This upward ow is a ombination of the wave orbital motion and
that of the period averaged irulation in the surf zone, see gure 2.7. In
plunging breakers on the other hand, the vertial downward advetion is
pronouned just after the point of breaking as seen from the veloity elds
depited in gure 5.25.3. Thus the spreading of turbulene and the ability
to sustain large amounts of sediment in suspension is more rapid relative to
the loation of the breakpoint.
Comparison with Experimental Results
Based on the analysis in gure 5.7 it is suggested that either Ω or ΩHK are the
best saling parameter for the integrated ross shore ux. In the experiment
by Baldok et al. (2010), the ross shore sediment transport an be omputed
for a ase with regular waves, where Ω = 6.5 and ΩHK = 0.70. In the former,
test ase FB3 have a similar value for Ω and in the latter, the largest value
present in these simulations is found in FA1, namely ΩHK = 0.52.
The breaker height is not reported by Baldok et al. (2010), but using
gure 5.5, it is estimated to be (H/h)B = 0.9, where hB = 0.18 m. This
yields Q¯s/(H
2
B
√
ghB) = 3.0 · 10−4. A omparison with gure 5.7B,C shows
that the orresponding value based on Ω is 5.0 · 10−4, whereas it is an order
of magnitude larger, when estimated based on ΩHK .
5.3 Bed Shear Stresses under Breaking Waves
The period averaged bed shear stress, uf |uf |, and the skewness of the fri-
tion veloity, u3f , is plotted in gure 5.9. It is seen that uf |uf | is direted
shoreward outside the surf zone and seaward inside. The shoreward direted
bed shear stress suggests that the streaming omponent is resolved. On the
same gure the orresponding value of θ′ is indiated and values larger than
1 are found in the interior of the surf zone. d = 0.2 mm in the omputation
of θ′. The quantity u3f is a proxy for the bed load transport, e.g. similar
to an energetis approah for bed load sediment transport. It an be noted
that the zero-rossing of u3f oinide with a hange in diretion of q¯b. The
temporal variation of u˜f is onsidered in spae-time plots in 5.5, and values
as large as θ′ = 3.0 are found in these simulations.
Phase Lead in Bed Shear Stresses over Surfae Elevation
In gure 5.10, the phase lead of the maximum shoreward frition veloity
over the wave rest, φ
rest
, and that of the maximum seaward frition velo-
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Figure 5.9: The variation of the frition veloity aross the surf zone for the FA-
series. (Left): uf |uf | on the left axis and θ′ on the right axis. d = 0.2
mm in the omputation of θ′. (Right): u3f .
ity over the wave trough, φ
trough
is depited. Outside the surf zone, φ
rest
is approximately 10◦, whih orrespond to the value for a fully turbulent
boundary layer as given by Fredsøe (1984). In the outer part of the surf
zone, the phase lead is noisy, however, it does beome negative and in the
inner surf zone, the phase lead levels out around 5◦. The latter value is also
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reported in Fredsøe et al. (2003), where the eet of external turbulene on
an osillatory boundary layers is onsidered experimentally. The derease
in phase lead is due to an inreased vertial momentum exhange. In sinu-
soidal waves, φ
rest
= φ
trough
, whih is not seen in these simulations, where
φ
rest
< φ
trough
. Throughout the omputational domain, φ
trough
varies be-
tween 15◦ − 50◦, and suh values are also found in simulations of osillatory
ows with a veloity skewness (see Fuhrman et al., 2009, their gure 7).
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Figure 5.10: The variation in phase leads in- and outside of the surf zone for test
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Cox (1995) measured the surfae elevation and veloity proles over a
rough boundary in a small sale laboratory wave ume. The bed had a
onstant slope of 1:35. Using his gures 4.4, 4.5, 4.7, and 4.9, φ
rest
at
breaking is estimated to 6◦ and approximately one wave length shoreward in
the range [−3◦, 4◦]. The latter value is given as a range, as both the near bed
veloity and the surfae elevation are at around the maximum value. The
near bed veloities are measured 0.2 m above the bed, thus proportionality
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between this quantity and the frition veloity an be assumed. φ
trough
has
been estimated to 20.5◦ in the surf zone and to 26◦ ± 7◦ at the point of
breaking. The values orrespond to those from the present numerial model.
Similar results are obtained by Hansen (2009), who studied laboratory
sale plunging breakers over a smooth PVC bed installed with a slope of 1:14
(his gure 4.80). Outside the breakpoint the phase lead of the measured bed
shear stress over the maximum free stream veloity is 17◦, and it drops to
0◦ followed by an inrease to 20◦ in the shoreward diretion. His higher
values are probably due to the smoothness of the bed in ombination with
laboratory sale waves, thus the boundary layer is not fully turbulent.
5.4 Undertow and Return Flow
The undertow and return ow have, as already seen in 4.3, two dierent
veloity distributions. The undertow is strongest near the bed, while the
return ow is strongest at a larger distane from the bed. In the following,
two related quantities are onsidered based on period averaged veloity pro-
les. The rst quantity is the average undertow/return ow veloity, whih
is given as
u¯r(x) =
1
∆hu(x)
∫
∆hu
u¯(x)dy (5.6)
integrated over the oshore direted ow veloities. Here the height of the
undertow is dened as ∆hu being the dierene between the maximum and
minimum vertial elevation of the undertow prole. The seond quantity is
the relative entroid position of the undertow prole, whih is dened as
yu(x) =
1
∆hu(x)
∫
∆hu
u¯(x)(y(x) − ybed(x))dy∫
∆hu
u¯(x)dy
(5.7)
again integrated over the undertow prole, where ybed is the loal bed level.
These quantities are plotted in gure 5.11, where it is seen that the
undertow is strongest inside the surf zone, and it has a fast deay toward the
breakpoint after whih the remaining part, namely the return ow, dereases
slowly. Furthermore, it an be seen that yu is almost onstantly found at
yu = 0.37 in the surf zone. This ratio inreases to 0.6 just shoreward of
the point of breaking. This maximum in the undertow shoreward of the
breakpoint has also been identied in the eld (Masselink and Blak, 1995).
The separation of the undertow is explained in the following manner. The
setup ends shoreward of the breakpoint, and it turns into a small setdown,
i.e. a weak adverse pressure gradient. In ombination with the diverging
geometry, the undertow annot stay attahed to the wall and it separates.
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The variation in 5.11 ts with the variation in q¯s and uf |uf | in gures 5.6
and 5.9.
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Figure 5.11: (Left): Variation in average undertow and return ow veloity, u¯r.
(Right): Position of the entroid relative to the undertow height, yu.
The steep gradients in u¯r also reet the irulation in the surf zone (see
gure 2.7), where there is a vertial upward ux around the breakpoint and
a orresponding downward ux in the interior of the surf zone. The height of
the undertow inreases in the seaward diretion, however, with a smaller rate
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than the derease in u¯r. From x tan β = 3.84 to 4.78 in ase FA1 it results
in a derease in the oshore direted ux of water of 0.72 m
2
/s. The range
in x tan β orresponds to 47 m. The derease in horizontal ux results in an
averaged vertial veloity of 0.015 m/s at the top of the undertow prole.
This order of magnitude dierene between the undertow strength and the
vertial veloities in the ross shore irulation ells is measured by Nadaoka
and Kondoh (1982) in a small sale laboratory experiment.
5.5 Temporal Sediment Transport Patterns under
Breaking Waves
Contour plots of η˜, u˜f and q˜s for the test ases FA1, FB2 and FB5 are
shown in the gures 5.125.14. These gures reveal the omplex spatial and
temporal variations in the hydrodynamis and sediment transport patterns
found in the surf zone. The spatial and temporal lags disussed in 5.2 and
5.3 are readily identied.
Besides the easy identiation of lag eets, the following an also be
seen from the gures:
 The more the plunging type breaking, (inreasing ζ0) the shorter the
distane between the maximum (oshore) and minimum (onshore) val-
ues of u˜f . The onshore value is found around the breakpoint and the
oshore value inside the surf zone ourring due to the ombination of
orbital wave motion in the trough and the undertow.
 For inreasing values of ζ0, there is a derease in the spatial extend,
where the oshore suspended sediment ux is onsiderable. This spa-
tial extend is onsidered relative to the wave length.
For small ζ0 this spatial extend is in the order of 2 wave lengths, and
it dereases to less than half a wave length for the largest value of ζ0.
 A omparison between 5.6 and 5.12 learly shows the order of magni-
tude dierene between the instantaneous suspended sediment uxes
and the residual eet. The morphologial response depends on the
latter, and underline the diulties in modelling ross shore sediment
transport and ross shore breaker bar migration.
The eet of a reeted wave an be identied in gure 5.14 both in u˜f
and q˜s. The interation between a breaking wave and this reeted wave at
{x tan β, t/T} = {0.6, 0.5} yields a peak in the oshore direted sediment
transport. u˜f exhibits a lear onvexity of the trajetory of the reeted
wave relative to x, whih reets the spatial variation in propagation speed.
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Figure 5.12: Ensemble averaged quantities for test ase FA1 (ζ0 = 0.083 and
tanβ = 1 : 50). (Top): Surfae elevation, η˜. (Middle): Frition
veloity, u˜f . (Bottom): Suspended sediment transport ux, q˜s.
u˜f = 0.1 m/s orresponds to θ˜′ = 3.1 for d = 0.2 mm.
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Figure 5.13: Ensemble averaged quantities for test ase FB2 (ζ0 = 0.385 and
tanβ = 1 : 35). (Top): Surfae elevation, η˜. (Middle): Frition
veloity, u˜f . (Bottom): Suspended sediment transport ux, q˜s.
u˜f = 0.1 m/s orresponds to θ˜′ = 3.1 for d = 0.2 mm.
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Figure 5.14: Ensemble averaged quantities for test ase FB5 (ζ0 = 1.118 and
tanβ = 1 : 35). (Top): Surfae elevation, η˜. (Middle): Frition
veloity, u˜f . (Bottom): Suspended sediment transport ux, q˜s.
u˜f = 0.1 m/s orresponds to θ˜′ = 3.1 for d = 0.2 mm.
Chapter 6
Morphodynami Desription
The morphologial development of breakers bars will be onsidered in the
present hapter. The development is onsidered for both laboratory sale
waves (6.1) and for prototype waves (6.2). Preliminary results of the former
simulations are also presented in Jaobsen and Fredsøe (2011).
A ut-o is applied around the swash zone to avoid numerial prob-
lems in both the laboratory and prototype sale simulations, see 4.3. The
morphologial development with or without suh a ut-o is onsidered ex-
perimentally by Barnet and Wang (1988), where a sea wall is installed at
the shoreline. They found no onsiderable morphologial dierene, hene
the approah is reasonable in these numerial simulations.
The ell aspet ratio is kept larger than 1.0, as the omputational time
would otherwise be so large as to make the proposed simulations infeasible.
The eet of this hoie is a disrepany between the modelled and atual
loation of the breakpoint, i.e. a horizontal displaement. The physial
proesses are also subjet to a orresponding horizontal displaement due to
an inrease in the surf zone width. Nevertheless, these proesses are aptured
orretly in their new loation, whih is seen in 4.3.
An additional time sale is introdued in the following, namely tm = fmt.
This is the morphologial time, whih is used to distinguish between hydro-
dynami and morphodynami times. fm is the morphologial aeleration
fator also disussed in 3.3.2.
6.1 Laboratory Sale
The laboratory sale layout is based on that shown in gure 4.12, and the bed
is made of loose sediment with d = 0.1mm, whih orresponds to a roughness
height of kN = 0.25 mm. Two sets of environmental foring are used, namely
regular waves with H = 0.125 m and T = 2.0 s and a bihromati wave
having H
rms
= 0.125 and T = 1.67, 2.00 s. These two periods yield a
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repeat period of 10 s. The morphologial development for the two beah
proles is depited in gure 6.1 at tm = 2864 s. From this omparison
it an be noted that the outer bar is farther oshore for the bihromati
ase. This ours, as the superimposed wave height in the bihromati ase
is larger than for regular waves, hene it breaks farther oshore. This is
also seen in the laboratory experiment by Baldok et al. (2011). The prole
between the outermost trough and the shoreline has a smaller response under
bihromati foring than for regular waves, in whih two breaker bars have
developed. The swash area exhibits large morphologial hanges in the ase
of bihromati waves, whih are not seen in the ase of regular waves. The
swash erosion is aused by the smaller waves in the wave group, whih an
pass unhindered over the outer bar and subsequently break at the shoreline.
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of the morphologial development under regular waves
(fm = 4.0) and bihromati waves (fm = 2.5). Comparison is made at
tm = 2864 s.
Temporal Development
The temporal development of the ross shore prole under the two dierent
forings is depited in gure 6.2. It is seen that the regular wave foring
produes a muh faster growth of the breaker bar, and it reahes its maximum
rest level, while it is migrating seaward. The simulation has not reahed an
equilibrium rest elevation in the ase of bihromati waves, however, it is
seen to migrate oshore as well.
An inner bar is developed under regular wave foring at x = 9 m. This
bar appears late in the morphologial development, and it is found to oinide
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with the essation of wave breaking in the trough. The waves reover to a
state of non-breaking waves in the trough, merely to break farther shoreward
and initiate the development of the inner bar. The migration of the outer
breaker bar in gure 6.2A slows down with time. This is onsidered in more
detail below.
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Figure 6.2: The temporal morphologial development of the laboratory sale test
ases. There are ∆tm = 100T between eah line, where T = 2 s is
used in the bihromati ase. A: Regular waves, fm = 4.0. B: Bihro-
mati waves, fm = 2.5.
A detailed analysis of the temporal variation of the x and y loations of
the rest of the outer bars shows that while the regular wave development
hanges without any periodiity in the signal, a similar analysis shows a
period of 10 s for bihromati waves. This suggests a oupling between this
period and the repeat period of the bihromati waves. The rest dereases
in height under the small waves in the wave group, and it inreases in height
under the larger waves. In the ase of bihromati waves it is also realised
that the growth in the rest level is preeded by an erosion of the trough.
As a onsequene of the period averaging over 2 s, it is not possible to state
anything about the magnitude of the phase-lag.
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Bed Shear Stress on the Crest of the Breaker Bar
The temporal variation of the bed shear stress (τ˜b/ρ1 = u˜f |uf |) and the
Shields parameter (θ′) on the bar rest is depited in gure 6.3. The rest
is dened as the loation, where ∂h/∂x = 0. It is seen that for both regular
and bihromati waves, the bed shear stress is initially direted oshore most
of the time. As the bar inreases in height, the onshore direted omponent
beomes inreasingly larger, however, still smaller than the oshore ompo-
nent. This inrease in the bed shear stress is expeted due to the derease
in the water depth. As the bar rest reahes the steady level, the envelope
of the bed shear stress levels o at an approximately onstant value. This
levelling o is not seen for bihromati waves in gure 6.3B, beause the bar
has not reahed a steady level.
Note that for the nal shape of the proles, it is reasonable to assume
that no ripples an exist on the rest, beause θ′ > 1.0 for a part of the wave
period (Nielsen, 2009).
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Migration Speed of the Breaker Bar
The migration speed for the three bars in gure 6.2A,B is depited in gure
6.4. It is omputed as a running average over ∆tm = 60T . It shows that the
migration speed is a dereasing funtion with time, however, the migration
speed is more onstant for the bihromati wave, probably beause it has not
reah a steady rest level yet. The derease in migration speed is explained
by
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The migration speed is given in both m/s and m/hour.
 The higher the breaker bar, the more sediment is required to move the
breaker bar one unit length. This explanation is, however, too simplis-
ti, as it is just seen that the bed shear stress inreases in magnitude
with an inrease in breaker bar height. Therefore, the derease in mi-
gration speed is, as an isolated phenomenon, a balane between the
requirement of moving more sediment and an inreasing exiting fore
on the sediment grains.
 It is espeially lear from gure 6.2A that the trough only erodes to a
given level. Furthermore, the inner part of the trough is slowly being
lled, meaning that the migration of the bar is self-sustaining. By this,
it is meant that one the trough reahes a mature state, the shoreward
side of the bar is merely subjet to a pure translation, and it seems
that the sediment transport delivery aross the trough in the seaward
diretion is small.
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From the laboratory experiments by Dally (1987) and Baldok et al. (2010)
the migration speed of a breaker bar has been estimated to O(5 · 10−5) m/s,
whih is only 23 times smaller than the migration speed of the mature outer
bar for the regular waves, i.e. gure 6.4 for tm/T > 2000.
6.2 Prototype Sale
The morphologial development of breaker bars under prototype sale waves
is onsidered in this setion. The investigated ombinations of grain dia-
meters and environmental foring are listed in table 6.1. All of the simu-
lations are arried out using regular waves desribed by stream funtion
theory. Some simulations are arried out with bed load as the only transport
mehanism and others with a ombination of bed load and suspended load.
In addition to these runs, a series of runs is onsidered, where the outer
breaker bar is subjet to a net shoreward urrent. This shoreward urrent
mimis the presene of a rip irulation system, see gure 2.2.
Table 6.1: The parameters used in the simulations of breaker bar development. uc,h
is the urrent strength at the inlet, where the water depth is 7.0 m. (*)
Initial prole is taken from A02SB at t = 609.6 s (tm/T = 769). The
prole is partly frozen for these omputations.
Test Name d Hh T Transport uc,h fm
[mm℄ [m℄ [s℄ mehanism [m/s℄ [-℄
Bed Load Transport
A02B 0.2 1.3 4.8 B  12.5
A05B 0.5 1.3 4.8 B  20.0
Combined Sediment Transport
S02SB 0.2 3.0 6.0 S+B  8.0
S05SB 0.5 3.0 6.0 S+B  15.0
A02SB 0.2 1.3 4.8 S+B  6.25
A05SB 0.5 1.3 4.8 S+B  15.0
Combined Sediment Transport - Net Shoreward Current
A02SBC0
∗
0.2 1.3 4.8 S+B 0.000 6.25
A02SBC1
∗
0.2 1.3 4.8 S+B 0.018 6.25
A02SBC2
∗
0.2 1.3 4.8 S+B 0.054 6.25
A02SBC3
∗
0.2 1.3 4.8 S+B 0.090 6.25
The initial prole is that of Dean (e.g. Cowell et al., 1999, p. 59), namely
h = Ax2/3 , (6.1)
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where the parameter A = 0.067(100ws)
0.44
depends on the grain diameter.
Two values of d is used, thus the average value of the two is applied for the
determination of A(= 0.1304) m1/3. The prole has an upper ut-o at 0.10
m and beome horizontal at 7.0 m. The roughness height, kN , is set to 2.5d.
The two applied environmental forings are a storm situation on the
Danish West Coast and an average event. Oshore measurements of wave
height and period are obtained from the Danish Coastal Authorities (DCA),
see gure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Wave limate o the Danish North Sea Coast in measuring point 2041.
Data from DCA. Red dots are the hosen wave events.
6.2.1 Breaker Bar Development with only Bed Load
The morphologial development with and without suspended sediment trans-
port is ompared in this setion. The morphologial development with only
bed load for the hosen parameters is rather weak and will hene not be
onsidered diretly.
The aumulated bed level hange for either bed load (∆hb) or ombined
transports (∆hs +∆hb) is depited in gure 6.6A for a omparison between
A02B and A02SB (d = 0.2 mm) and in gure 6.6B for a omparison between
A05B and A05SB (d = 0.5 mm). For d = 0.2 mm it is seen that the eet
of bed load is approximately two orders of magnitude less important than
suspended sediment transport. In the ase of d = 0.5 mm, this ratio is
dereased to approximately one order of magnitude.
Sine the bed load transport is omputed based on a loalised formula-
tion, and beause ∆hb is small, ∆hb does also, to a ertain degree, reet the
initial response of the ross shore prole to the wave foring. This reveals
that while both the inner (x = 35 m) and outer (x = 90 m) bar in gure
6.6A are migrating, it is only the ase for the inner bar (x = 25 m) in 6.6B.
This an also be veried by onsidering the temporal development in gure
6.7A,B.
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Figure 6.6: Interomparison between the morphologial development with only bed
load (∆hb) and ombined bed load and suspended sediment transport
(∆hs +∆hb). T = 4.8 s and Hh = 1.3 m. A: d = 0.2 mm. B: d = 0.5
mm.
6.2.2 Breaker Bar Development with Combined Transport
The morphologial development for simulated breaker bars under ombined
sediment transport proesses are depited in gure 6.7. The test ases are
A02SB, A05SB, S02SB and S05SB. The details are given in table 6.1. Several
features an be identied from this temporal representation:
 The morphologial development for d = 0.2 mm is faster than for
d = 0.5 mm. This holds for both the yearly average and the storm
event.
 The outermost breaker bar has larger dimensions for the storm ondi-
tions relative to the yearly average, and the breaker bar is found farther
seaward.
 In gure 6.7A,B the rest level of the bars loated around x = 25− 35
m is larger in the ase of d = 0.5 mm than for d = 0.2 mm. The
breaker bar attains a onstant level in both ases. This suggests that
the sediment grain mobility is of importane for the steady rest level.
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Figure 6.7: The temporal development in the morphology for the four test ases for
ombined transport without a net 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given for every ∆tm = 75T . Note that the spatial sale is idential in
all plots. For S02SB and S05SB the plot is trunated to only ontain
the outermost breaker bar.
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 The bars are steeper on the shoreward side than on the seaward side,
whih is in aordane with experimental evidene.
 The inner bars begin to form one the outermost trough beomes suf-
iently deep to allow for the waves to reover in the trough. This
allows for the propagating of non-breaking waves, whih an sues-
sively break farther shoreward.
 Consider the breaker bar positions in gure 6.7A and assume that
the nal state is measured e.g. in the eld. This prole learly has
three breaker bars, where the distane between them inreases with the
distane to the shore. This is in line with the infragravity hypothesis,
however, as the oshore waves are regular, it does not make sense
to onsider infragravity waves. Therefore, the inrease in breaker bar
spaing is also ahieved in systems, whih have a zero infragravity wave
energy.
∗
Bed Shear Stress on the Crest of the Breaker Bar
The bed shear stress at the outer bar rest is depited in gure 6.8. It is seen
that the bed shear stress qualitatively follow the same pattern as is found
for laboratory waves (6.1), however, with onsiderably larger orresponding
Shields parameters. None of the plots shows a tendeny to a levelling o in
the envelope of the bed shear stress. This is explained with the fat that
none of the simulations has reahed a steady rest level, see 6.1.
Migration Speed of the Breaker Bar
The migration speed for A02SB and S02SB is depited in gure 6.9. The
migration speed is onsiderably larger than those measured in the eld, see
e.g. 2.4.3. This disrepany will partly be due to (i) the fat that they
have not reahed a stable height, and thus migrates faster as also seen in
gure 6.2 and (ii) the eet of irregular waves will smooth the sediment
transport uxes in the ross shore diretion and diretly aet the migration
speed. The eet of irregular waves is disussed in 2.4.1, and the derease
in migration speed is due to a spreading of the sediment transport proesses
aross the surf zone, and therefore a orresponding derease in the spatial
gradients in the transport eld.
∗
It was tested, whih infragravity frequenies ould have generated the measured
pattern. One distint period, TIG, was found per breaker bar. The range in TIG is 11.0
s17.0 s. These estimates are based on the expressions given in Dally (1987).
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Figure 6.8: The instantaneous and period averaged bed shear stresses on the outer
bar rest as a funtion of time. Same onditions as in gure 6.7. Verti-
al lines 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gure 6.7. The orresponding value
of the Shields parameter is depi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6.2.3 Morphologial Development with a Net Current
Some of the beah states disussed in 2.2 feedbak to the hydrodynamis
in suh a way that irulation ells in the horizontal plane are reated. In
these irulation ells, there is a net shoreward urrent over the breaker
bar and a net seaward urrent in the rip hannels. The present setion
onsiders the part of the prole, whih is subjet to a net onshore urrent.
All the simulations are initiated on a partly developed prole based on A02SB
extrated at tm/T = 769. At this time in the morphologial development,
the outer bar is still building up to reah its maximum rest height. The
prole is plotted in gure 6.12A.
The net ross shore urrent at the inlet, uc,h, orresponds to an average
net urrent over the initial rest level of 0.06, 0.19 and 0.32 m/s. These
veloities are onsiderable ompared to the magnitude of the undertow of
0.6 m/s, see gure 6.11, but not unrealisti. Garnier et al. (2010) found
urrent speeds over a resenti bar of approximately 0.2 m/s for inident
waves of H = 1 m and T = 6 s in a numerial model. As they used a depth
integrated model, the undertow strength is not resolved in their model.
The magnitude of the shoreward veloity has been tried veried using
eld data, however, the strength of the seaward urrent in the rip hannel is
reported rather than the shoreward veloity over the bars. Values of 0.51.0
m/s are ommonly experiened (e.g. Aagaard and Masselink, 1999, p. 92),
and extreme values as large as 2 m/s are reported (MaMahan et al., 2004).
Those values an be used to give an order of magnitude approximation for
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the urrent speed over the breaker bars. Based on the dimensions of the rip
hannel and breaker bar systems in Holman et al. (2006), it is reasonable
to assume that the length of the breaker bar is 5 times the width of the rip
hannel, and that the rip hannel is deeper than the depth over the bar, say
with a fator of two. This yields a net urrent over the bars in the range of
0.20.8 m/s for the above reported urrent speeds in the rip hannels.
Numerial Handling of Net Current
The urrent is inluded into the numerial model by simulating a drain in
the surf zone. Firstly, it was tested to have the drain just shoreward of the
outer bar for x ∈ [55, 65] m. This did prove to ause unphysial feedbak
onto the morphology in terms of a loal souring. This souring has a muh
shorter time sale than the time sale of the breaker bar development and
migration, why the results beame ontaminated by the souring. Therefore,
the drain is plaed shoreward of the inner bar for x ∈ [19, 24.5] with the
top of the drain at y = −1.0 m, i.e. below the trough level of the wave. The
bathymetry for the morphologial simulations is kept rigid for x ∈ [−10, 35]
m. This means that these simulations only reet the morphologial response
of the outer bar.
Hydrodynamis with a Frozen Bed
As an intermediate step toward the fully oupled hydro- and morphodynami
development of the breaker bar as a funtion of uc,h, the hydrodynamis
over a frozen bed is onsidered. The frozen bed is desribed by the initial
barred prole. The results are summarised into the two gures 6.10 and 6.11,
where the former onsiders the temporal variation in τ˜b/ρ1 in the trough
and on the rest. The latter gure depits the period averaged veloity
eld in the bar-trough region together with the undertow proles in the
trough and over the rest. All of these are depited for the four values of
uc,h(= {0.000, 0.018, 0.054, 0.090} m/s).
Firstly, the bed shear stress in the trough is onsidered (gure 6.10A), and
it is realised that τ˜b beome more oshore direted with an inreasing onshore
urrent. For uc,h = 0.0 m/s, τ˜b is zero over part of a wave period, however,
the bed shear stress beome exlusive oshore direted for inreasing values
of uc,h. This an be explained by the veloity eld in the trough, whih is
disussed below.
The bed shear stress over the rest on the other hand beomes more and
more onshore direted with an inrease in uc,h, i.e. opposite to the variation
in the trough. For uc,h = 0.0 m/s the largest absolute τ˜b our in the oshore
diretion, and this is hanged to our in the onshore diretion for uc,h = 0.09
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Figure 6.10: The temporal variation of the ensemble average of the bed shear stress,
τ˜b/ρ1 = u˜f |uf |, for the four dierent urrent magnitudes. Ensemble
average taken over 30 periods. A: The bed shear stress in the trough
at x = 80.0 m. B: The bed shear stress at the rest at x = 90.0 m.
m/s. In the proess max |τ˜b| is lowered form 0.0053 to 0.0034, i.e. nearly
a 40% redution. This hange from oshore to onshore direted bed shear
stresses is due to the derease in the oshore direted near bed veloity. As
the near bed veloity beome less oshore direted, the oset in τb/ρ1 from
zero, whih equals τ¯b/ρ1, is equally lowered.
The veloity eld and undertow proles are depited in gure 6.11. The
undertow prole over the rest (gure 6.11F) reveals that with inreasing
uc,h, the net oshore ux near the bed is suppressed and replaed by a
shoreward urrent over the entire vertial prole (outside the gure a shore-
Figure 6.11 (faing page): A-D: The period averaged veloity eld over the outer bar
as a funtion of net shoreward urrent. The ontour shows sign(u¯)‖u¯‖,
where a positive value is in the oshore diretion. E: Period averaged
ow over y at x = 80 m. F: Period averaged ow over y at x = 90 m.
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ward ux between the wave trough and the wave rest is dominating for all
uc,h). The transition in prole shape from uc,h = 0.00 m/s to uc,h = 0.09
m/s suggests that the net shoreward urrent is almost uniformly distributed
over the depth, e.g. a logarithmi veloity prole.
The undertow in the trough given in gure 6.11E inreases in magni-
tude with inreasing uc,h, but the oshore omponent ours over a smaller
vertial distane. Simultaneously, the undertow over the rest dereases
and eventually vanishes, whih reveals that there must be a pronouned ir-
ulation in the trough region and pronouned vertial aelerations on the
shoreward side of the bar rest. This an be identied in the gures 6.11A-D.
This in ombination explains the inrease of τ˜b in the trough with inreasing
values of uc,h.
The ombination of undertow proles, temporal variation in the bed shear
stress and the period averaged veloity eld suggests that the loal oshore
direted sediment transport over the rest will be smaller for inreasing uc,h,
whereas the opposite will happen in the trough. This will result in smaller
spatial gradients in the sediment transport and thus smaller bed level hanges
with inreasing uc,h.
Morphodynami Development with a Live Bed
The bed is now allowed to develop around the outer bar. The result is
depited in gure 6.12. It is seen that the morphologial development for a
nite value of uc,h auses a slower migration speed relative to the one in the
referene simulation (uc,h = 0.0 m/s). In the referene solution, the bed is
also frozen for x ≤ 35 m. The migration speed is seen to derease with an
inrease in uc,h, whih is expeted from the analysis on a frozen bed.
The bar development under the strongest urrent atually shows a ten-
deny to have an almost stationary rest loation throughout the simulation,
and the shoreward side of the bar merely steepens. It attains the angle of
repose over a large portion of the shoreward side of the breaker bar.
The simulated average ross shore sediment transport has been estimated
through a onvolution of the Exner equation. This takes the form
qt(x, t0, tm) = −(1− ed)
∫ x
x0
h (tm, x
′)− h (t0, x′)
tm − t0 dx
′ , (6.2)
where x0 is an oshore limit, t0 is the time for the initial prole, and tm
is the urrent morphologial time step. It is assumed that qt = 0 is zero
at this oshore boundary. qt attains a nite value at this oshore limit,
however, it is several orders of magnitude smaller than that in the surf zone
and therefore omitted.
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Figure 6.12: Simulations of the morphologial development as a funtion of the
strength of the net urrent. A: The development of the breaker bar
at tm/T = 362.5. B: The orresponding sediment transport ux, qt,
omputed from eq. 6.2. C: A detailed view on A.
The ross shore variation in qt is depited in gure 6.12B, and it is seen
that the maximum and minimum sediment uxes derease in their absolute
value, i.e. yielding smaller spatial transport gradients with an inrease in
uc,h. The shape of the transport uxes are qualitatively similar. Note that
the oinidene of max qt and the intersetion between h(t0) and h(tm) is a
property of eq. 6.2.
Consider the morphologial development in gure 6.12C. The prole lines
exhibit a property, whih an also be found in e.g. gure 6.7A. At some point
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the shoreward side of the breaker bar is divided into two parts migrating
with dierent speeds, thus the lower part attens, whereas the upper part
ontinue to migrate seaward persistently with a slope around the angle of
repose. This is thought to be a part of the essation of trough erosion, whih
is disussed previously in 6.1.
Unfortunately, none of the simulations with a net shoreward urrent has
attained a steady rest level. Furthermore, even A02SBC3 (uc,h = 0.09
m/s) has a slight oshore migration of the rest of the breaker bar. The
ombination of these two results poses some questions:
 What happens when the breaker bar attains a steady rest level? This
is an interesting question, as it will result in an inreased urrent speed
over the rest, but will it be large enough to result in an onshore breaker
bar migration or a stationary rest?
 The magnitude of the urrents are reasonable ompared to those re-
ported from eld measurement, see above. Therefore, whih magnitude
of the urrent speed is needed to ause an onshore migration under reg-
ular wave foring?
 The use of irregular waves would ause an inrease in the importane
of the ross shore urrent, when ompared to the orresponding regular
wave ase. At what magnitude of the urrent speed would a shoreward
migration be identied under irregular waves?
These questions will be left unanswered here, however, the answers are
important for the estimation of the longterm ross shore exhange of sedi-
ment and hene the overall erosion/aretion patterns of the omplete near-
shore area.
Chapter 7
Disussion
The following disussion will be divided into three parts. The rst part will
plae the present work into a broader perspetive, the seond is devoted to a
disussion of numerial topis, and in the third part topis of physial origin
are disussed. The two last parts also ontain elements regarding suggestions
to future work.
7.1 Advanes Relative to Previous Works
In this work, a new approah to the modelling of the omplex hydro- and
morphodynami system in the surf zone is presented; an approah whih
an help researhers to gain more insight into the proesses responsible for
the ross shore sediment exhange and the resulting morphologial features.
The model builds on a omplete interoupling of the proesses, where the
near eld of the breakpoint is modelled with only few presribed assumption.
This approah has not to date been desribed, implemented, and utilised as
omprehensively as done in this work. The advanes of this model approah
over previous approahes are disussed below.
Expanding to Three Dimensions
In this work the model has only been applied in two dimensions, however,
due to the way the model is formulated, there are only a few additional steps
toward a full three dimensional model of the surf zone proesses and the or-
responding morphodynami feedbak. The modelling funtionalities, whih
are not derived for three dimensions, are the sand slide routine (3.3.1) and
the morphologial ltering routine (3.3.2). The other modelling funtionali-
ties with respet to hydrodynamis, sediment transport and bed level hange
are given without onstraints on neither the number of spatial dimensions nor
the atual geometry under onsideration, e.g. the model ould potentially
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also be used for oasts with longshore non-uniformity, sour omputations,
or river morphology.
The previous work, whih is losest to the above proposed three dimen-
sional modelling, is the work by Christensen (2006), however, he only on-
sidered the hydrodynamis under breaking waves in three dimensions.
Approahes Taken on the Modelling of Wave Breaking
The small step laking toward a general three dimensional model for the
desription of the surf zone proesses is in stark ontrast to the generally
applied methodology up to present. Firstly, the wave breaking was initially
desribed through an energy onservation approah (2.5.2). However, sine
the work of Rakha et al. (1997), the use of a Boussinesq wave formulation
with an additional momentum term has been state of the art, when simu-
lating ombined hydro- and morphodynamis. This approah has essentially
been left unhanged sine then. More advaned models have, nevertheless,
been used for the hydrodynami desription and sediment transport simula-
tions (Lin and Liu, 1998; Bradford, 2000; Christensen, 2006; Ontowirjo and
Mano, 2008).
The approah, whih relies on Boussinesq waves, has the limitation that
the eet of wave breaking on the hydrodynamis, in terms of the spatial
distribution and temporal behaviour of the additional momentum term, is
presribed in the model (see 2.5.2). The present model, on the other hand,
adapts the wave breaking, so it responds to the inident waves and the shape
of the ross shore prole in an impliit manner.
The Modelling of the Mean Flow
The mean ow in the surf zone is of ritial importane for the magnitude
and diretion of the sediment transport, whih is seen in 5.2. It was also
found that the undertow, and its subsequent separation, follows a hara-
teristi pattern (5.4). This, with the exeption of Wenneker et al. (2011),
is not inluded in previous models, where the undertow is instead desribed
using a loal fullment of a presribed variation in the vertial shear stress
distribution as a funtion of loal wave parameters (Rakha et al., 1997) or
using expliit expressions (Karambas and Koutitas, 2002). These approahes
omit the inertia of the undertow, whereby introduing the need of a smooth-
ing of the sediment transport eld, see e.g. the models by Dally and Dean
(1984); Drønen and Deigaard (2007). This requirement for smoothing is
found to be irumvented (5) through the inlusion of the more aurate
physial desription in the present model, whih does not rely on presribed
behavioural patterns.
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The model by Wenneker et al. (2011) does solve the ow eld in a non-
loal approah, however, the ow model (Delft3D) is based on a hydrostati
assumption. This assumption an hardly be expeted to resolve the period
averaged irulation ell, whih is disussed in 2.3.4 and 5.4. It is even less
likely that the model will be able to predit the ow eld desribed in 6.2.3,
where onsiderable vertial aelerations are enountered.
The Modelling of Turbulent Properties
An important property for the modelling of suspended sediment transport
is the magnitude and distribution of the eddy visosity. As with the other
hydrodynami properties, the modelling of the turbulene, and thus also the
eddy visosity, relies expliitly on an empirial formulation of the prodution
of turbulene, however, also impliitly on the presribed wave deay, beause
the prodution of turbulene is related to the dissipation of wave energy
(Rakha et al., 1997). Other models simply omit the dependeny of the eddy
visosity on the suspended sediment transport, and the latter is desribed
by empirial formulae (Wenneker et al., 2011).
The prodution, advetion and dissipation of turbulent kineti energy
is an inherent part of the present model desription and rely to a lesser
extend on behavioural assumptions. The main assumption in this work is
that the turbulene is isotropi. This is known from experiments (Nadaoka
et al., 1989; Sott et al., 2005) not to be the ase, however, numerial model
tests with anisotropi turbulene models (Lin and Liu, 1998) does not show
advantages over isotropi models (Bradford, 2000).
Impliations on Sediment Transport
The individual omponents in the nearshore ow all have an eet on the
sediment transport patterns in the surf zone. The modelling of the wave
deay has a diret inuene on the near bed (freestream) veloity, whih
ontrols the boundary layer development (Fredsøe, 1984). The eet of the
eddy visosity is easily omprehended by onsidering 3.2.2.
Another impat originates from the irulation ell in the ross shore di-
retion. The vertial veloities predited in 5.4 and 6.2.3 are a large fra-
tion of the sediment fall veloity, and thereby they have a diret inuene on
the vertial distribution of suspended sediment and the sediment transport
uxes. The vertial veloities are omputed in Wenneker et al. (2011), but
they an only be artiial, beause of the hydrostati assumption. They,
however, does not solve the onservation equation for suspended sediment,
but rely on empirial formulae for the suspended sediment transport ux.
As seen in the desription of bed load (3.2.1) and suspended sediment
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transport (3.2.2) both depends non-linearly on the hydrodynami foring,
thus small errors in the hydrodynamis are enhaned when omputing the
sediment transport, whih nally aet the morphologial response. The use
of the present model limits the number of assumptions in the hydrodynami
behaviour, whih thereby produes a more realisti and smoother result for
the sediment transport and resulting morphology.
7.2 Disussion of Topis of Numerial Nature
The Inlusion of Air in the Hydrodynami Modelling
The simulations presented in this thesis are based on a two-phase solver,
where the interplay between water and air is modelled. It was suggested by
Christensen (2006) that the presene of air in the simulations would improve
on the predition of the distribution of turbulent kineti energy. This is,
however, not observed (4.3); at least not to the adopted level of resolution
in the present work, where individual bubbles are not resolved.
On the other hand, the presene of the air auses large veloities, as the
wave is essentially experiened as a fast moving wall by the air, whereby
induing large veloities. These large veloities limits the time step due
to the Courant riterion, and they make the omputations less feasible. It
was suggested by Liu and Garia (2008) to set u = 0 m/s in the air phase
eah time step, however, this results in a dissipation of 35% of the wave
energy over a distane of merely 3 wave lengths
∗
. The approah by Liu and
Garia (2008) was tested using the omputational settings in 4.1.4. An
improvement to the present model would be the development of a surfae
traking method, where the air phase is removed as in Nielsen (2003). This
would furthermore ease the appliation of boundary onditions for k, ω and
c on the water surfae.
The Aspet Ratio Limitations in the VOF-Implementation
The limitations in the VOF method with respet to the ell aspet ratio (4.3)
are problemati, beause it makes longterm simulations infeasible. Simply
disretising the omputational domain with AR = 1 for the morphologial
simulations would be so omputationally time onsuming that the results in
6 ould not have been ahieved within a reasonable time. The present results
are ompleted in omputational times ounted in months, where AR = 3 is
used. Adopting AR = 1 would inrease the simulation time by at least a
∗
This dissipation takes plae beause of the introdution of a shear fore along the
surfae of the water due to the bounding of the veloities in the air to 0 m/s.
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fator of 9
†
. This alls for other methods for solving the surfae traking as
disussed in 3.1 and 4.3.
In pratial terms, the simulations in 6.2 are arried out with AR = 3,
and this hoie has aused an inrease of the surf zone width of 25%.
Additionally, a pratial onsideration is that it ould prove diult to
preserve an aspet ratio of 1.0, simply beause the mesh is deforming due to
the morphologial response.
The Veloity Field Indued by the Mesh Movement
The tight oupling between the hydro- and morphodynamis indues a velo-
ity eld due to the movement of the bed. The magnitude of this movement
omes from a period averaged evaluation of the Exner equation. The max-
imum veloity perpendiular to the bed is approximately 0.25 m/s for the
simulations in 6.2. From the results of the instantaneous sediment uxes
presented in 5.5, the instantaneous rate of bed level hange is estimated
using
∂h
∂t
≃ − 1
1− ed
∂q˜s
∂x
(7.1)
of whih the maximum absolute value is 1.02.0 m/s (fm = 1.0). The
storage term and ontribution from the bed load transport is omitted for
simpliity in eq. (7.1). The instantaneous rate of bed level hange is thus
found to be substantially larger than the period average rate of hange, and
it an be onluded that the indued veloities from the bed movement do
not attain unphysily large values.
7.3 Disussion of Topis of Physial Nature
The Eet of a Third Dimension
The simulations of the hydro- and morphodynamis under breaking waves
are restrited to two dimensions in the present thesis. As disussed in 4.4.3
and 5.1, the behaviour of the surfae in the ase of plunging breaking, and
to a smaller extend for spilling breakers (D), ould be due to the lak of a
third dimensions, in whih the vortial strutures are allowed to be strethed.
The disussion is left inonlusive in this thesis, however, the validity of the
assumption of two-dimensionality ought to be tested in future works.
†
Three times the number of omputational ells and a resulting neessary derease
in fm is seen to be a fator of 9. On top of this, a small derease in the time step
will be experiened. The time step will not derease by a fator of 3.0, as it is mostly
ontrolled by the vertial disretisation. The use of parallel omputations would aet
these onsiderations (3.3.3)
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Another mehanism, whih is omitted by assuming 2-dimensionality, is
the obliquely desending eddies as already disussed in 2.3.2. Nadaoka et al.
(1988b) nd that the obliquely desending eddies an bring large amounts
of sediment in suspension. In terms of nearshore sediment transport, this
ould (i) hange the phase lags already identied in the model and (ii) hange
the magnitude of the suspended sediment uxes. The obliquely desending
eddies are loal features, whih are not aeting the entire bed eah wave
period, e.g. Nadaoka et al. (1988b) only identied the hydrodynami nger-
print on a xed loation in 1/10 of the measured wave periods. Therefore, to
attribute an equivalent amount to the sediment transport as e.g. undertow
ombined with exess turbulene due to wave breaking, the importane of
the obliquely desending eddies should be an order of magnitude larger than
the more permanent proesses.
This order of magnitude inrease in volumetri onentrations are not
supported by the measurements by Nadaoka et al. (1988b), and it is therefore
reasonable to exlude this eet in the present study.
The Saling of the Cross Shore Proesses
The disussion of the saling of the integrated ross shore sediment ux, Q¯s,
in 5.2, and the attempt of omparing between laboratory sale experiments
and prototype sale simulations are left inonlusive. The numerial model
is nevertheless a powerful tool in further pursuing some denite answers.
First, the model needs to be further tested against experimental results,
whih is not part of the present work simply due to time onstraints. Having
validated the numerial approah, it is suggested that a more omprehensive
parametri study than that in 5 is undertaken, whih as a minimum inves-
tigate the parameters HB, T , tan β, ws, and the shape of the ross shore
prole. This would yield a set of integrated ross shore sediment uxes,
whih an be analysed as a funtion of ζ0, Ω and ΩHK . The values for these
parameters should be hosen intelligently, suh that 23 of the ombinations
yield the same value of the dependent variable. If Q¯s, in non-dimensional
form, then takes the same value, it would strengthen the onlusion on the
appropriate form of the dependent variable.
The fous in 5 was on the dependeny of ζ0, however, in hindsight it
is less likely that this is the appropriate saling parameter for Q¯s, beause
it does not take the sediment properties into onsideration. ζ0 ould never-
theless be important for the hydrodynami response, whih only to a small
extend depends on the grain diameter through the value of the roughness
height (assuming at bed). The dependeny between ζ0 and λBs in gure
5.8, where the latter is related to sediment transport, is explained by the fat
that the peak in q¯s is oiniding with the peak in the undertow veloity, u¯r,
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whih is a purely hydrodynami property. This is identied by omparing
the gures 5.6 and 5.11. This means that gure 5.8 also desribe the spa-
tial lag between wave breaking and the maximum in the depth integrated
undertow veloity.
The Eet of Irregular Waves
This thesis has foused mostly on regular wave foring, beause previous
modelling attempts, where suh wave foring is used, have shown that smooth-
ing is needed in the rate of bed level hange (2.5.2). It was already noted
by Roelvink and Brøker (1993) that using irregular waves would remove
this problem beause of the ross shore smearing of the surf zone proesses.
This approah, however, is merely a resort to irumvent a known problem.
It is proved in this work that the high level of omplexity in the present
model removes the requirement of smoothing of the ross shore sediment
distribution, before it is used for morphologial updating. This means that
the issue must originate from an inomplete model formulation of the hydro-
dynamis, whih is already disussed in 7.1.
The sediment transport pattern under irregular waves are of onsiderable
importane for engineering purposes. Some of the unanswered questions are:
 The saling analysis proposed above should initially onentrate on
regular waves, however, irregular waves would ause a hange in the
ross shore sediment ux. It is hypothesised that for large Ω, e.g. larger
than 10.0, the eet of irregular waves would result in a derease of
the oshore direted ross shore ux (Rakha et al., 1997). On the
other hand, the experiments by Baldok et al. (2011) show that for
Ω in the intermediate range (Ω ≃ 1.0 − 6.0), the opposite behaviour
is seen, namely inreasing sediment uxes with the introdution of
irregular waves. Therefore, what is the eet of irregular waves on the
integrated ross shore sediment ux? How does this behaviour relate
to the behaviour under regular wave foring?
 Is it possible to nd a onsistent regularisation of the irregular waves
based on statistial properties of the wave spetrum? For instane sim-
ilar to that done for the suspended sediment transport ux in ombined
wave-urrent boundary layers (Zyserman and Fredsøe, 1988)?
 Is there a dierene in the steady level of the breaker bar rest due to
irregular waves, when it is ompared to a regular wave referene ase?
Or is the time sale in the development merely dierent? (Assum-
ing that it is known, how the orresponding referene solution under
regular wave foring is to be dened).
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 What is the eet of the irregular waves on the migration speed? This
is partly answered in 6.1, though not for a breaker bar, whih has
attained a steady rest level.
 Of the many unanswered questions with respet to a net shoreward
urrent (6.2.3), the knowledge of whih urrent speed auses a hange
in diretion of the bar migration is of pratial importane, beause
this would aid in the evaluation of longterm beah response and in the
desription of the fate of nourished sand on or lose to breaker bars.
Chapter 8
Conlusion
A omplex model used to study the hydro- and morphodynamis in the surf
zone is presented in this thesis. It is shown that it is possible to apply Open-
Foam as a tool for the modelling of wave breaking under some onstraints
on the ell aspet ratio (4.3).
The emphasis in this thesis has been on the surf zone proesses, and it is
shown that the inreased omplexity in the model formulation allows for the
simulation of a smooth distribution of the sediment transport uxes aross
the breakpoint (5.2). This has not been ahieved in the previous model
approahes using regular waves (7.1).
The simulations, where the morphologial response is turned o, reveal
several spatial and temporal lag-eets in the surf zone. A valuable result
is the variation in the non-dimensional spatial lag between the breakpoint
and the maximum undertow strength with the surf similarity parameter. A
range for the former quantity of [0.25, 1.25] is suggested (5.2), and it an be
used as input in less sophistiated modelling tools, whih rely on empirial
relations.
In the simulations with a full oupling (6), it is seen that by using a
modelling framework with this level of omplexity, it is possible:
 To model the morphologial development of breaker bars due to the
breaking of regular waves without any smoothing of the proesses (ex-
ept on the level of Nyquist frequenies due to a numerial instability
of the Exner equation, 3.3.2).
 It has been shown that the development of a breaker bar is due to an
erosional proess in the trough. The development in the breaker bar
slows down as the erosion in the trough eases, whih happens, when
the trough beomes too wide and too deep to allow for any further
erosion.
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 To predit a steady rest of level of the breaker bar both for the inner
and the outer ones (6.1 and 6.2).
 To model a quasi-steady solution to the breaker bar, whih is found in
6.1, where the migration speed of the outer bar beomes small.
Furthermore, it is desribed how an onshore direted urrent, whih mim-
is the presene of a horizontal irulation system, aet the hydro- and
morphodynamis of a breaker bar. A pronouned irulation is found in
the trough, beause the period averaged ow over rest beomes shoreward
direted, whih inhibits the oshore direted ow in the trough to esape
seaward. It is found that the oshore migration speed dereases with in-
reasing urrent strength of the breaker bar. This result an also be derived
qualitatively from the presented analysis of the hydrodynamis over a frozen
and barred ross shore prole.
These aomplishments are attributed to the fat that the near eld
desription of the hydrodynamis in the surf zone inludes a high level of
omplexity. Espeially around the breakpoint, whih is the natural transi-
tion point for two dierent prevailing transport mehanisms and their orre-
sponding transport diretions.
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Appendix A
Modelling of Wave Boundary
Layers
A.1 Low Reynolds Number Closure
The simulation of turbulent wave boundary layers has been veried against
the experimental data of Jensen et al. (1989), where the frition veloity,
uf = ‖uf‖2, is determined over a rough boundary using a log-t method.
The experiments are onduted in an osillatory tunnel with a height of
0.28 m. The period is T = 9.72 s, the maximum nearbed orbital veloity
is um = 2.0 m/s, and the bed is made rough by glueing sand paper with a
roughness height of 0.85 mm onto the bed.
In gure A.1 the experimental data is ompared with the simulated fri-
tion veloity using the low Reynolds number losure. It is seen that the
magnitude and temporal variation of the bed shear stress is well predited.
The near bed boundary ondition for k at rough boundaries was sug-
gested (Roulund et al., 2005) to be set to ns∇k = 0, where ns is the unit
normal vetor to the boundary. This is based on physial onsiderations
and measurements of the distribution of the turbulent kineti energy lose
to rough boundaries, where the turbulene does not go to zero, but rather
approah a nite value, see e.g. the experimental data reported by Nezu
and Nakagawa (1993); Sumer et al. (2003). These arguments were onsid-
ered in detail by Fuhrman et al. (2010) for the onvergene properties as
a funtion of near bed resolution for a urrent. Preliminary estimates sug-
gest that a reasonable auray an be ahieved for a near bed resolution of
∆y/kN < 0.01, where ∆y is the near bed resolution.
The same approah is used in unsteady motion, where the rate of on-
vergene in the maximum frition veloity, uf,m, as a funtion of ∆y and
k+N,m = kNuf,m/ν is onsidered. This is depited in gure A.2. The results
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Figure A.1: Comparison of the frition veloity in a rough turbulent osillatory
boundary layer. (Dots): Experimental data from Jensen et al. (1989),
test 13 (Full line): Simulation using the low Reynolds number losure
model.
learly show that the method reported by Fuhrman et al. (2010) is also appli-
able to unsteady ows and onrm the rule of thumb of kN/∆y = O(100)
for a near wall disretisation.
A similar omparison is depited for knw in gure A.3, and the same
onlusions an be drawn on the existene of a unique onvergene urve for
a large range of roughness heights.
A.2 High Reynolds Number Closure
The high Reynolds number losure has been tested against the low Reynolds
number losure model, see A.1. Three wave boundary layers are onsidered,
all of whih are turbulent (Jensen et al., 1989, gure 8). The period and
free stream veloity amplitude are (i) T = 9.72 s and um = 2 m/s, (ii)
T = 1.0 s and um = 2 m/s, and (iii) T = 0.1 s and um = 20 m/s. The
high Reynolds number losure is solved for dierent near wall disretisation,
namely ∆y/kN = {0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, 3.0}. The results from this analysis is
depited in gure A.4.
It is seen that both the amplitude and the phase-lag is well aptured
by the high Reynolds number model. For dereasing wave period, however,
larger and larger disrepanies are found between the high and low losure
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Figure A.2: Convergene of uf,m as a funtion of (a) ∆y/kN and (b) ∆y
+ =
uf,m∆y/ν for 4 values of k
+
N,m.
models around zero-rossing. This disrepany is almost non-existing for T =
9.72 s, whereas it is pronouned for T = 0.1 s. In order to maintain the fully
turbulent assumption, the simulations needed to be run with unrealistially
large values of um, hene around zero-rossing the aeleration beomes more
and more important relative to the magnitude of u in the determination
of the frition veloity. The importane of the aeleration term suggests
that an improvement of the method ould be obtained by using a log-linear
prole (e.g. Fredsøe and Justesen, 1986) instead of the logarithmi prole
assumption. Nevertheless, suh large aeleration seem unrealisti in the
present study near the boundary. The maximum aeleration for T = 1 s is
approximately 1.3‖g‖2. Suh aelerations are experiened in the surf zone,
however, they are found at the rest of the wave in the initial part of the
wave breaking proess (Peregrine, 1983).
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Appendix B
Mesh Generation
The mesh generation for the wave breaking simulations follows the same
basi proedure. The mesh onsists of three horizontal layers, see gure B.1,
denoted I, II and III. Additionally the lower, yL, and upper bounds, yU , need
to be dened.
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Figure B.1: Sketh of the 3 horizontal layers used in the mesh generation.
Layer I is equidistantly disretised and it onsists of ells being order
d in height. This layer is introdued to be able to ontrol the near bed
mesh, so a mesh line is plaed exatly δb from the bed as disussed in 3.2.
In the outer layer, III, the mesh is also equidistantly disretised over the
vertial, however, ∆yI ≪ ∆yIII. To onnet these two layers, layer II is
non-uniformly disretised with a vertial strething. Eah layer onsists of a
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number of predened ells, NI , NII , and NIII . The disretisation must full
yU − yL = ∆yINI +
NII∑
i
G(i−1)∆yI +NIII∆yIII (B.1)
in addition to
GNII−1∆yI = ∆yIII . (B.2)
The latter produes a smooth transition over the vertial between layer II
and III. In the horizontal diretion, the spaing between the vertial mesh
lines is ontrolled by keeping the aspet ratio, AR = ∆xIII/∆yIII , onstant.
Appendix C
The Sand Slide Mehanism
C.1 Sand Slide Routine
The sand slide routine in Niemann et al. (2011) onsiders eah fae of the
omputational boundary individually and full the sand slide riterion on
these faes loally by adjusting the vertial oordinate of the nodes (a similar
method is used by Marieu et al. (2008)). This loalised approah might
lead to an exeedane of the angle of repose on the faes to either side of
the urrent fae. The orretion of their slope, however, might result in
an exeedane of the angle of repose of the original fae. This reursive
sliding approah results in an O(M3) numerial eieny. Fortunately, M
is typially small, say O(10), so the omputational burden is generally small
ompared to e.g. the solution to the pressure equation.
The method desribed below was tested and it is found to sale as O(M).
The pratial part of the implementation, however, turned out to be unsta-
ble, thus the present work is based on the method by Niemann et al. (2011)
as time was too limited to investigate the soure of this instability, hene the
more robust and slower algorithm was preferred
∗
. Nevertheless, the method
is outlined below.
Similarly to the method of Niemann et al. (2011), the proposed method
onsiders a geometrial redistribution of the sediment. First, onsider the
point B in gure C.1. The fae to its left will be subjet to a slide failure,
hene a lowering of point B. This ould suessively lead to sliding to the
right of B. The two points A and B holds between them a onneted set of
faes, whih exeeds the angle of repose, thus after the sliding mehanism is
ompleted, they should all have a slope of tan βstable.
The lines, ℓ
A
and ℓ
B
, are the bounds of extreme limits to the stable
slope, neither of whih are the atual stable solution due to the requirement
∗
The stated numerial eienies are derived based on pratial experiene.
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Figure C.1: Sketh of the sand slide mehanism. The grey line is the original bed
and the blak line adjust to the onstraints given by the line ℓ
M
of sediment mass onservation. They are merely lower and upper bounds,
respetively. The points A' and B' are the points just outside these bounds,
hene unhanged during and after the sliding.
Any line, ℓ
M
, between the two bounds desribes a possible stable solution.
ℓ
M
adjusts the prole suh that all points between A and B (these inluded)
are moved vertially to lie on ℓ
M
. The points between A' and A and B and B'
are either moved to ℓ
M
or maintain their original position depending on their
position relative to the line, see gure C.1. The line, whih yields the nal
stable solution, is the one, whih result in mass onservation. The solution
is in pratial terms found using a bisetion routine.
C.2 Example of the Exeedane of Angle of Repose
The sliding mehanism has been turned on in 6. This is needed, as the
breaking of regular waves result in a onstant foring in the same plae,
whih an maintain a unidiretional ow (see gure C.3) over a omplete
wave period. This unidiretional ow an sustain extremely large bed slopes
in the order of O(40◦-50◦), see gure C.2(a). The mehanism in the model
responsible for these large slopes and the mehanisms, whih are responsible
for the subsequent break-down of the model, are disussed here, exemplied
by test run A02SB without sand slide; see table 6.1 for the environmental
parameters. The analysis will be restrited to two dimensions, where α = 0◦
for down-slope ow and α = 180◦ for up-slope ow.
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Eq. (3.35) for the ritial Shields parameter reads
θ′c = θ
′
c0
cos β√1− sin2 α tan2 β
µ2s
− cosα sin β
µs
 .
For α = 180◦, θ′c is stritly positive for all values of β ∈ [0, 90◦], thus
eetively inreasing the ritial Shields parameter relative to that on a
at bed. Suppose that β beome larger than the angle of repose and the
ow diretion hanges (α = 0◦), then it is easily identied that θ′c beome
negative, whih physially does not make sense and is not handled by the
urrent implementation (numerial break-down).
This happens in test ase A02SB. The bed level evolution is depited in
gure C.2(a), and it is evident that the bed slope by far exeed the angle
of repose on the shoreward side on the inner breaker bar (x = 25 m). Fur-
thermore, it an be seen that the inrease in slope our rapidly, whih is
due to the generation of a vortex on the shoreward side of the bar. The bed
shear stress below this vortex is onstant in the oshore diretion during
this period. The rapid inrease in the shoreward slope is expliitly depited
in gure C.2(b), where the maximum and minimum slopes along the entire
prole are shown.
The ow eld on the shoreward side of the inner breaker bar is depited in
gure C.3 for 5 snapshots over one wave period. In the top panel a breaking
wave rush over the bar rest, but due to the steepness of the shoreward side of
the bar, the ow separates. The resulting oshore direted nearbed veloities
are maintained over an entire wave period. The diretion is rstly maintained
beause of ow separation while the surfae roller passes the shoreward slope,
and afterwards it is the ombination of undertow and oshore direted orbital
motion in the trough.
Figure C.3 also depits the intrawave desription of the bed level hange.
It is seen that the shoreward side of the bar is more or less rotated around the
bar rest leading to a steepening of the rest prole. The oshore movement
of the shoreward side is onsistent with the loal hydrodynami foring.
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ase of no sand slide mehanism. fm = 6.25. (b): Minimum and
maximum prole slope as a fun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Figure C.3: The velo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Appendix D
Veloity Field in Breaking
Waves
The veloity eld is depited for test ases FA1 and FB2 around the breaking
point in the gures D.1D.4. See 5.1 for a disussion of the results.
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Figure D.1: Snapshots of veloity eld from FA1 (ζ0 = 0.083, T = 6 s). Full line
is 200uf |uf | depited relative to the bed. Every se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al line of
data is omitted for larity. Ve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ted oshore.
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Figure D.4: As in gure D.3
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